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EDITOR'S FOREWORD

The celebration of the nation's Bicentennial has stimulated a wide and
serious exploration of American ideals and American experience in the
broadest sense. It has produced 3 unique time and place in which to
examine our American heritage, its beginnings and its continued develop-
ment. It has called forth scholarly works providing us with new insights
into events, words and deeds which are the legacy of the American Revolu-
tion. Such a work is the Monograph presented here.

Professors Kurt Ritter and James Andrews have prcsented us with a
view of the American ideology which is at once macroscopic in its ap-
plication to American history and microscopic in its examination of the
language and thought which has created and sustained that unique set of
symbols and values known as "American." Beginning with the American
Revolution they have examined a wide variety of ceremonial and occa-
sional utterances IcK:ating those symbols and visions woven together rhe-
torically in a way that created a -community"; a new and unique com-
munity chosen by Ged to become a great republican empire where the tree
of liberty could grow and flourish. Through their analysis they have es-
tablished the centrality of the rhetorical process in selecting and eulogizing
events, like the Boston Massacre orations, which were the spawning
grounds of the American ideology.

Not only have Professors Ritter and Andrews given us new insights into
therhetoric of the American Revolution as the birthplace of the American
ideology, they have traced that ideology through American history analyz-
ing its potency in shaping and molding the American vision of the Revolu-
tion itself, the Civil War, the conflict over imperialism and the contem-
porary civil rights struggk In turn, they have pointed out the ways in
which the ideology itself has been shaped to fit new visions necessitated by
a growing and changing America: Despite such alteratk.ns, the American
ideology according to our authors has remained essentially intact,
-operating as a yardstick against which those who seek change can
measure American behavior."

In this monograph we can see the rhetorical critic at work, probing into
the past, locating the symbols and forms men used to comprehend the cir-
cul,isiances which they confronted at the time of the Revolutior. These in
time became symbolited in the American ideology. The authors' analyses
reveal how in turn this ideokg), came to sanctify the past for those who



faced new circumstances with the assurance that they were carrying on the
iews and values of the Founding Fathers. Thus. through this monograph
we are able to see more clearly the Continuing American Revolution as a
si.mbolic force in all rhetorical transactions affecting our national policies
and practices.

I his monograph hv Professor, Ritter and Andrews is one of a series
sponsored and puhhshed t, the Speech Communication Association. 'The
series. entitled The Continuing merican Revolution,- was first
conceived in 1972 F) a lpectal committee of the Association. The commit-
tee was :harged with finding appropriate was for the Speech Communi-
cation Association -to honor the American Revolution both as an historic
ev cnt and as a smbol of a continuiric American social regeneration." One
of its reconunendations was that the Association estai,lish an editorial
board which would solicit monographs reflecting the research and thought
of prominent speech communication scholars about the American Revolu-
tion as an ongoing communication of ideas sy mbolizing American
esperience and alues

An editorial hoard was formai. It, members are Ernest Bormann,
I ni%ersit!, of Minnesota: Parke Burgt ss. Queens College: Richard Gregg,
I he Penns\ Iv ama State Lniv essay Leland Griffin, Northwestern
University ;.nd myself. The editorial board has searched far and wide to
find significant and appropriate studies for these monographs and it is very.
pleased to have had a part in bringing this most worthwhile study hy
Professors Ritter and Andrews into print. As Senior Editor I wish to
express my deepest appreciation to each member of the editorial board for
his unselfish devotion of time and effort to this series. All have extensive
teaching and research duties which place heavy demands on their time, yet
all have given unhesitatingly of time and expertness to this effort. I am
most grateful. I am grateful also to William Work. Executive Secretary
of the Speech Communication Association for his efforts in guiding this
monograph to completion, and to the various members of the Speech
Communication Association's Administrative Committee and Finance
Board over the last four years for their continuing support and encourage-
ment

Robert S. Cathcart
Senior Editor

Queens College
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1 FROM:CT-ION

Human beings carry in themselves and in their world a collective past: a
history of their people, their culture, their countrynot th e history hut q
history . wrought bs An intricate intermingling of events, persons, ilind
abstract notions that are filtered through a screen of interpretation and
perception

The distinguished British scholar Sir Lewis Namier saw history as a way
for man "to master the past imminent both in his person and in his social
selling and to induce in him a fuller understanding of the present."! His-
torical forces do, indeed, press upon contemporary human beings, but
those forces mu:a somehow be mediated: they are not experienced directly.
hut through a conduit tl-at carries what has gone before into the present.
Namter would doubtless have looked on the study of history, as does i. H.
Plumb, as a "process which increases man's awareness of himself, that
strengthens his chance of controlling himself and his environment." as a
search for what is "objective and true." But as Plumb has so brilliantly ob-
served in The Death of the Past, "real" happenings arc often reported,
explained, and understood in such a way as to shape the present in con-
formation with the goals or attitudes that prevail in a society. Plumb ac-
cordingly wishes to distinguish history from "the past" which "is always a
created ideology with a purpose, designed to control individuals, or mo-
tivate societies, or inspire classes." = Even if one wishes to talk about his-
tor) as what is true and the past as what is made of history, the fact
remains that historical phenomena are processed.

Historical pfnnomena. then, ire not inherently meaningful, or, at least,
do not L.ave one specific. inherent meaning. Ideas and events .are given
meaning as they arc dealt with by those who directly or vicariously
experience them and pass them on to others. Events need to be patterned
in some way for the human mind to understand and cope with them. As C.

Wedgewood observed: "History experienced is not simple for those
who experience it." Yet although perspective is shortened, the contempo-
rary actor could make sense out cf the world he lived in. "He may not have
known or suspected influentes which have been later revealed; but he knew
what he experienced in his mind or suffered in his flesh, and he knew what
beliefs and what interests he admitted to be the motives of his actions."
As events unfold, then, foreground must be drawn from background.



context must he imposed: in short. meaning must he given through the in-
fluencing and shaping of percepthins. And not only must those who live
through or with event, organize their perceptions. hut they inevitably pass
on those organized perceptiOns to their p,,sterity

It is the function of rhetoric to enable peopk to pattern their re,Alities in
such a meaningful/way That is to say. events must he umindizetito he
understood the-processing of historical phenomena is partly the discovery
and exploitation of their symhohc power. 1 his is not to suggest conspira-
tonal notion of using CCnh to further specific. and often hidden, aims.
Rather it -is to say that, as humans cannot ingest whole the my riad details
and facets of any action or idea. they must he selective This selectivo
operates in two directions A person may perceive selectively because of
the context in which he Seeti himself to exist, and thus force a kind of
psychological congruity on the event. At the same time, the connections
between events 111.1 he searched for and discerned as a new or altered pat-
tern, a new perception that has its own dimension of symbolic power. One
might reasonahly argue that rhetoric is the process whereby symbols are
discovered and used as powerful forces in shaping thought and action.'

Symbols derive from ideas %hid,, when properly articulated and
charged with sufficient force to shape perceptions, have the power to
gener4e upheavals of volcanic proportions. Ideas promote, deter, liherate,
enslave I urthermore, ideas shaped hy the rhetorical process are pat-
terned. the% are fitted together into an ideology which become, in itself the
organizing touchstone of a group's collective perception. We propose to
undertake in this study an examination of the ways in which ideas emerged
an.1 erew in the rhetorical process of creating an American people, and of
the 144., in which such ideas were transformed into fundamental symbols
that have exerted their influence throughout our history.. We hold, in short,
that in4he discourse of late eighteenth-century America can he discerned a
hiy ot ideas. shaped into a motivating force through the rhetorical

'we.... that helped to make a revolution and to mold for generations to
come the perceptions of the heirs of that revolution. It is the working, of
that rhetorical process that we hope to illuminate.

he first step in this investigation was to study certain discourses of the
Amencln Revolution to uncover the ways in which epideictic rhetoric
functioned to create. in the words of Chaim Perelman. a "sense of com-
munion centeral around particular values recognized hy the audience."'
I pideictic. or ceremonial. oratiiins constituted one of the three major
types of Revolutionary pamphlet,. In these ceremonial addresses, com-
memorating, for example. election days, thanksgiving, and fast days. the
landing of the Pilgrims. the Stamp Act repeal, the Battle of Lexington.
and the Boston Massacre. the epideictie orator constructed and transmit-
ted cultural myths. enhanced hy his listeners' high regard for oratory.as an
intellectual activity Bombarded as they were by a cacophony of events,
the colonists sought for some sort of harmony. In organi/ing and inter-



preting the events of their tumultuous era, the patriot orators followed a
strategy (ruin which emerged some fundamental ideas. Woten together
into a unified perception, these ideas helped to make sense out of the rush
of etents I he ideology . then. was forged through anthby a rhetorical
process that defined and ordered t alues. interpreted etents to conform to
that alue pattern. andled uaimately to the formulation of a unique per-
ception ...an American t iewpoint. The first chapter examines this rhe-
torical strategy and the resultant ideolop

OlisC a pattern of ideas is let. it ma) function idcologicall), sersing as
the criteria for fudging nations progress and promise. throughout
American histon orators. expressing deep reverence for their Revolu-
tionat heritage. reinforced thc %Aims implicit in the Revolutionary
isleologs and used the ideolog both as a springboard for rhetorical inven-
tion and as a rderence point tor contemporar), beliefs and policies. The
second step in this intestigation was to etamme a body of discourse in
which the Amerisan itlei.logt might reasonably he expected to play a cru-
cial ride 14 nit the Inaugural Address as the subject of analysis, the second
chapter is detoted to a study of rhetorical attempts to reinforce and make

or the Kesolutionars pa:tern of perception. the critical focus in this
analysis is on the rhetorical process whereby that ideology operated as an
let:Awed standard ot national conduct

An ideologs. in order to remain stable. must adapt tO its paradoxical
position it I.:annul remain completc4 static, nor can it afford to lose the
sani,tion sit tiniclessness if it is to clifitinue to function as the perceptual
sroeria tor fudging e.ents. it must remain sufficient!), aloof from any given
sontett so as not to he compromised h), that context, that is. to he made
specific and not unhersaI Vet at the same Dire, the general criteria must
be specificalk applied 14 hen the discourse is targel ). ceremonial, designed
to cloak the present with the s..nction of the past as in the Inaugural Ad-
dresses. the parados is muted The reverse is true when the discourse
centers on .1 clash of salues fundamental to the ideological foundation.

hetorik then functions to reconcile the conflict while preserving the
ideologs intact, the ballast may haw to he rearranged hut the ship of state
must not he allowed to I 'under The question of America's imperial role
texed the nation at the turn of the century and created a crisis of belief in
the %attics inherent in the ideology. In the third chapter. this controversy is
examined in order to discover the ways in which a reconciliation ultimately
emerged from the rhetoric generated hy the debate.

Ironically. under the conditions described in this monograph. America's
Istoolution3r ideology is seen to function conservatively: Rhetorical
strategies are designed to transmit the ideology so as to maintain the
ideological construct itself and to reinforce perceptions consonant with the
prese.A. ation of established institutions. Yet the ideology need not always
operate in precisely such a fashion. lt call also serve as a standarda yard-
stickagainst which those who seek change can measure American be-
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havior This, of course. is still an essentially conservative. reforming func-
tion sour the standard is seen as possible of being met. On thr other hand.
the ideas whieh coalesced to form a revolutionary vision of the.new
country were always pregnant with revolutionary potential. During the
upheavals of the 1960s a rhetorical .strategy aimed at contrasting the
ideology with reality developed The ways in which reformist and radical
rhetoric manirllated the ideology to change the status duo, rather than to
praise it. is the sublect of investigation in the fourth chapter.

he American ideology. then, forged in revolution, was made coherent.
sustained. modified and transmitted to future generations foi their very
practical use in understanding their world. This rhetorical process
matiated between ideas and people and bridged the generations. It has
ham our intention to illuminate this process. We do not argue a brief for
the goodness or badness of ideology itself, or for tht good or evil of what
we have called the American ideology. We hold only that people do create
and use systems of ideas to help them understand the world about them;
the method wherehy they are created and used is a rhetorical one, and by
understanding it better we might better understand ourselves.

INTRODUCTION

SOH-%

Cited h John Brooke. "Namier and Namierism.- Studie, in the
Phdowpht cii flivtori. ed. tieorge H. Nadel (New York: Harper and
Ron. 1965). p

J. H Plumb. the lkathot the.Past (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971).
pp. 16-17.

'c V. VLedgewood. The Xing's. Peace: 1637-1641 (London: Collins
fontane. 1966), p 15

4Ch. Perelman and albrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetork: A Treatise on
Argunwntafion. trans John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame,
Indiana: University ortiotre Dame Press, 1969), pp. 116-117.

'Bernard Bailyn has classified Revolutionary pamphlets into three
groups: (1) direvt response to great events of the time, (2) pamphlet de-
bates. and (3) commemorative addresses: see his ideological Origins of the
American Revoluttein (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp.

v!7.
"For e ixample. Lira Stiles, President of Yale College, held poetry n less

esteem than oratoryan art he considered one of "the higher and more
valued branches- of learning. See The Lirerari. Dian. of &ea Stiles, ed.
I ranklin Dexter (New York Scrihners. 1901). I. 517.
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CHAPTER I

URI- ABM.: AWRICAti IDE0.10(il

British ltorth America in the latter part of the eighteenth century
0 looked to England as home, and, although actual military conflict may fi-

nally have sealed the irreparability of the breach between the two, the
psychological preparation for rebellion was as crucial as the taking up of
arms. Torn by conflicting loyalties, the colonists needad to establish their
own identities if they were to become revolutionaries. The effort was not
easy. The transformation of American loyalties did not occur 'uddenly in
1776. The Declaration of Independence was simply an act of secession
from Britain; indeed. ,he problem of emotional attachments to England
continued to occupy American writers and speakers until 1783 and be-
yond.' CertainlY right up until the moment of separation eien staunch
patriots could not reject their former attachments out of hand. In 1773.
Dr. Benjamin Church did not hesitate to call himself "a British American
freeholder" in an oration before Boston's leading patriots, and in March
1774. as radical a group as the Boston Committee or Correspondence
reported that "the old good Will and Affection for the Parent Country"
was not yet lost and would blossom again "If she returns to her former
moderation and good humor." James Lovell. a Boston schoe' .,!acher
whom the British would soon imprison as a "spy." scorned talk war as
"a Slur on common humanity." In 1774, inaware of his troubled future.
Lovell spoke warmly of "that habitual Affection of Englishman to
Englishman."

Traditional attachments continued to worry the revolutionaries even
after the Declaration of Independence. In May of 17711 the Reverend Peter
Thacher of Malden, Massachusetts warned Samuel Adams that the
American Congress should avoid any "connexion (sicl with Britain."
Perhaps favorable trade could be established in the futurc nachcr specu-lated, but even this he would not allow "until every man had got

'thoroughly weaned from his old auachment to that land." The minister
from Malden considered any peaceful intercourse between Americans and
the British as "exceedingly dangerous," because many former colonists
still retained *sa fascination" and an s'absurd affection" for the mother
country.' Such affection did not, of course, promote whM Chaim

3
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Perelman has called a "community .of minds" among those who would
resist the authority of tbe Crown and Parliament.4 On the contrary, so
long as the colonists saw themselves as Englishmen. the Anglo-American
controversy could become no more than a family disputea quarrel in
which the colonists viewed England as the overbearing mothei country.
and the British perceived the colonists as trouble-some children of the
empire. America.. unity could hardly he achieved unless a clear polarity of
interesty, and attachments could he created. That formidable task was set
for rhetoric. The rhetorical strategy which the patriots developed was an
intricate one that had as its goal the destruction of the British ethos and. a!
the same time. the creat:on of a new American ethos. The discovery of this
Amerkan national charat.ter provided a new anchor for Americans seek-
ing an identity distinct from their British cousins. With an American ethos
as the core concept. revolutionists could wean coionists from old affections
and hegin to construct an image of America totall!, independent from (and
superior to) Great Britain In a blend of point-counterpoint, patriot ora-
tors undertook to create and then rill an emotional vacuum. Obviously this
is not to suggest that there were two distine. "steps" in the rhetorical
strategy. hut rather that the erosion of 'British prestige had to occur along
with the glorification of the uniquel.s American ethos. For the purpose of
analysis. however, the strands in the web may best he seen if examined
separately.

The Revolutionar rhetoric analy zed in this study is drawn largely from
speeches, sermons, pamphlets. broadsides and newspaper essays which
resulted from the Boston Massacre of 1770 and which commemorated that
altercation from 1771 to 1783. The Massacre itself became a highly sym-
bolic evint..an annual occasion for patriotic orators to reinvigorate revolu-
tionary ardor. This rhetorical discourse also covered a span of time during
which the revolution was brought to the pc.int of arms, was fought, and
was consolidated. John Adams regarded the orations commemorating the
Massacre as "Monuments of the huctuations of public opinion .and
general feeling in Boston, Massachusetts, New England, and the United
States." As he looked back upon the Revolution in his later years Adams
sighed that if he were but "fifty years younger," he would publish these
orations in yolumes and write the history of the nation "in commentaries
upon them." While other speakers and writers espoused the American
cause throughout the coloniesAhe New Englanders were in the vanguard
of the Revolution and produced a sizable and focused body of discourse
worth careful examination. In order to avoid a too parochial view,
however, this study will also use Revolutionary rhetoric from othir
colonies to explicate the development of an American ideology.

Ceremonial rhetoric such as the Boston Massacre Commemorations,
annual election sermons, and fast and thanksgMng sermons, proved to be
particularly important expressions of emerging American nationalism be-
cause they helped celebrate the values' of the new nation and damn the

C.
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vices of the British. In a society undergoing great change. epideictic dis-
course becomes particularly important because it helps define and pro-
mote the values of the emerging culture. The ends of such discourseto
praise.and to blamequite naturally serve the process of attacking an old
identity and creating a new one. Epideictic oratory is removed from im-
mediate persuasive goals, yet at the same time it is "a central part of the
art of persuasion." By strengthening the listeners' commitment to certain
values, epideictic orators helped to establish 'a sense of communion," a
cultural unity, which would overcome older attachments!' Embedded in
the Boston Massacre orations and other Revolution,. ry rhetoric can be
found fundamental ideas that helped Americans to u:-!.erstand themselves,
to differentiate themselves from their English cousins, to understand their
own values and how they values were to be applied in the judgment of
events, and ultimately, to understand their own. unapeness.

In these speeches patriot leaders responded to Americans' latent loyalty
to England with two broad attacks on the British ethosa denunciation of

. Bntish soldiers as vile. blood-thirsty rapists and murderers, and a more
tcmperate but vastly more damaging argument that the entire people of
England had degenerated to a state of moral bankruptcy and had forfeited
their right to libertv The Roston Massacre Commemorations provided an
excelknt forum for attacks upon the British character because the annual
affair naturally turned attention toward "the detestable Principles and ar-
hitrary conduct" of the English. Those Americans who were prone to over-
look or discount the evil nature of their erstwhile countrymen had to be
sorted out in order to delineate sharply between patriots and loyalists.
Along with the attack on the English went a condemnation of the "vile In-
gratitude." the "ahominaibie wickedness': of their American supporters.-
Each year orators, ministers And newspaper editors reminded Americans
of the streets "Stained wi!'n blood." "the piercing. agoniting groans," and
"ye bloody butchers" who served as tools of "this Britich Military
Tyranny."' Benjamin Church, himself a man of complex loyalties, pro-
claimed that "the shocking recollection" of the Massacre forced loyalty to
stand "on tiptoe.- Three years after the Massacre, this uncertain patriot
easily departed on a flight of emotion, exclaiming that his "whole soul cla-
mours for arms and is vm fire to attack the brutal handetti.- To gaze upon
"the mangled corpses of our brethern, and grinning Juries over their
carnage:" he testified. "redoubles our resentment and makes revenge a
irtue."

The Massacre vsas, of course, a symbolic event in patriot rhetoric. It
+mas tacticalb necessary to, enlarge upon it to make clear the real, and
sinister. significance of the esent. Revolutionary spokesmen repeatedly
reminded their audiences that the Boston Massacre exposed the evil .

designs of the entire British government. This was extremely important to
the polar strategy.. It was quite natural for Englishmen:to be hostile and
suspicious toward a standing army. To associate the actions of the army

7



with the entire British government and nation was a potent tactic in
promoting the destruction of thc British character. In 1772 an illustrated
handbill proclaimed: "Americans! Bear in Rememberance the Horrid
Massacre!" Below a woodcut engraving of the Boston Massacre scene, the
poster urged.

Forever may AMERICA bc preserved

From weak and wicked monarchs.

Tyrannical Ministers.

Abandoned Governors.

Their Underlings and Hirelings!

And may the

M.iehinations of artful, designing wretches.

Who %ould ENSLAVE THIS PEOPLE

Come to an end! in

In this way the Massacre served to defame the character of all members of
the British government, from the King himself to his lowest tax collector.
Later orators pointed to the Boston killings as a sign of more widespread
British atrixities, "as the horrid prelude" to the pillage. murder and rape
which the- British carried out "in every corner of America" where the
King's armies had "becn able to penetrate." Speakers regularly turned
from the incident of 1770 to. "a more ample field of violence, bloodshed
and cruelty"to Lexington. Bunker Hill, and beyond. u

The attack on British soldiers and officials was intense and _played
directly upon the religious values or the American audience. John Han-
cock.denounced British agents as "noxious vermin." as "pillagers" thrust:
ing their "dirty hiinds into the pockets of every American." The ungodly
troops, he lamented. filled Boston with "riot and debauchery," and
disturbed the Sabbath 'with "impious Oaths and blasphemies."12 Even
before the war. American orators prophesied British atrocities against.
American civilians. In 1772 Joseph Warren's "alarmed imagination" fo-
resaw 'sour houses wrap't in flamesour children subjected to the barba-
rous. caprice of the raging soldieryour beauteous virgins exposed to all
the insolence of unbridled passionsoui virtuous wives endeared to us by
every tender tie, falling a sacrifice to worse then brutal violence." u The

8 1



.
use of the military as targets for harsh criticism permitted another tactic to
further the strategy. Rape was a justified fear of the citizenry when war
raged: The innocent American house-holder, when contrasted with the
beastly British-soldier, serval not only !o degrade further the British ethos,
but also to heigluen the contrast with American virtue.

Patriot orators' *occupation with sexual assaults suggested an image
of Britain as an incestucius parent raping his American daughter. With a
frankness uncommon to eighteenth-century public discourse, Benjamin
Hichborn sympathized with the "tender parent frantic with rage," dying in
his doorway "rather than live the witness of his daughter's shame." He im-,
plored his audience to "hear the shrieks of virgin innocence calling in vain
for succour from that arm which oft defended her!" As Hichborn re-
counted "the most barbarous vioknce upon the delicacy and virtue of the
fair," he called out: "See the helpless victim of their brutisb lust."14
I ieutenant Colonel Jonathan Austin asserted that such stories were "not
flights of fancy, not the dictates of imagination," but grim realities. Austin
in 17714, asked Boston's townspeople: "Does not the ear tingle when it
hears the shrieks of helpless Virgins, dreadful victims to lust and bar-barityr.s To complete the scene, the orators sometiMes portrayed the
"aged parent" pleading in vain as he witnessed "his daughter's shame."
The Reverend John Lathrop, who had been attacking the British from his
pulpit since 1770, spoke in 177 /4 of "the blooming virgin dressed for her
nuptials" who had been "seized by savage hands, hurried away and mur-
dered with unutterable cruelty ." 't Austin urged his listeners to blush not at
these horfied acts, but to repeat them to their children"to ring in their
oung ears the dreadful tale of murders, rapes and massacres." The
"conduct of Britain," he instructed, should be impressed upon youths "till
their young breasts glow with ardor."'

Patriot propagandists added murder, pillaging. and Indian scalping to
the list of British atrocities. The Reverend Mr. Lathrop assured his
listeners that the British were not sitisfied with military combatno, "de-
vastation, barbarity and murder have been their delight." They weie so
base, the minister asserted, that they "took peculiar pleasure" in defacing
churches. coroiertiiig them to barracks, barns and riding stables." But the
Boston minister was most horrified by the British paying Indians a bounty
on scalps While scalping other Indians was "neither new nor extraor-
dinar)." Lathrop regarded the hiring of "the Savages of America" to
scalp the "decendants of Europeans" as an "uroaralleled barbarity."19 It
also placvd the British in the camp of the rampaging Indians, long the
dread of the frontier and certainly seen as the enemies of Americans. In no
mnall measure, the British ethos acquired the satanic qualities that Ameri-
cans had only recently ascribed to the french because of their liaison with
the "savages of the wilderness" during the French-Indian.War.'"

As a final facet of their portrait or the vile British, the Revolutionary
spokesmen recounted the military exploits of English troops"the ashes
of our'desolated towns" and the "ruin and desolation spread over our
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fruitful villages." The occupation of Boston. the British march through
the Jersies. and the huffing of Not folk were all cited as evidence of the
cowardice and depravity of an enemy "who not having spirit or ability to
meet us in the field descend to these hide mean methods of exciting ter-
ror. In Revolutionary speeches. the British became meinsttous
sa ages "breathing out thirstings" for American blood; sadists who
-hardy starved" captured militiamen." Lathrop particularly stressed the
cruel treatment of American prisoners m his 1778 sermon commemorat-
ing the lio.ton Massacre. After allowing their captives to suffer from
hunger and cold. I athrop recounted, the "sordid enemy" offered them
only "the sikst insult" by inviting the prisoners to join the British army.
the Boston minister reported that during the prevwus winter thousands of
Americans had died in the British guard ships and prisons in New York;
"they rather chose to perish in want of all things than draw their sword
against the liberties of America." Lathrop held out little hope for those
who survived some were sent to Lngland and then dispatched to the
heathen East Indies "from whence they can have little or no reason to ex-
pect they shall ever return."

No doubt these fevered appeals aroused immediate emotional responses
from patriot audiences, encouraging them to resist Britain and sustain the
war effort. Fhe attacks upon the British soldiery, however, had the more
profound effect of tarnishing the English ethos and inviting Americans to
see the English not as mistaken but as essentially evil. In 1780 Jonathan
Mason, formerly a law clerk under John Adams and a young man whom
Abigail Adams fondly regarded as "an ambitious enterprising creature.-
cimlidently assured . his Boston audience that only the experience of
English atrocities had convinced Americansthat they and Britain could
"he friends no more." Jonathan Austin poimed to the British "bathing
themsdves in blood of our countrymen" and demand: "can we then wish a

re-union with such a people?,' The key word in Austin's question is
"people." Here the identification of the British soldiers and the British
cititens is complete. The British people are represented as literally and
figtEratively raping America; the parent has become a monster attempting
to ravish his child. The assertion that Englishmen Were fundamentally dif-
ferent from Americans could not be easily accepted. This assertion would
reqUire that a history of friendship and mutual support be rewritten, and
the English king be vilified_ as an earthly devil. 26 More important, Revnlu-
tionary spokesmen needed a comprehensive explanation for the decline of
the English people; they needed such an explanation as much for them-
selves as for their American audience. lf the English were vile and cor-
rupt, what of their seed in America? How had the English cousins

t descendants of the same forefathers as the virtuous Americansfallen to
their low conditionj! Patriot spokesmen addressed these questions in such a
way as to allow Americans to ignore their cultural and material inferiority
and to celebrate their motal superiority.
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The vile. degenerate behavior by gritish troops acquired a broader sig-
nificance; it came to be viewed as a symptom of the moral and physical de-
cline of the British Empire. Seen as analogous to the Roman kgions' eo-
lonial wars, thc American Revolutionary War marked another cycle of
civilization. William Tudor, who had recently returned to law practice
after attaining the rank of heutenant colonel at Lhe age of twenty-seven.
summarized this pervasive belief in lust two sentences of his Boston
Massacre oration in )779. Speaking of nmversal laws which operated "in
the political and mo:al. as well as in the phsskal world.- Tudor pointed to
the causes of national decline: "Those vices which ruined the illustrious re-
publics of Greece. and the mighty commonwealth of Rome: which are now
with rapid progression ruining Great Britain. so late the first Kingdom of
Uurope. must eventually ruin every State where their deleterious influence
in sufkred to prevail "Need I add.- Tudor concluded. "that luxury. cor-
ruption, and standing armies are those destructive cfficients'!" According
to the Whig tenets of history. once a people succumbed to the love of
luxury. they quickly became corrupt and sold their liberty for the bribes
ofkred by ambitious tyrants fter corrupting the people. such rulers
fortified their power by estahlishing standing armies And since the initial
link in thc charn of anti-British reasoning was the attack on the soldiery.
the argument was truly forged.

I he patriot orators tirelessly recounted the trilogy of British decline
with particular emphasis on the corrosive influence of luxury. "Luxury.-

udor proclaimed, "ts ever.the foe of independence, for at the same time
that it creates artificial wants, it precludes the means of satisiing them.-
The people: representatives become accustomed to the ministerial bribe.
he continued, and they begin to -consider puhlit v irtue as a public jest-
I his sentiment became such a commonplace in Rev_olutionary rhetoric
that participants at patriotic ceremonies routinely drank a toast that
"luxury never preva.l to the prejudice of Morality and National
Dignity." American patnots did not view the corrupting influence of
!usury as merekt a topiC for.popular applause. John Adams confided in his
diary that "when elegance. ,lusury. and effeminancy begin to he es-
tablished." the government becomes "totally corrupted.' and "folly. vice.
and villany Isici will he cherished and supported.- The British officials
in Massachusetts. Adams thought, illustrated this principle perfectly."
In wring to Samual Adams, a Maryland patriot confessed that he
considered "I usury & Venality." as the greatest threats to Americilh
liberty "

I usury had so in4wted Ungland by 1776. the Reverend Mr. Thacher
reported. that her Parliament vv,is -totally corrupted.- her ministry "ar-
hitrary and ty rannical,- and her people "the most contemptible of ani-
mals." Only a revolution could sate Britainhut "what hopes can Britons
entertain of effecting a revolution'r Tudor asked. Bribes to Parliament le--
galired the king's actions and his standing army enforced his ty.ranny.
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"An army of forty thousand," Tudor noted, ..:ould abort "in their birth
every effort of patriofism to restore the constitution." Thacher asserted
that English kings bribed opponents "to sacrifice the rights of the people"
by awarding them positions in the army and the ministry. Worst of all,
Thomas Dawes explained, the British army "over-awed" the people, in-
fluenced elections, and "carried distraction and massacre into different
parts of her Empire." "

The cycle of luxury. corruption, and standing armies indided an
inherent acceleration that both hastened the decline of England and
threatened the rest of the Empire. Dr. Thomas Welsh. formerly an army
surgeon, warned of the civic diseases that spread from a standing army.
Soldiers unoccupied with military combat, the doctor explained, pursued
"the objects of pleasure with the same zeal they engaged in the toils and
enterprizes of the field." Worse yet, the idle troops infected civilians with a
love of luxury, and "the voice of riot" replaced "the sound of the hammer,
and the midnight revel" succeeded "the vigils of labour." '4 With disap-
prtising tones, Mr. Thacher reminded his listeners how the British troops
both corrupted the morals of Boston's youths and, at the same time, en-

\
couraged the "habit of tame submission."

When Revolutionary spokesmen turned to British sexual vices, they
atrandoned logical consistency describing their enemies as predisposed
both to heterosexual rape and homosexual seduction. Perhaps reflecting
their Puritan heritage, the New England audiences grouped diverse sins
under onv heading as they contemplated their ungodly oppressors. None
objected to the orators incongruous image of the British soldier as an effe-
minate despoiler of American womanhood; indeed, many joined John
Adams in extravagantly praising such speeches. John Hancock cited the
Britons' dual capacity for sexual corruption, denouncing them for betray-
ing "our youth of one sex into extravagance and effeminancy. and the
other to infamy and ruin." He acknowledged regretfully "that even the no-
blest, fairest part of the lower creation" had not entirely escaped "tha
cursed snare." Hancock recalled that formerly virtue had "erected its
throne within the female breast," but in 1774 he found some girls "whose
youth and inexperience have rendered them a prey to wretches." 's Peter
Thacher joined Hancock in grieving that "the officers of the British army"
souglit only "to captivate the softer sex and triumph over their virtue." '6
Worse still, the, British taught American boys a fondness for false finery
and unmanly behavior. Jonathan Austin lecalled "that effeminacy and
those grosser vices too indelicate to be mentioned in this place stalk'd like
demons" through the cities of America. "Witness 0 Boston," he wailed
**for ye were too well acquainted with the melancholy truth!" " The
speakers' fascination with luxury and effeminacy helped to gloss over
Americans' sense of cultural inferioniy to the British. The Americans'
roughness ard lack of poliihbecame.a virtue.
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- The inevitability of the cycle ofcivilization made its application to Eng-
land eertain and its danger to America fearful. Greece, Rome, and "the
empires of the East" had all fallen in the same pattern. ", "Habitual indul-.=
gence." "effeeninaney," and "sloth," introdueed corruption into once
powerful nations and gave rise to standing armies. In accordance with the
incontrovertible law of politics, the nation's army soon turned inward,
"knawing as it were, upon its own bowels." ' While Revolutionary_
spokesmen enjoyed portrasing "hapless Britain" as she stood ."tottering
o'er the gulch of annihilation," they also viewed her as a sober eaarnple
"a spectacle too serious for the amusement of the beholder." 4" Boston's
leading patriots did not regard these assertions of British decline as mere
propaganda ploys, in private as well as public letters Josiah Quincy,
tiamuel Adams, and John Adams expressed shock "that Englishmen
that boasted race of freemen" had sold their liberties "to the highest Bid-
der." "It is amatingit is incredible." Quincy marveled, how the British
people had "sunk in abject submission."4i

It was the shock of the destruction of the British ethos that had to he
dealt with by, patriot rhetoric. Although association with the soldiery did
its work in tarnishing the image of the mother country, the English could
not he turned with ease from their heroic stance of the past by either the

-orators or their audience.. IThe growing disloyalty, and the painful incon-
gruities it brought to the surface, had to be harmonind somehow with the
whole past set of associations and symbols. A series of tactics emerged: the
ministry as aPart from the nation was singled out for blame and, most im-
portantly, the basic values were re-asserted while it was alleged that thus
who honored Ahem. lived in the colonies and not at the s.qit of empir
Jitseph Warren assured his listeners in 1772, for example, that "surely the
British nation will not suffer the reputation of their justice. and t eiri
honor, to be sported away by a capricious ministry." Two years live

ithe

Reverend Mr Jonathan Parsons prayed with his congregaii n in
Newburyport, Massachusetts. that the king exhibit "humanity an good-
ness" by putting "a speeds and final end to allthose measures tilde otism.
invented and propagated by- a corrort ministry." 4

Before the Declaration of Independence. patriots enjoyed the resump-
tuoUS notion that America\ resistance to tyranny would not on y protect
hherts on this side of the water, hut would "secure the I.iher ies of the
whole British Lmpire..;* In this wa.y, the patriots reasoned, mericans.
could "gradualls teach our Brethern at home (England) to reform the
mans Lvils that have crept into the Constitution."1 This coijviction was
reinforced ny merica' friends in London who reporte4 that l.ord

--- ----4'hatham helieved merican defiance of ministerial tvranns tJ, bc "thc last
hope of hi-Ceiti "tor l-ngland '.4 limn, when the American elsamole went
unheeded, patriot speakers concluded that England hadheen infe,aed with
"a mortal distemper" and liberts had iihandoned her shore Hichhorn

I
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and Austin marked the St. George's Fick, "massacre" in 1768 as the date
on which British liberty died. while George Richards Minot placed the
date of death earlier and pointed to the Stamp Act as "the first spectre
*hich shot from its tomb."44 The growing conviction among Americans
that England had declined into corruption and tyranny, that she had
forevei lost liberty, gave a new moral imperative to independence and
persuaded patriot leaders like William Lee that "America must work her
own salvation.". A continued colnection with Great Britain, they feared,
would pamit the disease of tywny to take hold in the new world."

With the repeated attacks on the British ethos, a new notion of the
English national character was faking shape. The English people had
abandoned their heritage and, thus, the entire old network of affections
and perixptions was coming undone. Former countrymen were now "un-
worthy descendants of illustrious ancestors." and "degenerate sons of
great forefathers!" 44 And the nation that in past times was seen as "home"
could now he characterind by the Reverend Mr. Thacher as "a great tame
beast which fetches and carries for any minister who pleases to employ
it." England had abandoned the goddess liberty, leaving her to the pro-
tection of America. and this gave "a radical new meaning" to the patriots'
arguments As Bernard Bai lyn observed, this conviction transformed
patriot appeals "from constitutional arguments to express:ons of a world
regenerative creed."

The lurid accounts of British infamy, the rabid denunciation of once
loved Britain, no doubt were exaggerated and more intense than the
detached observer might. in cooler reflection, feel to be warranted. But
there was little cool detachment in America in the 1770s. In 1774 Daniel
Leonard, the tory Attorney General of Massachusetts-Bay. caressed his
fear that from such rhetoric a "disaffection to Great Britain" was infused
in the American peopk"the subtle poison Stole through all the veins
and arteries landi contaminated the blOod."' But rhetoric does ,not
merely persuade: it defines and describes reality. Rhetoric both shapes and
reflects perceptions. The events in the growing conflict with Britain had to
he interpreted and understood. Americans could haraly be expected to see
hostile British actions as the necessary chastisement of an unruly child by a
firm parent; the child had long outgrown the rod. Lord Mansfield might
call upon 4iis peers to exert all the power of the mother country against the
"offspring" who "are grown too big and WO resolute to obey the parent,"
hut Americans were coming to see the exercise of that power as an effort
to forge the chains of slavery. ' Whether the historian may judge British

as harsh or as benign, as calculated or inept, the fact is that the
Cohmists caw their former protectors in a new light and discovered them to
he vile, degenerate. and unworthy of liberty.

But what was to take Britain's place If one was not British, what was
he? Thc rhetoric, as it infkienced perceptions of the English. had at the
come time to influence the coloniWls perception of himself. The sustained
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attack on the British ethos was an important component of the rhetoric of
the Revolutiona rhetoric that created Americans out of Englishmen
hut Revolutionary writers and speakers endeavored not only to destroy but
to build, to replace the British ethos with a new vision, a positive American
ethos. By defining the American national character, Revolutionary
spokesmen not only alloaed AMericans to acquire a new identity, they
also helped to create the foundations of the American ideology..

Looking hack on the Revolution in his later years, John Adams com-
mented on this pr;:cess to Thomas Jeffeison: "What do we mean by the
Revolution? The War? f hat was no part of the Revolution; it was only an
effect and consequence of it.-4 Adams recognized that American inde-
pendence insolved a fundamental restructuring of self-concepts. -The
real American Revolutilin.- he insisted, was the -radical rhange in the
principles. ()pinions. sentiments. and affections of the people.- As Adams
reviewed the birth of the United States in a letter to a Baltimore news-
paper editor he stressed two themes: the alienation of Americans' "habi-
tual affection for England" and the amazing unity achieved among the
diverse peoples in British North Amer:ica. The thirteen colonies, he noted,
*were composed of so many different nations, thoir customs, manners,
and habits had so little resemblance . that to unite them in the same
principles in theop and the same system of action, was certainly a very
difficult enterprise lo achieve this unity, patriot spokesmen had to
persuade Americans not only to cast off their ties with Great Britain, hut
to regard themselves as a singk peopleto embrace a new national
character, a unique American ethos. British coionists had to learn to think
of themselves as American citizer,s; their dual loyalties to England and
their individual colonies had to he replaced with an exclusive commitin/ent
to a new nation. Adams regarded "the complete accomplishment" orthis
unity in so short a time. as "a singular exampk in the history amain/kind."
Recalling the triumph of American nationalism, he marv ed that
"thirteen clocks were made to strike togethera perfection of echanism,
which no artist had ever before effected."

The rhetoric of the American Revolution played a cen al role in the
creation of a new American ethos, for it fortified allegianci to the belief in
a particularly American destiny and nationed character and to the notions
of America as the home of liberty and the exampk to the world. Above all,
this rhetoric proclaimed Americans as God's chosen people. The'seeds of
thme idras can he traced hack to the sermons of the early colonial settle-
ment period After they flowered in the rhetoric of the American Revolu-
tion, the continued to grow in the patriotic oratory of nineteenth-century
America. Such concepts. when firmly established and regularly reaf-
firmed, could withstand a conflict with the oldqr "Values of loyally to the
king, respect for the constituted British authiirity, and pride in being
English
1- the American ethos did not suddenly eme e; it had been forming dur-
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ing the previous twenty years. creating a dual identity for British Ameri-
cans. Studies of the symbolism of early American nationalism indkate
that in the mid-eighteenth century Americans developed a consciousness
of their community as distinctif not separatefrom the British.
Through a traditional historical analysis, Paul A. Varg identified the co-
lonial cekbrations of the -zonquest of Quebec in 1759 as the moment when
"the name `Americans' became something more than a geographical
expression." ^ In a quantitative analysis of self-referent word symbols in
cokmial newspapers. political scientist Richard Merritt discovered that
"in no year after 1755 did less than 50 percent of these symbols identify the
land and the people as American rather than British.'" Another study of
symbolic figures by art historian E. McClung Fleming suggests a close
correlation between the rise of American word symbols and graphic
syMbols. Fleming discovered that American symbolic figures. such as the
Indian Princess and American Liberty. first appeared in 1755 and were
widely acvepted by 1766. '

Until 1775 and 1776 most Americans were able to reconcile their dual
loyalties to England and America, but with independence they had to reor-
ginize their self-concepts. As a consequence, the question of the American
identity became one of the major themes in the early American "literature
of persuasion." Mow did Americans perceive themselves? Whatdid they
feel united them', What destiny did they imagine for their young country?
What characteristics did they regard as uniquely theirs? By attempting to
resolve these questions. Revolutionary spokesmen helped to unify Ameri-
cans and create a new community of minds.

Revolutionary speakers and writers redefined America, tranforming it
from 'a part of the glorious British Empire into an independent empire.
freed from the grasp of declining England and soon to become the hope of
mankind. Three distinct tributaries flowed together to form a particularly
American stream; these three ideas ifould define aad enliven the new
American ideoltigy. First, America was "the promised land"; second, it
was a "rising empire"; and third, America was "the home of liberty." As
these three ideas merged into an ideology, they acquired a power which no
one of them could attain alone. Each aspect of the ideology implied the
other two aspects; the tripartite form became so deeply entrenched in
American political rhetoric that the very notion of liberty became wedded
to the idea, of empirean empire of freedom reserved by God for His
chosen people. From the first idea Americans gained divine support, from
the second came unlimited promise,and from the third they acquired a
world mission. Although this ideology must, in the, final analysis, fie
regarded as a single, unified form, it would be well to consider each of the
three ideas in turn, sampling from the vast body of rhetoric that produced
them.

Discovering the evolving image which Americans of the Revolutionary
era had of thanselves poses no small difficulty, for the great majotity of
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Americans left no direct record of their own beliefs. In older to discover
the thoughts of inarticulate Americans, scholars have turned to those who
spoke for them, the orators, the poets, the newspaper writers. These
sources may prove to be faithful guides to the convictions of a society, be-
cause tlik good speaker and essayist and the popular poet knows his
audience; "he knows the values to which :hey adhere and to what extent,
and the arguments they accept and those they question."60 The student of
the American Revolution may confidently accept the judgments of nu-
merous important and minor orators and writers when they frequently use
the same images, metaphors, and symbolsparticularly ifspeakers on op-
posite sides of the Revolutionary controversy appeal to the same beliefs.

If the English had offended God by their love of luxury and disregard
for the Sabbath, patriot orators could point to one hundred and fifty years
during which Providence had blessed His pilgrims in America. John Han-
cock evoked the familiar image of Americans as God's chosen people
when he urged his Boston audientx in 1774 to pray, to act, to fight "and
even die for the prosperity of our Jerusalem."m Seven years later, Thomas
Dawes, a twenty-two year old Boston lawyer who enjoyed a reputation for
writing polite literature and exercising a "lively imagination," described
America as "another promised land" which had been "chosen out and
foster'd by the almighty hand." One Revolutionary versifier explained that
God "snatch'd the Saints from Pharoh's impious hand,/and bid his chosen
seek his distant land." &2 These appeals echoed some of the earliest words
in American public discoursethose spoken by John Cotton in his fare-
well sermon to John Winthrop and the band of Puritans bound for Massa-
chusetts Bay in 1630. Cotton preached from the text: "Moreover. I will ap-
point a place for my people Israeli. and I will plara them. that they may
dmill in a place of their owne and move no mori."63 One hundred and
forty-five years later. the Reverend Oliver Noble addressed the citizens of
Newhuryport. Massachusetts and asked: "Are not the people of America
also God's covenant people? And is not the Lord of Hosts their covenant
God?" In his sermon Reverend Noble assured his flock that "God is the
same yesterday. today and forever"; they might expect his protection just
as the Puritans received it, for "he is as able and as ready to appear for his
distressed cotenant people now, as then; and they may hope for, and ex-
pect salvation in the same way .164

The, experience of the early Puritans served as proof that Americans
were under God's special protection. John Cotton had reassured the de-
parting flock that when God "is our planter, he becomes our hus-
bondman." "[liming to scripture, Cotton asked: "if he plant us. udto shall
plucke us up "" Who indeed, responded orators like James Lovell,
Joseph Warren, and the Reverend Mr. Noble. Each orator reminded his
listeners of their "pious and venerable forefathers," whom God had
protected and enabled "to turn a barren wilderness into a fruitful field." In
the patriots' version of American history, Britain played no con-
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structive cole. Colonists established God's plantations "at an infinite
expense of toil and blood," but "assisted by no earthy power."64 Joseph
Warren, whom tones denounced as "a rascally Patriot" with a -puritanic
whine."asserted that the English Crown had viewed the pilgrims` struggles
with indifference. Only after the colonists had defeated the Indians and
"the fields began to wave with riper harvests" did Britain turn to
Americaand then only as a source of revenue.'

Not surprisingly , speakers applied the notion that God guided
American destiny to the immediate Revolutionary situation. In 1774 John
Hancock urged Boston citisens to "play the men for our (kid." to exert all
their mrans in America's defense, and to "humbly commit our righteous
cause to the great Lord of the universe A year later Mr. Noble prayed
with his Newhuryport congregation "that God will arise and Pkad our
cause and his Own against the oppressor --for the cause of liberty is the
cause of God "", Such statements were not insincere appeals or
intemperate expressions of overtealous partisans: they reflected the belief
that America would become a new Jerusalem. The idea of divine support
for the Revolution rang from most dissenting pulpits. Only Anglican
ministers openly repudiated the claim, and to members of dissenting con-
gregations these ministers of the Church of England "ranked about on a
par with the Pope and the Rev il." hv In public addresses and private letters
Americans attnhuted the new fAnd unity among American colonies to
"the agency of the supreme heing`.." and reassured themselves that it was
"not likels or probable" that God would "revoke the gran: he has made
of this land to his chur0."'" By the end of the war, even some former
Royal officials like Governor Thomas Pownall spoke with awe about "this
wonderful Revolution," attnhuting its success to "the visible interposition
of Divine Providence, superceeding the ordinary course of human af-
fairs."

Rev olutionary orators often argued that God ievealed his support of..
America in specific acts of the war. Not only did lie cause patriots to rise
up and warn their countrymen of British violations or their rights, but
'divine providence" rescued American armies from disaster, sending
George Washington "supplies of warlike stores when in great want of
them" and preventing "the enemy from acting with vigour against us.'
when we were prepared but feebly to resist them." '2 In 1782 George
Richards Minot, a young Boston lawyer "very ready at the Pen."
professed that even accounting for individual heroism in battle, there ap-
peared in America's victories "peculiar marks of more than human
assistani.e." '' Speakers from Charleston, New York, Hartford, and Provi-
dence joined the Boston orators in proclaiming God as the commanding
general of the American cause. The "brave Generals" and "patriotic
Naos," one New York minister explained, were raised up by God "to be
his glorious instruments, to fulfil (sic! scripture-prophecies, in favor of his
church and American liberty."
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The idea uf the promised land strengthened a second idea, the image of
Amerka as a rising empire. The term "empire"surely an unlikely ap-
pellation for the thirteen colonies scattered along the eastern seaboard of
North Americaallowed Americans to view their independent nation not
as withering au ay in isolation from European culture, but as forging ahead
as the vanguaril of progress in the world. To Revolutionary spokesmen the
notion of empire Jed not necessarily connote imperial power or arbitrary
ruk In partieular. an American empire implied not a military dictatorship
like the Roman Empire, hut a rebirth of the Greek and Roman republics.
America would become "the fairest copy of such great originals!' In
1776 Thomas Paine proelaimed: "Britain and America are now distinct
empires." Britain had become an -"empire of depotism." but Paine fo-
resaw America as an empire of freedom, a "theatre where human nature
will VeOn receive its greatest military civil, and literary honors." '6 This
emerging empire would not rob other peoples' freedoms, hut would protect
American liberties from foreign encroachments. When he eulogiied
General Richard Montgomery. Hugh Brackenridge suggested a direct
relationshiP between the rise of a strong America and the defeat of the
English. The ghost of Nlontgomers. Brackenridge claimed, watched over
the war and anticipated "the pleasing view of the certain overthrow of the
British arms, and the final gloq, of ;!..i Independent Empire in America."

In Revolutionary orations the idea of a rising American empire comple-
mented, rather than contradicted, the idea of America as the land of
liberty. In 1776 Peter Thacher perceived no conflict of purposes when he
urged his listeners to form and defend "a free and extensive empire." He
exhorted Americans to repel the Britishto decide forever the question of
"whether the rising empire of America shall he an empire of slaves or of
freemen." .4 In 1781 Thomas Dawes Jaime, to see "the expressive leaves
of f ate thrown wide," revealing that l';.,,,,; . would hring "a smiling
das" when the strength ofem pire %WU 1.'nericans' freedoms.

Vk hen these blest titates. another promis'd land.
( hown out and ft)ster'dh the almighty hand.
Supreme shall risetheir crowded shores shall he
Ite °it'd abode% of Umpire and of Liberty

ln the eighteenth century, to talk of nationalism was to talk of empire.
In 17$3 when Thomas Welsh exulted that America had "set up her own
name among the empires," he was not looking forward to an American
monarch, hut was proclaiming that Ameirca had come of age. Signifi-
cantly. Welsh viewed the loose confederation of American states as an
empirean empire wiihout arbitrary power, without supreme rule,
without a dictator or k ing."

The idea of a rising American empire Was closely interwoven with the
idea of a promised land andorators often cited God's support of America
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to demonstrate the glorious destiny of the new nation. Bishop George
Berkeley's popular notion that civilizationempire, learning, and cul-
turemoved ever westward synchronized well with the notion of Ameri-
cans as God's chosen people and helped to create a conviction that the
promised land would prosper materially aS well as spiritually. In 1630
Jam Cotton promised the Puritans that God's "owne plantation shall
prosper & flourish."51 A- century and a half later, the youthful orator
Jonathan Mason informed his listeners that "the important prophecy is
nearly accomplished." Mason observed that "the glory of this western
hemisphere is already announced, and she is summoned to her seat among
the nations."' During the 150 years between Cotton's sermon and
Mason's oration,.the concept of America's mission had undergone a mar-
velous transformationinstead of viewing themselves as a separatist band
of GOd's elect on an errand into the wilderness, Americans celebrated their
divine destiny as the foremost empire of the world. Patriotic poetasters
predicted that "when Europe's glories shall be whelm'd in dust . . . our
proud fleets the naval wreath shall wear." That day, another versifier
professed, was not far away. In his "Song for the 5th of March," he
continued:

A Ray of Bright Glory now Beams from afar
Blest dawn of araMPIRE to rise;

The American Ensign now sparkles a Star.
Which shall shortly flame wide thro' the Skies."

Like the new nation, the image of American destiny was not fully
formed by the end of the Revolutionary War. As orators and poets strug-
gled to define the emerging empire. they seized upon two themes: the
growth of agriculture and commerce. and the blossoming of the arts and
sciences. In a poem written for the 1772 Boston Massacre Commemora-
fiat, James Alkn, a young man esteemed for his "literary genius," united
both themes in a single stanza:

liere golden Ceres cloaths th' autumned plain,
And art's fair Empress holds her new domain,
Here angel Science spreads her lucid wing.,
And hark, how sweet the new-born Muses sing:
Here generous Commercc spreads her liberal hand.
And scatters foreign blessings round the land."

F

George Richards Minot and Thomas Welsh announced that America
would become wealthy from the "traffic of the world"from commerce
carried "from her copious horn" by "her snow white navies."" Newspaper
poets prophesied "the future glory of America" and schoolboy debaters
insited their audiences to behold "the largest and happiesi empire on
earth, the land of liberty, the seat of science, the refuge of religion."116



Fourth of-July celebrants drank toasts that "agricuhure and Commerce,"
and the "arts and Sciences [might) flourish in America." Philip Freneau.
Timothy Dwight, and Joel Barlow proclaimed in their poems that "a glo-
rious empire rises, bright and new!"a land that was both "the queen of
the world and child of the skies."4 In Philadelphia Francis Hopkinson in-
fornied the American Philosophical Society that "the eyes of Europe"
were "turned towards America." The world' looked to America,
Hopkinson continued, "as a country that may be a great nursery of arts
and sciencesas a coumry affording an extensive rick, of improvement in
agriculture, natural histor. , and other branches of useful knowledgc."rt In
South Carolina Dr. Das id Ramsay assured a Fourth ofJuly assembly that
"the arts and sciences" would hlosbom in America. "They require a fresh
soil." he counseled, "and always flourish most in new countries." Accord-

' ing to Ramsay, the free gosernments of the new nation would become
"nurseries of rhetoric, criticism, and the arts," and soon America would
abound the "putts, orators, critics and historians equal to the most
cekbratod of the ancient commonwealths of Greece and Italy." Ramsay
foresaw a unique role for "the art of public speaking" in America, because
"eloquence is the child of a free state." Democracy gave immense im-
poitance to "arguments enforced by the arts of persuasion," and he
predicthi that "the poorest school boy" would study "with increasing
ardor, from the prospect, that in a few years, he may, by his improved
abilities, direct the determinations of public bodies, on subjects of the most
stupendous consequence.'"

The dream of a glorious American empire captivated not only patriots,
hut also colonists who were neutral and even some loyalists. The most
articulate of those who supported neither the patriots nor the British forces
was Michel-fluillaume Jean Dc Crivecoeur. a French-American who
returned to Europe rather than endure the war. In an essay written before
independence. Crevecoeur described "this mighty continent," characteriz-
ing America as a land where "individuals of all nations melted into a new
race of men, whose labours and posterity will one day cause great change
in tht world."-Summarizing the American dream in a single sentence, Cat-
vccoeur announced: "Americans are-the western pilgrims, who are carry-
ing along with them that great mass of arts, sciences, vigour, and industry,
which began long since in the east; they will finish the great circle.""

Stme loyalists shared this vision of American destiny, but for them this
destiny was an extension of the British Empire. The Reverend Mr.
William Smith. whose College of Philadelphia was closed during the war
because of his British sympathies, explained that "the design of coloniz-
ing'? had not been "to found a new empire, but to extend the old."
Nevertheless. Smith shared the optimism of his favorite student, Francis
Hopkinson. "When I review the history of the world; and look 'on the
progress of Knowledge. Freedom. Arts, and Science,". Mr.'Smith
Confessed. "I cannot but be strongly persuaded that Heaven has yet ea-
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riot's purposes to serve .thro' America."'" A younger loyalist, when hard
pressed to oppose indcpendence,during a college disputation, appealed to
the same public conviction that Ameritra would produce "masterly
geniuses, brighter than which Greece. Italy, or Britain can boast few."
War, he warned, would cup America's budding cultural promise and stunt
its growth with "the groans of slaughter."Y: By 1783 the idea of the rising
American empire even captured the imagination of Thomas Pownall, the
former Royal Governor of Massachusetts-Bay Province. Governor
Pow nail expressed his determination "to come & see it (if so please (iod)
before I dye." I ciew "the commencement of a great empire at its first
foundation," he declared, was "an object more worthy the contempla-
tion of a speculating philosopher than can he or ever could be seen in any
other country." . Thus. Americans of varied political persuasions could
abandon their British heritage. Men who had once gloried in the name
"Englishman" could now claim the far grander title of "American."

The ideas a promised land and a rising empire, though powerful in,
theniselves, f rmed hut part of the new American ethos proclaimed by
Resolutiona, spokesmen. Integrally tied to the concept of an empire in
the west w,ts the idea of America as the new home of liberty. In accor-
dance with the polar strategy of Revolutionary rhetors, the abstract con-
cept of Mercy had to he personified through concrete imagery. In the
abstract, !there!, might exist in both the old world or the new, but when
expressed Metaphorically as the tree of liberty, or the goddess of liberty, it
could exist only in one place and not in the other. In order to portray
America as the home of liherty. patriot spokesmen seized upon three
closely related symholsthe asylum of liberty, the goddess of liberty, and
the liberty tree 14 ith each symbol Americans tried to give a more concrete
form to their concept of America's purpose, and with each they chronicled
the light of liberty from the old world to the new."

he asylum metaphor became f:d. .*;. popular and complex symbol of
American liberty during the Revolut While springing from the Puritan
experience, the idea of an asylum for liberty proved to be particularly
malleabk in the orations and essays of piitriots. Speaking on the deck of
the drhefla in the middle of the Atlantic ocean, John Winthrop had
reminded his followers that they would find in America an asylum for true
religion, and that their goals were to preserve themselves "from the Com.
mon corruptions of the evill world," to serve the Lord, and to work out
their salvation "under the power and purity of his holy ordinances." As
Revolutionary speakers recounted Puritan motivations, however, they
portrayed the Pilgrim fathers as seeking political as well as religious
freedom. By the time James Lovell spoke at the first Boston Massacre
Commemoration in 1771, this flight of religicus purists had been rein-
terpreted as a search for "full English Liberty." In a speech delivered only
three months before he died on Bunker Hill, Joseph Warren characterized
the New England Puritans as resolved never to wear the yoke of despo-



tism." He explained that the Pilgrims had perceived that "the European
world, through indolence.and cowardice, (was) falling prey to tyranny," so
they "bravely threw themselves upon the bosom of the ocean: detrrmined
to find a plake in which they might enjoy their freedom, or pet '.11 in the
glorious attempt."'" In 1775 Reverend Oliver Noble announced that "our
fathers fled into this wilderness. in an arbitrary reign: and from the iron
nand of oppression at home, that they might enjoy civil and religious
liberty."4* Three years later, John Lathrop treated his congregation to a
fiery sermon in which he proclaimed that North America had been
reserved by God "as the last retrmit of a virtuous few" who would never
yield their liberties. In 1772 Joseph Warren warned that to fail to fight for
liherty would make the struggles of the Puritans in vain." Tories
recognized the power of such appeals and complained bitterly that 'this
perpetual incantation kept the people in continual alarm.""

Even though Revolutionary spokesmen had attributed a love of civil
liberty to Puritans who too often possessed only a limited concept of re-
ligious liberty, the analogy 5etween the forefathers and the founding
fathers remained imperfect. American orators and essayists still had to
transform the elitist asylum of the Puritan imagination into an asylum for
all mankind. Here orators used the symbol of asylum in three ways. First,
thes testified to the need for an asylum for liberty: then they used the
symbol alternatively to represent both an asylum for the abstract concept
of liberty and an asylum for all peopkseeking liberty. That cortuption and
vim had overwhelmed England and made her unfit for liberty became an
article of faith among Revolutionary Writers and speakers. Reverend
Samuel West posed no more than a rhetorical question in 1776 when he
asked the Massachusetts House of Representatives: "But do we not find
that both religion and liberty seem to be expiring and gasping for life in the :

other continent, where then can they find the harbour, or place of refuge
but in thisr In 1777 Benjamin Hichborn echoed West's conviction, de-
claring the American states to be "the only column of free air in both
hemispheres." At the next year's Massacre Commemoration, Reverend
Lathrop joined in chorus, telling his listeners: "Should we cast an eye over
the Kingdoms of the world at the present day, we shall discover the effects
of oppression and violence, on every quarter of the globe." RI° But perhaps
the most vivid description of world-wide tyranny fell from the pen of
Thomas Paine. He seemed to capture the btoad sweep of history in a series;
of short, compelling sentences of Common Sense: "0 yb that love man-,
kind! Ye that dare oppose not only the tyranny but the tyrant, stand forth!.
Every spot of the old world is oveffun with oppressbn. Freedom hath been
hunted round the globe.' Asia and Africa have long expelled her. Europe
regards her like a stranger, and England bath given her warning to depart.
0. receive the fugitive, and prepare in time an asylum for mankind."9'

Some speakers employed the metaphor of asylum only in discussing the
concept of liberty, thus by-passing the dilemma of opening the land of
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God's chosen people to everyone seeking liberty. The Reverend Mr.
Samuel Sherwood restricted political freedom to those practicing pure re-
ligion. He prochumai that "where the spirit of the Lord i, there is
liberty": this spirit, he continued, "has been plentifully poured out, not
only in the New-England colonies, but iikewise on his Episcopalian
hretheren in the Southern Provinces." General Charles Lee spoke of
liberty as distinct froin people when he claimed that &liberty did not find
asylum in America. it would "he obliterated from the face of the globe." 1"2
This concern for liberty as a mere abstraction stopped.short of inviting the
non-elect to share in America's promise. More frequently, however,
Americans spiike of their land as an asylum for both liberty and her lovers;
in fact, Crevecoeur defined an American as one who had accepted her
asylumone "received in the broad lap of our great Alma Mater.- In. his
first Boston Massacre oration. Joseph Warren hoped that America might
become both the "land of liberty" and "the asylum of the oppressed."
Jonathan Mason may well have read Warren's speech when he prepared
his oration eight years later, for he used exactly the same words.1"1 In
Newburyport the Reverend Mr. Oliver Noble charged that the oppressive
policies of the British Ministry were motivated by a fear that America
would become an asylum of-liberty. "Well did despots at home (England]
know," Noble explained, "that if Charming Freedom spread her olive
branches in America. emigrations from them to us would soon go near to
depopulate their own country; weakening them and strengthening us until
America became invincible." "4

Thomas Paine, Samuel Adams, and the members of the Continental
Congress declared that "the portals of. the temple we have raised to
freedom shall be thrown wide, as an asylum to mankind." The members of
Congress saw a reciprocal relationship between the rising empire and the
opening of an asylum tor liberty. America, they resolved, would "receive
.to her bosom and comfort and cheer the oppressed, the miserable and the
pour of every nation and every clime." The gates Of liberty, they predicted,
would he swung open through "the enterprise of extending commerce"
which would "wave her friendly flag over the billows of the remotest
Tegions," and "collect and bear to her shoret all the various productions of
the earth . . . by which human life and human manners are polished and
adorned." "s

But if America was to become the asylum for liberty, how was her new
occupant to be visualized? Revolutionary orators had to create an appeal-
ing fugitive to represent the abstract concept of liberty. For this purpose
the "Goddess Liberty" served them well. It became a second major
symbol in the idea of America as the land of liberty and was aWays por-
trayed as a refugee in an evil world. 'oh Thomas Dawes described her as
wandering over the globe, abandoning each empire., in succession. When
tyrants rose to power in Rome, he explained, "Liberty heard and trem-
bledconsidered herself an outcast and hasion many times since travelled
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up and down the world. forlorn, forsaken, majestic in rags." The old re-
publics, while once "the mosi.perfect seats of her residence," had cast her
out, Dawes reported; and if America did not retain her, she would remain
homeless "until the millenium fsicl."1°' Joseph Warren viewed the Pilgrim
fathers as "her zealous votaries." and claimed that "when the blasting
frowns of tyranny 'drove her from public view, they clasped her in their
arms, they cherished her in their generous bosoms, they brought her safe
oveithe rough ocean, and Mitt her seat in this their dreary wilderness."
Having "nursed her infant age" and sacrificed their blood to protect "her
altar." Warren proclaimed, the Puritans bequeathed "this glorious
legacy" to all Americans." Warren was unique among Revolutionary
orators in portraying the goddess of liberty as a passive passenger oti the
Arbella; Peter Thacher, Thomas Dawes. and Jonathan Austin each
characterized her as an independent traveler seeking asylum, not in 1630,
but during the 1770s and 1780s. "She invites us to accept her blessings,"
the Reverend Mr. Thacher announced; "she wishes to find an asylum in
the wilds of America." Austin explained that the goddess had become
"disgusted by scenes of cruelty and oppression." She "left her ancient
alters," he confided, "and is now hovering to fix her last residence in
America." "19

Despite differing accounts of precisely how the goddess had "found her
way to these remote shores.," Revolutionary spokesmen all isociaimed the
new world as her "American Throne." In Philadelphia Francis Hopkinson
rejoiced that "Fair Freedom" who previously "in Britain her throne
erected . forsook the base nation, and fixed on our mountains, a more
honor'd station." The female image of liberty complemented those anti-
British appeals which focused on the metaphor of England raping
America. Peter Thacher urged Americans to protect the goddess and
"resist the attacks of her impudent ravishers." while Warren warned them
not to "suffer your liberties to be ravished from you by lawless force, or
cajoled away by flattery and fraud." Thomas Dawes gave the most im-
passioned pica to defend the goddess, imploring his countrymen: "cherish
the divine inhabitant! 0 let her not return to the courts above with a story.
that shall fire the heavens against usthat she- had blessings for us; but
that we were not prepared to receive them." "

The goddess of liberty provided an elegant, but ethereal occupant for the
American asylum, and 'Americans sought a less metaphysical symbol of
their liberty. Whin the Boston patriots hung an effigy of stamp agent
Andrew Oliver from the town's great elm .on August 4, 1765, the Most
concrete symbol of American liberty was born. The liberty tree meta-
phor fit perfectly with the rhetoric of the American ethos. Like the original
Puritan colanies which became the promised land, the tree of liberty was
planted in the American soil and grew deep roots; like the rising American
empire, it would flourish and grow to majesty. Only a year aftcr Boston

-christened its tree, Reverend William Smith of the College of Philadelphia
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lectured his commencement audienceon the transp?lan tion ()idyll liberty
and Protestant religion. In America. he declared, "they have got firm root,
and are flourishing into immense groisith." During his talk on the role of
education in promoting freedom, Smith warned that "we durst not divert
the streams tit' Learning from their sacTed course. Our country, nay all
America, had a right to demand that t4ose streams should be directed pure
along to water the goodly TREE OF .LIBERTY, nor ever be suffered to
cherish any foul weed, that would sboak [sic! itsgrowth."

Boston radicals had anticipated Thomas Jefferson's dictum that "the
tree . of liberty must he refreshed from time to time, with the blood of
Oatriots and tyrants"; in 1770 they p..aced the body of an eleven year old
ho killed by a customs informer under the Tree of Liberty. A sign placed
next to the child's body announced: "the Wicked shall not pass un-
punished." In a massive funeral procession which set the pattern for the
funerals of the Boston Massacre victims two weeks later, the. Sons of
Liberty carried the hoy's body from the Liberty Tree to the cemetery."4
Surprisingly, Boston orators made fe,w references to the liberty tree, al-
though the imager of "transpbnting" liberty appeared in some speeches.
During the worst years of the war, Jonathan Austin found comfort in the
conviction that American liberty was "a plant transplanted from the
gardens of heaven." He assured his listeners that "its divine parent 'will
still cherish it and in spite of opposition it uill feuidth, it will live
forever." After the Boston Massacre Commemorations were converted

y/into Fourth of July cvlehrations, the libert tree emerged as ak explicit
patriotic symbol. In 1783 John Warren ratulated his audience upon
having "planted the vrately Tree of Liberty nd lived to see it flourish." It
grew, he reminded them, because "its roots were watered with your
blood.' When Jonathan I.. Austin delivered his oration in 1786, he also
obserifed that "the flourishing plant of AMERICAN LIBERTY" had
been "largely sprinkled with the blood of her favorite sons . . . those
WORTHIES who nobly fell, while rearing its infant growth."116

The symbols of asylum, goddes,s, and, tree soon came to represent a
unified concept of America as the land of liberty. It fell to Thomas Paine.
the foremost rhetorician of revolution, to crystallize the connections'
between these three symbols. In his poem "The Liberty Tree," Paine
joined the goddess and tree metaphors and predicted that the asylum of
liberty would become a nation of freemen. The poem, first published in
Paine's PeniurIvania Magazine in June of 1775, appeared in American
newspapers from Philadelphia to New Hampshire. proclaiming:

In a chariot of light from the regions of day
f he Goddess of Liberty came:

Ten thousand celestials directed the way
And hither conducted the dame.

A fair budding branch from the gardens above
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Where millions with millions agree.
She brought in her hand as a pledge of her love

And the plant she named Liberty Tree.

The celestial exotic struck deep in the ground.
Like a native it flifurished and bore:

The fame of its fruit drew the nations around.
To seek out this peaceful shore.
nmindful of names or dit.tinctions they came.
For freemen like brothers igree:

With one spirit endured. they one friendship pursued.
And their temple was Libent. Tree."''

America, the asylum for liberty. had won the goddess of liberty Oil in
turn planted a liberty tree which would cast its shade on the oppressed of
the world.

The kleas of the promised land, the rising empire, and the home of
Liberty combined to persuade Americans that they had a moral obligation
to stand forth as the example to the world. Joseph Warren summarized the
new American ethos in 1772 as he prayed with his overflow audience in the
Old South Church of Boston: -May weever be a people favored of God.
May our land be the land of Liberty. the seat of virtue, the asylum of the
oppressed, a name and a praise in the whole world, until the last shock of
time shall bury the cmpires of the world in one common undistinguished
ruin." '1* No longer considering themselves colonial rustics, Americans
took pride in their conviction that -the eyes of the Good and great in cvery
clime" were upon them. in Boston Jonathan Mason spoke of "an attentive
world" watching the Revolutionary struggle. while Francis Hopkinson
told his Philadelphia audience that the old world looked to the new for
inspiration, and Governor John Rutledge announced to -the legislature
of South Carolina that "the eyes of Europe. nay, of the, whole world, are
on Ameriea." "4 Such flattering notions invited smugness, even self,-
righteousness. from Americans: but being an example also brought heavy
responsibilities. John Winthrop had warned his Puritan band in 1630:
"Wee must Consider that wee shall be as a Citty upon a hill. The cies of all
people are uppon Us. soe that if wee shall deale falsely with our god in this
wprk wee have undertaken, and soc cause him to withdrawe his pfeimit
help from us, wee shall he 'made a story and a by-word. through the
world. . . Wee shall shame the faces of many of god's worthy servarik
and cause theire prayers to be turned into Curses upon us till wee.be
consumed out of the good land whither wee are goeing." '=" A cell-Wry
and a half later, Americans experienced the same tension between their
glorious potential and their awesome responsibility.

Revolutionan spokesmen who described American deitiny with rolling
periods, faltered when they tried to describe their example to the world.
Vet, this much wil% clear: Americans were "a new character of people
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which rii history describes": they would create the best model of govern-
ment: they would strike out "in the cause or humankind" and extend "the
embraces of our country to the universe."121 The notion of a new national
character captured imaginations in the old world as well as the new, and
Americans scion heard Europeans speculating that "it is perhaps ..in
America that the human.race is to be recreated, that it is to adopt a new
and sublime legislation.,t at it is to perfect the arts and sciences, that it is,
to recreate tt nations f antiquity." One French liberal announced:
"America i. he asylum o liberty in which Grecian souls, strong and noble
souls, will ise up, or to vhich they will migrate, and this great example
granted to the universe II prove what Man can do when he adds to
kniosl ge a courageous heart." 1:: This rhet..-aic of the einerging
American ideology, while 14 radical and violent than the attacks on the

RrtitA

h ethos, nevertheless ha a profoundly revolutionary impact in mak-
in mericans out of Englishmn.' "

The new American ethos was /lot completely formed by the time of the
feat) of Paris; the war years had been its gestation period, and the Arti-

.Im of Confederation its birth. A mere infant in 1783, the national
character would grow to young manhood during the next half century,
nursed by frontier stump speakers and Fourth of July orators.'Americans
had cast off the images of the past and now welcomed new national
symbols. As the Revolutionary orators denounced the vile English and
wept over the fall of the British Empire, they offered their listeners a new
American ideal. Never able to describe that ideal precisely, patriot
speakers and writers struggled to answer Crivecouer's enduring question:
"What then is the American, this new man?" '24

Through the rhetoric of their Revolution Americans C'reated for
themselves a national ethos and a national mission. They welded together
three defining ideas into an ideology which set the new land apart. They
came to believe that America had .been chimen by God as the land
promised to His people, that it was destined to become a great republican
empire, and that it was endowed with rthe unique and sacred trust of pro-
viding the home for liberty. This ideology has had a significant influence
on our rhetoric ever since. The ideology .provided a set of eximetations
throik which Americans would filter and interpret contemporary events.
Thus, the triumph of the rag-tag militia over the powerful British military
was seen by Americans not as n accident of European power politics, but
as a sign of God's favor. Moreover, the ideology provided Americans with
a kind of internal logic that allowed them to decide their national policies.
Hence, if America was to be the new home of the goddess of liberty, then
Americans had to secure her throne by establishing a central government.
If America was to be the example to the world, could she also continue
slavery? Jhe enormous power and potential of the American ideology lay
precisely in these dual functions: to interpret reality and to direct national
policy . If the past does indeed exert a compelling force on the present and
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future, if it is a determinant in shaping our responses to immediate events,
then the past itself may well be a powerful rhetorical instrument. '` The
instrument shaped by the Revdlution's rhetoricthe ideologymay not
have served as a continuing revolutionary one; it did, nevertheless, form a
kind of screen through which issues could be filtered, and thus served to
continue the American Revolution by institutionalizing its ideals and pro-
viding a frame of reference for contemplated. action. The chapters that
follow will examine this thesis. exploring certain wa.xs in which the
ideology that grew out of ltes olutionary rhetoric influenced the percep.
tions of the American people
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CHAPTER II

CON Nt II AND CHANGE

With the final frustration of Britiih arms, political ties with the
mother country were at last severed. Through the years or struggle the
Revolutionary orators had created an independent American, who saw
himself as uniquely blessed and viewed his new land as especially called to
greatness. The spokesmen for revolution had justified 'the unprecedented
experiment at self-government by erecting a tightly interwoven set of ideas
that we have called an ideology. This ideology was essential not only in es-
tablishing but also in maintaining andEstrengthening the American ethos.
As Lord Cornwallis sent his aide to hand over th: General's sword to the
vitiorious' American rebels. the British regimental bands played "The
World Turned Upside Down." And so it must have seemed to most of the
people of the earth, used to the virtually untrammeled exercise of royal
and aristocratic power. Traditional authority was knocked into a colonial
cocked hat, and the actions of this new nation could be justified and judged
only by the new set of standards it had made for itself.

The ideology once developed, the function of rhetoric then became one
of reinforcing the declared values and applying the ideology to given
contextsboth to rationalize and inspire. From the beginning and
throughout °American history the ideology was to perform a conservative
function. The past, and the image or the new country that it had produced,
were to become the foundation for the future. Americans liked to talk of
their political adventure as an "experiment," and continued to pride
themselves on their pragmatic spirit, so different from thf fictious rigidity
of the European ideologue who grew up amidst the decay of kingly domi-
nance. Nevertheless. 'Americans did have a basic set of ideas to inform
their perceptions, and a deluge of oratory was devoted to using and inter-
preting those ideas as a means of preserving institutions and insuring
political and social continuity.

A natural vehicle for carrying on this function was provided by the occa-
sion marking the assumption and regular transfer of constitutional power.
The new American ideology, to which the Revolution had given birth, w
to he a major rhetorical staple of the Inaugural Addresses of Presidents.
First, however, a pattern for the Inaugural Addresses themselves had to be



set. From the circumstances of the first ioaugurals there emerged a rhe-
torical form. The settings in which the rhetoric took place, the events
which preceded them, and the Presidents' responses to both those factors,
tesoked ifl epideietic addresses ..ve-Itsttitext as ideological conveyances.

On the morning of the 30th of April. 1789. the United States Senate de-
bated the proper protocol to be followed in receiving the nation's first
President. John Adams supposed that the newly-sworn .Chief Executive
would address the Congress. and much discussion over procedures ensued:
Should the Senate. for example, sit or stand? British precedents were
bthught up. Mr. Lee informed the Senators that the Lords sat and the
Commons stood during the speech from the throne; Mr. Izard, who had
pften observed Parliament, pointed out that such was the case because
there were not seats enough for the Commons. Mr. Adams had often been
to -Parliament, too, but there were so many spectators he could not re-
member exactly how it was. For his part. Mr. Carral declared that it
should not make any difference how it was done in Great Britain. Without
reSolving the issue, the Senate then turned its attention to the proper way
to receive the House of R cpresentatives, but before this could be settled
the Speaker and the icc. csentatives vere introduced and entered the
chamber where they joined their fellow legislators in waiting an hour and
ten minutes for the President.

lf. Many. George Washington arrived and 'was seated-bit-ween the Alice-
President and the Speaker. Vice-President Adarni next conducted the
President to a balcony where Chancellor Livingston of New York
administered the oath before the cheering crowd's. The party returned to
the Senate chamber where Congressinen, standing after all, heard the
Presadene.s short address.

Senator William Mac lay of Pennsylvania observed that ",this first of
. men had read off his address in the plainest manner." The President's

secretary, Tobias Lear. reported that Washington was "heard with eager
and marked attention": Fisher Ames noted: "it was a very touching
scene. . . His aspect grave, almost to sadness; his modesty, actually shak-
ing; his voice deep, a little tremulous, and so low as to call fot close atten-
tion"; in all, the performance "produced emotions of the most affecting
kind upon the members."4 Whatever else they might have thought, all
Would have agreed that the event was an important and solemn one, that
influenced future addresses and the ceremony surrounding them. The
Inauguration was clearly an "occasion"; it called for a rhetoric more
stately than partisan. more ceremonial than deliberative.

Washington's second address was the briefest inaugural statement, little
mere than 130 words. When, in 1797, it was John Adams' turn to take the
oath. the new President felt so unwell and agitated after having spent a
sleepless night that he feared he might faint and "was in great doubt
whether to say anything or not besides repeating the oath."° He did,
however, give his speech and the precedent was strengthened.
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Four years later, after a harsh campaign and an unseemly electoral
struggle in the House of Representatives with his own running mate,
Thomas Jefferson firmly set the tone for Inaugural Addresses when he
asserted that "every difference of opinion is not a difference of principal,"
and that "we are all Republicans, wc are all Federalists." 'The appearance
of harmons was maired somewhat since the outgoing Federalist President
and recentls defeated candidate, John Adams, declined to attend the cere-
'immy installing his successor, Nevertheless, the achievement ofor at
_least the expression ofunity above party was established as the standard
for inaugural rhetoric. There was certainly to be no rhetoric of personal
vindication, no scorn to he heaped on political enemies, no demands for
concrete political and social action. Clearly, unit) was paramount, revenge
was excised, and the triumph proclaimed was to be the triumph of the
American system of go)ernment. Such a form assured that ideology would
dommate.

Certainly, hy the t.r.ie the fifth President of the United States took the
oath of office on March 4. lt41 7. there had been established by "venerable\ example" the practice of explaining "the principles which would govern"

\the new Chief Executive's Administration. % These statements of principles
rose above parts differences arid emphasized fundamental beliefs shared
bs nearly all Americans. As did James Monroe, so did all his successors

i honor the custom. In l0 John Kennedy was to describe the event as "not
a victors of a parts. but a celebration of freedom."4 The inaugural dis-

.. course, an aftermath of often-times fervid partisanship and bitter rivalry,
was to become a traditional rhetorical form aimed at restoring harmony
and reinforcing mutual salues.

A principal rhetorical strategy that emerged in the addresses was one
that emphasizid the sanction of the past. For the ideology to be instru-
mental in consening an American ethos, it had consistently to be related
to the past out of which it grew. "Unity," with all its symbolic implications
stemming from the concerted action of the disparate colonies, was the
stawd goal, and the language of unity became the language of continuity
and continuity was furthered by rhetorical use of the ideology. The
pressures of the moment can readily be seen exerting themselves in the ad-
dresses, Nit, even Sa), the effort was clearly made to translate the present
into the enduring, to ands not *only the factions of the day but the spirit of
the nation with its own past. In such a situation the influence of funda-
mental ideas generated by the Revolution was felt. The past impelled the
future: its sanction *as to be sought and the force of its momentum to be
maintained. The Inaugural Addresses institutionalized, even hallowed. the
Revolutionary spirit, venerating the founding fathers and what they had
created, worshipping the pasi as the doctrine which should direct national
behavior and aspiration. This sanctified past was a touchstone; it became
both the justification and the inspiration for the present.
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Speakers chose language carefully to identify themselves as legitimate
successors to the Revolution. And as the Revolution slipped into history,
its passing was marked and the ideology began to be institutionalized. By
1821 James Monroe recognized that the leadership was shifting from those
"whose names are so much more conspicuously identified with our Revo-
lution," than was his, "and who contra:tilted so preeminently to its suc-
t.-m." It was left to his successor, the sixth President of the United
States, John Quincy Adams, to proclaim that the founding and consolida7
tion of the new American republic was "the work of our forefathers.'"I.
Twelve years later President Van Buren announced the end of an era. He
said in 1837: "Unlike all who have preceeded me, the Revolution that gave
us existence as one people was achieved at the period of my birth; and',
whilst I contemplate with grateful reverence that memorable event, I feel
that I belong to a later age and that I may not expect my countrymen to
weigh my actions with the same kind and partial hand." While none of
the seven men who had held the office before Van Buren would have al-
ways described their countrymen as "kind and partial," none the less the
Revtiluli-o became, by Van Buren's inauguration, most decidedly "the
past."

Orators, then, were at pains to remind their audience of the Revolu-
tionary past. "From the experience the past," John Quincy Adams ob-
served, "we derive instructive lessons for the future." Upon taking the
oath, the new presidents were consistently eager to buttress their principles
with the blessings of history. William Henry Harrison developed his long
address with...numerous examples froni antiquity, ,4 and he apparently
would have included even more references to the Roman gepublic had not
Daniel Webster, who insisted upon helping the President-elect write the
speech, intervened and disposed of "two Roman Emperors." The Whig
orator, through his editing efforts, also "killed seventeen Roman pro-
consuls as dead as smelts." Harrison. however, was an exception in his
fondness for extended classical allusion. Most Presidents relied on the
Amecican past to justify and sanctify their proposed courses of action.

DuriNg the three decades before the Civil War the signs of strain on the
bonds of union between the states were becoming apparent and alarming.
National leaders seemed incapable of relaxing the tensions between the
North 'and South, but nevertheless the presidential orators tried tocombat
sectionalism with an appeal to unity based on a common past. Martin Van
Buren and Franklin Pierce afford two good examples. In the election of
183h Martin Van Buren publicly declared that the abolition of slavery in
the District of Columbia without the approval of the slave-holding states
"would violat: the ,spirit of that compromise of interest which lies at the
basis of our social compact In his letter to North Carolinians apprehen-
sive of his views on slavery, Van Buren assured them of his belief that abo-
lition "could not be done without imminent peril, if not certain destruc-



bon. to the union of the /itates." N In his Inaugural Address President Van
Buren extolkd the "sue vss that has attended our great experimFot." But
if the experiment wit!) it) 0111tintie to prosper, the old rules must apply.
Since **the perpetuity of our institutions depends on ourselves," the
maintenance of prmc les "upon which they were established" would en-
able them "to confer their benefits on countless generations yet to
come." ' Franklin Pierce, sixteen years later, when the gap had widened
and hostilities intensified, maintained that the solution to problems would
come through erniiution of the compromising spirit of the founding
fathers the founders of this Republic," he argued, "dealt with things as
they were presented to them, in a spirit of self-sacrificing patriotism, and,
-as time has proved, with a comprehensive wisdom which it will always he
safe for us to consult " For Pierce, history wa,, "replete with instruc-
tion," and it taught that the Federal government should "confine itself to
the exercise of powers clearly granted by the Constitution."-'

Between Van Buren and Pierce each new President appealed to the non-
partisan, non-sectional interests of Americans to saVe the union. William
Henry Harrison reminded his listeners that "of all the great interests
which appertain to our country, that of uMon . . . is by far the most im-
portant:* and JaittCS Polk thought that eyen to contemplate the destruc-
tion of the "glorious t ;nion" would he "moral treason." Zachary Taylor
relied on the "enlightened patriotism" of Congress to he conciliatory in
order "to perpetuate that Union." This, he urged, "should be the
paramount object of our hope and affections." " But. undouly,
Pierce's was the most impassioned panagyric:

r,

ith the I mon oh hest and dearest earthl . hopes are entwined. Without it
what arc we mil% iduallt or ,ollectit O.', What hecomes of the noblest field
esei opened tor the ad% an,:enient of our race in religion, in gin ernment, in the
arts. and in all that dienities and adorns mankind.' From that radiant
,onstellation whi.:4 both illumines our own was and points out to struggling
nations their t.ourse, let hut a single star he lost, and, if there he not utter dark-
Iles.. the luster 01 the whole h dimmed_ . It is with me an earnest and t ital
hehet that .1% the t mon has heen the source. under Protident:e, of our pros.
pent% to this time. so it is the surest pledge of a continuance of the blessings
we hate enpned. ind whit. h we are sacredlt hound to transmit undiminished
to our thildren '

James Buchanan. speaking four years after Pierce, deraired over the
siavery agitation and called on "every Union-loving man" to suppress it.
But it was kft to Lincoln to pronounce the most striking allusion to the
past as he called upon his fellow citizens to remember yesterday's common
triumph and sacrifice: "The mystic chords of memory. stretching from
every battlefield and patriot grave to every living heart and hearthstone all
over this broad land. will Yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again
touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our nature." :6
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The union, of course, was for a time shattered by civil war, anti the
darker forces of our nature surfaced. The Presidents' appeals to the past as
a bulwark of unity ultimately faded to overcome competing interests and
passions, but the basic strategy of exhorting their listeners to look to his-
tory as the fount of wisdom was considered a sound one.

The past was not the sole possession of the Presidents, and it could he
argued that the sanction of Union was weakened not only by economic
interests and poldical passions, but also by competing visions of the past.
Others struggled to capture the roots of the American ideology. To the
abolitionists, for example, the American past was a struggle for individual
liberty over slavery; to them, our history was founded upon thewords: "all
men are created equal." Frederick Douglass reminded his audience in his
D45,2 Fourth of July oratioi: that the ideals of the American Revolution
wine "saving principles": hut through slavery"The great sin and shame
of America'"America had made herself "false to the past, false to the
present, and . false to the future.- A Union with slavery. Douglass
remarked on an earlier occasion, was an "unholy Union""a covenant
with death, an agreement with hell." Secession, he argued, ought to be
welcomed, for when it came "our lnd wilt rise up from an incubus: her
brightness shall reflect against the sky and shall become the beacon light of
liberty in the Western world She shall then, indeed, become the 'land of
the free and the home of the brave.' To the southern secessionist. on the
other hand. America's past was the struggle of the colonies for liberty
from a powerful and arbitrary central government. Speaking- on Wash-
ingtim's birthday in Itth2 in the shadow of a monument honoring the first
President, Jefferson Davis proclaimed that the Confederacy would at-
tempt "to per, s time the principles of our Revolutionary fathers." The
American expel onent. he explained. "had been perverted" by the "Federal
Executive.- Secession was the only act which could allow southerners to
be faithful to the Revolutionary patriots"to show ourselves worthy of
the inheritance bequeathed to us

Despite such competing visions of the past. the Inaugural Addresses of
the United -States served a central role in our national deliberations.
Essentially epkieictic in nature, such ceremonial discourse reinforced thevalue of national unity, functioning to "increase the intensity of adherance
to certain values which might not be contested when considered on their
own, but may nevertheless not prevail against other values that might
come into conflict with them." "' The struggle to control the past. thus, was
also a struggle to control the perceptions of the present and to influence
the shape of the future. Inaugural rhetoric reinforced the conservative na-
ture of the American ideology by an argumentative chain that linked the
nationalist past with present, and by stylistic choices that drenched current
practice in colors of nationalism.

The new Presidents sought consistently to legitimin their cause by
resorting to the authority of the past, to their interpretation of the past. As
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Andrew Jackson saw it. his "sacred duty" was to preserve the Union. the
dissolution of which would result in the "loss Of liberty. of all good govern-
ment. of peace. pknty and happiness. . . ... ' During the period preced-
ing the Civil War, the Presidents sought to becothe guardians, even
masters. of the ideillop hy standing as champions of the Union, the over-
riding symhol of an that was sacred to the American nation. As Polk
maintained, he who would threaten the Union would "extinguish the fire
of liberty I. he appeak to presene the Union, held in the Inaugural Ad-
dresses to he fundamental an.l. sanctified by the past. were the moral basis
for implicit hut clear argui.lentssuch as Van Buren's that Congress
should not abolish slaer%. in the District of Columbia. or as Polk's that the
Impending admission of Texas should not he attacked by sectional op.
ponents. or as liuchanan's that abolitionist agitation should stop. It does
not follow that all arguments resting on the authority of the past are
similar. tor exampk. Buchanan's cautions and strictures are certainly not
those of I incoln. %et both turn to the past as the), call for the preservation:.
of the 1 mon The arbitrament of the sword" settled the immediate issue.
hut the spint of the past was still considered a potent source of potential
influence While appeals to the-past might not always suctved in guiding
the present American's. nevertheleSs, continued to consult their national
past in order to understand the present. In his Second Inaugural Address, I

Xhrahain I inoln moked the concept of America as God's promised land
in I Order to etplain the (iil ar Despite their favored treatment, Lincoln I
noted. Amerwans had offended God with the peculiar institution of ;
slayery "Ile gives to both North and South this terrible war." Lincoln'
explained. "as the woe due to those hy whom the offense came.'

The Civil War did not alter the veneration of the past nor did it sig-;
nificantly change the rhetorical strategy. A survey of the post-war
Inaugurals would show such Yeneration to be as potent as ever. Consider,
for example. a sampling of addresses from Garfield to Eisenhower. Atter
the "supreme trial- President Garfield said, "The Union emerged . . pu-

rified and made stronger. . ." Indeed, the result of the war was seen asa
vindication of the principles underlying the rhetoric, and consequentlyi it
reinforced the rhetorical approach. Garfield's successor. Grover Cle*e-
land, imagined that we had survived as a nation because of our devotion to
the principles launched by thc founders of the Republic and consecrated
hy t:ieir prayers and patriotic devotion." " Benjamin Harrison looked to
the heroes of the Revolution for inspiration and guidance.'" and William
McKinley's optimism was shaped by historical example, for "the prophets
of evil were not the builders of the Republic." " Theodore Rooseve t ac-
knowledged that the problems of the new twentieth century were n t the
same as those faced by the founding fathers, but that the spirit in whiO the
.solutions were to be -undertaken remained essentially unchanged. "We
have faith." he exuberantly proclaimed, "that we shall not prove f lse to
the memories of the men of the mighty past. They did their work. T y left
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us the splendid Irritage we now enjoy." '4 And in a rare burst of metaphor
Calvin Coolidge asserted. "We must frequently take our bearings from
thme fixed stars of our political firmament if we expect to hold a true
course, ;Adding that "if we examine carefully what we have done, we can
determine the more accurately what we can do." 14 In his First Inaugural
Address, General Dwight t.). Eisenhower attributed the process of peaceful
political change in America to "our dedication and devotion to the pre-
cepts of our founding documents."4

The dedication to the past led Presidents to argue that their own pro-
posals were cimsistent with the spirit, the aspirations, and the principles of
the American experience. Through direct analogy and stylistic and
structural parallelism, the speakers sought to form the audience's percep-
tion of the present as an extension of the laudes: and laudable past.
Benjamin Harrison, for example. took a rather tortuous route to identify
the protective tariff with the patnotism of the founders whose energies
were -directed toward the duty of equipping the young Republic for the
defense of its independence by making its people self-dependent." What
was occurring at the end of the nineteenth century. Harrison argued, was a
"revival . . of the same patri dic interest in the preservation and develop-
ment of domestic industries." and thus "it is not a departure but a return
we have witnessed."4' At the time of the dramatic and levastating crises of
the thirties and earl!, forties. Franklin Roosevelt calk upon the past for
support and inspiration On that cold, troubled day in March 1933 when
he took the oath, the new President asserted that "this great nation will
endure as it has endured Our lofwas not as had as that of those who had
gone before: "Compared with the perils which our forefathers conquered
hecause the} believed and war not afraid, we have still much to be thank-
ful for It was "the spirit of the American pioneer" that was called for.42
In his Second Inaugural Address President Roosevelt, re-elected in a stun-
rung victor!, over Governor Alfred I.andon of Kansas. used the past to le-
gitimwe the actions of his first administ. ation. The Republican Platform
'of 19:16 began with the alarming proclamation: "America is in peril." It
was made clear that the peril resulted from "the New Deal Administration
iwhichl has dishonored .Amcrican traditions. . . The Republican Party
invited all Americans "to loin us in defense of Nmerican institutions."1
Roosevelt, far from admitting to the violation of institutions in a time of
emergency. argued that in the actions of the previous four years "we
Americans.were discovering no wholly new truth; we were writing a new
charter in our book of self-government." What was done had been true to

historic instinct." since "thc Constitution of 1787 did not make our
democracy impotent." and we were able to re..ct to the crisis without per-
verting democracy The fminding fathers. Roosevelt argued. had "es-
tablished the Federal Government in order to promote the general welfare
and secure the blessings of liberty to the American people. Today we evoke
those same powers of government to achieve the same objectives."44
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While history was used fundamentally in thelnaugural Add-resses as a
conservative bulwark, it was not always used to support similar rohcies.
The rhetorical grategy of identification with the past was the satne, but the
ghosts of the fathers could be conjured up to support antithetical concepts:
isolationism and internationalism, for example. In the wake of American
rejection of the League of Nations following World War I. Warren Hard-
ing seemed to voice the sentiment of a nation longing for "normalcy."
Extolling "the wisdom of the inherited policy of non-involvement in Old
World affairs," Harding asserted that an America built "on the founda-
tion laid by the inspired fatheri. can be a party to no permanent military
alliance. It can enter into no political commitments, nor assume any eco-
nomic obligations which will subject our decisions to any other than our
own authority."'" Forty years later, with isolationism discredited and
America totally committed to world leadership, John Kennedy told the
American people that "the same revolutionary beliefs for which our fo-
rebears fought are still at issue around the globe" and reminded them that
"we are the heirs of that first revolution." it was precisely because of this
"ancient heritage" that the new generation of Americans was "unwilling.
to witness or permit the slow undoing oC those human rights to which this
Nation haN alwa)s been committed, and to which we are committed today
at home and around the world." 4N

There can be little doubt that the past has had a strong hold on our
collective imagination. Inaugural rhetoric, resulting as it does from an
ordered ceremonial occasion, shaped by precedent and designed to em-
phasize continuity. is bound to reflect a sense of history. The rhetoric rein-
forces a particularly American self-perceptionthat this Hation was
founded on correct, even perfect. principles, and adherence to the founding
dictates is the surest course. "The heart of every citizen must expand with
joy when he reflects how near our government has approached to perfec-
tion." James Monroe proudly stated. He unquestionably believed, as did
generations of Americans, "that in respect to it [the Governmentj we have
no essential improvement to make." 4' It is quite evident that the past, cer-
tainly to the extent that the Inaugural Addresses reveal, lays a heavy hand
on the present. If perfection was to be attained, purity and orthodoxy
would move hand in hand to prevent deviation from original principles.
The result of the American Revolution and the consolidation which
followed it was a stable, orderly government. From our Revolutionary
heritage, therefore, it was even possiNe to construct, as did Warren Hard-
ing, a repudiation of revolution itse. 'If revolution insists upon overturn-
ing established order," he said in 1921, "let other people make the tragic
experiment. There is no place for it in America." Were we to be so
threatened, America would "unfurl the flay of law and order and renew
our consecration." 44 There can be little argument that the revolutionary
ancestors could be used to bolster established institutions. The conserva-
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tives assuredl* captured the ideQlogy and attempted in the Inaugurals to
harness its power.

Of course, the conservative funetion was not always to protect, un-
changed, the status quo. as Franklin Roosevelt's use of the past to legiti-
mize experimentation illustrates. Nor does the American inheritance
prescribe the strict adherence to fixed policies. The contradictory interna-
tional views of Harding and Kennedy, each fairly representative of his.
time, suggest that founding preceiits are just flexible enough to support
conflicting popular notions. Whether the past is used for good or evil,
whether to legitimize change, sanction the status quo. or dignify reaction,
it is a potentially moving force; the rhetoric of the new Presidents clearly
points to a belief in its potency . FDR's Third Inaugural Address affords an
excellent example of the rhetorical use of the march of history; the paralle-
lism of style mirrors the parallel national development and national
challenges that Roosevelt saw. As America was drawn more swiftly
toward the vortex of world war, the President told Americans:

On each national das ot inauguration since 1789. the people hite renewed
their sense ot dedi.ation to the t nited States.

in M,astungton's das the task o the people was to create and weld together
a Nation

in I incoln*. ci.1% the task of the peopk was to presere that Nation from
dest ruction t 1.4 nil wit hin

In this das the task of thr people is to %ate the Nation and its institutions
troin destruction trom without "

The American people stand firm in the faith which has inspired this Na-
tion from the beginning." Harry Truman said, and added, "from this faith
we will not be moved."'"

The faith was influenced by the past and, perhaps more importantly, by
contemporary perceptions of the past. So while the conservative rhetoric
of the Inaugural Addresses attempted generally to bring to bear the
prestige of the past in attacking contemporary problems, it specifically
employed and exploited the influential ideas that the discourse of the
Revolution had generated. Thus, the cluster of ideas that we have called an
ideology ma y. be seen as a major resource for rhetorical inventionas the
source of criteria ready to be adapted to fit the country's needs as the
Presidents saw them.

Let us consider this thesis in the light of the ideology. It was the
professed conviction of the Revolutionary leaders that God's special
interest in North America was manifest: "No people can be bound to ac-
knowledge and adore the Invisible Hand which conducts the affairs of men
more than those of the United States." " George Washington's first ad-
dress was deeply colored by the conviction that Americans were God's
chosen people. He was sure that "every step by which they have advanced
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to the character of an independent nation seems to bave been distinguished
by some token of providential agency," and certainly the peaceful settle-
ment of a new government, when compared with the way most govern-
ments were established, *as deserving of "pious gratitude." The new
Constitution was, in a sense, kgitimized by the Almighty. Washington
woukl surely not he the last President to see divine intervention in the ac-
complishment of measures of which he approved.

That Americans were uniquely blessed was constantly and consistently
reaffirmed bv the Presidents. The Inaugural Addresses are not, nor are
they expected to he. replete with "evidence" in the traditional sense.
Instead, one of the means whereby general principles are supported in the
speeches is through the effort to identify them with God's will. This is
sometimes accomplished by the use of the example of historythe suc-
cessful resolutionand sometimes merely by assertion. The Revolu-
tionary Americans may be seen to have done their work well: God's favor
tinalh became a given truth John Adams believed that "an overruling
Prov idence had so signally protected the country from the first";
and Thoinas Jefferson resorted to a favorite Biblical allusion: he spoke of
that "Being who led our fathers, as Israel of old, from their native
land and planted them in a countrs flowing with all the necessaries and
comforts of Throughout the first half Of the nineteenth century the
idea persiNted in the Inaugural Addresses that God had particularly laid
his hand on the new American nation. Both Madison and Monroe chose
the word -conspicuous- to describe the nature of God's blessing.'s John
Quincy Adams spoke as his father did of an "overruling Providence" and
was sure that 'except the I.ord keep the zity the watchman waketh but in

And so it went with Jackson offering prayers to the Almighty
Being "who has kept us in his hands from the infancy of our Republic
the presefit day," Van Buren hoping "for the sustaining support of an
ever-watchful and beneficent Providence,'"8 William Henry Harrison
looking to "that good Being . . . who watched over and prospered the
labor of our fathers.' Polk invoking the aid of the "Almighty Ruler of
the Universe- in guarding "this Heaven-favored land,"" Taylor asking
for "a continuance of the same protecting care which has led us from small
beginnings to the eminence we this day occupy.""' and Pierce' expressing
the wish "that the kind Providence which smiled upon our fathers .may
enable their children to preserve the blessing they have inherited.""2 And
as,the storm clouds gathered Buchanan beseeched the American people to
lend their support in perpetuating "the richest political blessings which
Heaven has ever bestowed upon any nation."^'

(her and oser the conviction was voiced that Americans were unique.
(kid had smiled particularly upon us, resulting naturally in a system which
would attain "the highest degree of perfection of which human institutions
are capable ' Bs rhetorical extension, the belief in divine favoritism
tended to support the conviction that what God had uniquely blessed was



uniquely good. He had "preserved to us institutions far exceeding in ex-
cellence those of any other people." Harrison said in 1841.65 President
Buchanan was confident that since Providence had made possible "the
most perfect form of government and union ever devised by man," ProVi-
dence would not suffer it to Pirish." And. even with secession a reality.
Lincoln still adhered to the belief that difficulties could be adjusted
through a "firm reliance on Him who has never yet forsaken this favored
land." ^

The Civil War was a profoundly shattering national experience. Ab-
raham Lincoln observed ruefully that "the Almighty has His own pur-
poses," and that the terrible scourge of war brought, as the Bible said it
would, "woe to that man by whom the offense cometh.". But though the
nation may have been punished for the sins of slavery, it was still to be ac-
knowledged as singularly favored of God. Here the increasingly ingrained
nature of the ideology beeame a crucial factor in the rhetoric. Principally
through reiteration, speakers reminded the American people of their
divine election. Again such a' rhetorical strategy seemed most likely to help
an audience adjust to the painful or the disconcerting. The ways of the
1.ord 'might be mysterious, but the audience was reminded that He was,
after all, furthering a divine scheme in their behalf. Grover Cleveland, for
example. professed: "1 know there is a Supreme Being who rules the af-
fairs of men and whose goodness and mercy have always followed the
American people."'* In his First Inaugural Address, William McKinley
opened with the statement that "our faith teaches us that there is no safer
reliance than upon the God of our fathers, who had so singularly favored
the American people m every national trial."'" In the twentieth century
there was hardly less conviction. Theodore Roosevelt asserted that our
achievements were the result of the circumstance that we were blessed by
the Giver of Good"; Warren Harding thought the founding fathers
div !y inspired and could see "God's intent" in the formation of "this
new-world Republic"; Franklin Roosevelt acknowledged simply that "the
Almighty God has blessed our land in many ways." '2 .

By extension, another, aspect of God'S bounty took on increased im-
portance. The early Presidents particularly talked of our "experiment" as
the focus of world attention and, more, of international "admiration and
respect Increasingly. the success of this growing republican govern-
ment was viewed as God's message to the world. Buchanan felt sure that
the gOvernment would not perish until it had performed the role Provi-
dence had in mind for it: namely, to be "peacefully instrumental by its
example in the extension of civil and religious liberty throughout the
world." 'I

Gradually, an interesting shift took place in the rhetoric, allowing for a
redefinition of the idea that America enjoyed God's special favor. As
God's chosen people. Americans embraced the notion that their nation
was the perfeftion of His handiwork. Quite likely influenced by the
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process of secularization as well as growing -American power and prestige,
.the Presidents spoke more explicitly of America as the example for all
Mankind to follow. At the Same time, their statements became increas-
mgly implicit with regard to God's specific role in the nation's destiny:
President Grant was conviticed that "thc civdited world is tending toward
republicanism . and that our own great Republic is destined to be the
guiding star for all others Theodore Roosevelt was not one to minimize
America's importance to "the welfare of mankind." He was sure that if
America failed "the cause of free self-government throughout the world
will rock to its foundation The Presidents of thc twentieth century reaf-
firmed America's ewmplary -preeminence. Wilson saw our system as "a
model for those who Seek to SCEhberty upon foundations that will endure";
Harding prophesied that "when the Governments of the earth shall have
established a freedom like our own" warfare would cease: he saw America
as "an inspiring example of freedom and civili/ation to all mankind." "
Coolidge believed that "what America is and what America has done .. .
inspires the heart of all humanity ." And the ill-fated Herbert Hoover,
standing on the brink of economic disaster, held America up as the most
developed country Ir t he world In a prideful flight made bitterly ironic by
history. tioover declared

/kir, Lind n.h res.inrcs. timul3ting in it. gloriou. heautv. filled
%it h happ% hIc..ed with ountort and opportunht In no
flatt411 ate thr institution. progres. more ad%aneed In no natum are the
fruit. omphshment rc .e%-ure In no nation o. the government more
worth% ot re.peLt mow,. is more hes ea h its roglie I have an abiding
tatth in their ..apasit%. imegro% and high purpos:. I have no kars for the fu-
ture t our ,,,untr% It 1. bright with hope

Depression and war MO ha%c !tilted the American psyche, but they did
not destro national confidence. And they decidedly did not convince
Presidents to abandon the tenet that had become a rhetorical staple. As
the final sear of W odd War II began, Franklin Roosevelt asserted that
God "has gien our people stout hearts and strong arms with which to
strike mighty blows for freedom and truth. lie has given to our country a
faith which has become the hope of all peoples in an anguished world.""
At :he war's end there Nra no question of America's leadership and in-
. olsement in the affairs of the world. The faith was now shared: "The faith
we hold," Dwight hsenhower said, "belongs not to us alone, but to the
free of all the world It was this faith, the faith of our American fathers,
that made us the awe-inspiring nation we were, that made "our produc-
tivity- the wonder of the world '" And, despite the years of protest and
criticism, the national ego projected by the Presidents remained unshat-
tered .Alheit 'somewhat defenshely, Richard Nixon was able to exhort
mericans to he "proud that our system has produced and provided more
freedom and more abundance, more widely shared, than any other system
in the history of the world .
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Americans finally came, in the post-war years. to see themselves as
much mord than merely a nation worthy of emulation, but as the very sal-
vation of civilization. By 1973 President Nixon was to warn that "unless
we in America work to preserve freedom. there will be no freedom."'" This
flattering self-concept. like the earlier notion that the American example
would help to reform -,orrupt" Btitain. carried enormous ramifications.
To be God's chosen pcopk meant that Americans had to do His work in
the world; they had to save Europe from itself after the world wars and up-
lift heathen Asia. Such a view of the world could not allow for differing
perceptions of differing people. nor could it accept shortcoMings in
international affairs as anything but moral failures.

Despite God's mysterious ways, the Presidents seemed clearly to discern
His hand in guiding the destiny of the new republic toward its end as a
superpower. The rhetoric assumed, at times, a self-satisfied tone; speaking
for all Americans. the Presidents were prone to remind themselves of, and
congratulate themselves on, their own granduer. There were, nevertheless,
also moments of humility that seemed to be meant to save America from
hubrii Washington, convinced as he was that God had acted directly in
the affairs of the infant nation, did not see divine patronage as unqualified:

. the propitious smiles of Heaven can never be expected on a nation
tnat disregards the eternal rules of order and right which Heaven 4self has
ordained." 44 From time to time Presidents stressed the conditional nature
of Heavenly hlessing. Benjamin Harrison testified to God's bounty in plac-
ing -upon our heads a diadem and . . . at our feet power and wealth." Then
came the warning: "But we must not forget that we can take these gifts
upon the condition that justice and mercy shall hold the reins of power and
that the upward avenues of hope shall be free to all people."" President
Taylor acknowledged the "protecting care" of God and urged that the
country be deserving of its continuance by behaving with "prudence and
moderation." by assuaging bitterness, and by practicing "just and liberal
principks.""N Lincoln sadly affirmed divine chastisement in his Second
Inaugural Address. and Cleveland and McKinley both advised humility.'"
But it was Lyndon Johnson who pu't the idea directly and, in the light of
the national agony of the Vietnam War that followed, perhaps most
poignantly: -But we have no promise from God that our greatness will
endure. . . . If we fail now, we shall have forgotten in abundance what we
learned in hardship: that democracy rests on faith, that freedom asks more
than it gives, and that the judgment of God is harshest on those who are
most favored." '4

There can be little doubt that the Presidents believed that Americans
were unique Such an idea, planted in colonial New England soil and
germinated by revolution, grew to be indestructable. The idea was
modified, of 4:010SC, Oyer time and the special Heavenly protection seemed
to bE more ritualistically acknowledged in an increasingly secular state.
Even so. the rhetorical strategy that relied on identification between the
American and the divine mission, was only modified, not abandoned.
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America's greatness became. itself. evidence for its special role in the
world

I he ..onvition that this ow 11" was "chosen out and foster'd by the
.Almighty hand" became deeply implanted in the American psyche.44 With
the uniqueness of Cod's favor blended the uniqueness of the land itself, its
sastness. its richness. .its seemingly endless potential for development.

tnder an overruling Providence that "delights in the happiness of man,"
America was deseribed by Jefferson as "a chosen country, with room
enough tor our descendants to the thousandth and thousandth genera-
(ion " Just as the early Revolutionaries had envisioned a great republican
empire. the Presidents foresaw the steady growth of America. under a spe-
cial providence. in territory. prestige, and power.

The second element in the ideological mix, the vision of America as a
rising empire of laberty, provided the Presidential orators with a major
theme for Inaugural rhetoric as the new United States extended inexorably
their sway from sea to sea. The empire concept was, however, to be
..teverely tested, and its role in the overall scheme of things hotly debated at
the end ot- the nineteenth century that debate will be examined in the
next chapter As the Inaugural Aktiresses recounted the growth of the na-
tion. the development of the empiri as enWsioned by the Revolutionary fo-
rebears was not only pointed to wan pride, hut was used as evidence that
the great dream was being fulfilled. When the Reverend Peter Thacher in
I 776. questioned "whether the rising empire of America shall he an empire
of slaves or of freemen," ' he could scarcely have imagined the rate and
extent of the new nation's growth. Such growth provided concrete evidence
both of 60d's honnty and America's greatness, thus binding together two
strands of the ideology Thomas Jefferson surveyed the scene at the begin-.
mng of the new century arid saw "A rising nation spread over a wide and
fruitful land advancing raptdly to distances beyond the reach of mortal
eve In the years that immediately followed. Jefferson was to promote
that achano: Nrei:taulark with the purchu.se of the I.ouisiana Territory.

I he march of the flag was catalogued in some detail and not without
awe by succeeding Presidents. In his Second Inaugural Address James
Monroe reviewed thc "physica1 attainments" of the country from the time
"twenty-five years ago." when "the river Mississippi was shut up and our
Western brethern had no outlet for their commerce." By 1821 the river
was in American hands. Louisiana on west and Florida on the east

-ceded to the United States, new states had been admitted to the Union,
and the population had been "augmented in an astounding degree and
extended in every direction." In Monroe's view, "no country was ever
happier with rtspect to its domain."'" No less impressed was Monroe's

-successor. John Quincy Adams. who pointed out that since the adoption of
the United States Constitution a mere thirty-six years earlier, the nation's
population of four million had multiplied to twelve. "A territory bounded
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by the Mississippi." Adams exulted. "has been extended from sea to sea.
New States have been admitted to the Union in numbers nearly equal to
those of the first Confederation." Furthermore, while God may have given
His blessing, it was dear that Americans were quite capable of exploiting
advantages: "1 he forest has fallen by the axe of our woodsmen; the soil
has been made to teem by the tillage of.our farmers; our commerce has
whitened every ocean. The domination of man over physical nature has
been extended by the invention of our artists."* Twenty years later James
Polk marveled that the number of states "ipereased from thirteen to
twenty-eight" while the American population expanded almost sevenfold
to twenty mdlion.."' President after President noted the territorial expan-
sion and the increase of states in the Union. Franklin Pierce's allusion to
the flag presaged the symbolic use of the stars and stripes to epitomite the
nation's growth. "The stars upon your banner have become nearly
threefold their original number." he observed, as American "possessions
skirt the shores of the two great oceans."4-

Prior to the Civil War such enumerations of the signs of expansion were
eommon. But sueh pointing with prides was alloyed with a seemingly
necessary defense of expansion. Thomas Jefferson's dramatic acquisition
was generally approved and easily ratified by the Senate. although there
were doubts about the constitutionality of the action. During the 1804
campaign the Federalists critiewed the President. referring to him as the
"Emperor of Louisiana," and poked fun at the "Mountain of Salt" said to
be found in the Purchase territory. But the principal apprehensions to
which Jefferson and his successors addressed themselves were the 'fears
that the extension of territory would weaken the Union and that re-
publican government would prove incapable of maintaining its vigor when
stretched to cover such a wide area'Such notions, of course. were contrary
to the glorious vision of a great republican empire. and this aspect of the

was used as support, and in turn was strengthened. in
Inaugural rhetorie "But who ean limit the extent to which the federative
principle may operate effectively" Jefferson asked. Far from endangering
the Union, "The larger our association the less it will be shaken by local
passions Perhaps of the most critical importance. however, was the ques-
tion of who our neighbors would be. Jefferson thought that surely it was
"better that the opposite bank of the Mississippi should he settled by our
own brethren and children than by strangers of another family

Periodically during the first half of the nineteenth century. the argument
that expansion would weaken America was reviewed and each time laid to
rest. Martin Van Buren. for example, observed that although "our system
was supposed to he adapted only tO boundries comparatively narrow." the
Republic had, on the contrary. risen in "power and influence . . . to a
height obvious to all mankind 13 1845 Polk -confidently believed
that our system may he safely extended to the uttermost bounds of our ter-
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ritorial limits, and that as it shall he extended the bonds of our Union, so
far from being weakened, will become stronger.""" .President Pierce
declared that "the apprehension of danger from extended territory" had
"proven to be unfounded"; his Administration would "not be controlled
by any timid forebodings of evil from expansion."'"' Probably because the
United States had completed its continental acquisition by the time of his
Inauguration. Grant was the last President to mention explicitly the fear
"held by many as to danger of governments becoming weakened and
destroyed by reason of `their expansion of territory." When he defensively
mentioned his abortive attempt to annex "Santo Domingo as a Territory
of the Union." he revealed a vision of an ever-expanding American empire
which bordered on the bizarre, or at least the presumptuous. He professed
to helieve "that our Great Maker is preparing the world, in His own good
time, to become one nation. speaking one language, and when armies and
na% ie. will he no longer required '-- -a lingua and pa.% nwricana that no
other President brought himself to en% ision in quite the same way even at
the height of A.merican pretensions to world leadership. That such a state-
ment could he uttered by a President in his most important national ad-
dress re%cals how profoundly the ideology that emerged from the Revolu-
tionary rhetoric had shaped the perceptions and attitudes of the American
audience

I he spread of the American empire was an idea that both informed and
transformed the Inaugural rhetoric. As the wisdom of the policy of terri-
torial expansion became unquestioned. Presidents reinforced the
positive nature of the idea by associating it with other cherished values.
"liberty and law." John Quincy Adams declared, -have marched hand in
hand Polk saw the pioneers "establishing the blessings of self-govern-
ment." 'and laid down the maxim that "to enlarge its Ithe Union's' limits is
to.extend the dominions of peace over additional territories and increas-
ing millions James Buchanan summarized the blessings of the re-
publican empire- in all our acquisitions the people, under the protect
tion of the American tlag. have enjoyed civil and religious liberty. as well
as equal and Just laws and have been contented, prosperous, and
harp!.

At the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries
rne-rica's vast republican empire took on less republican coloration. In
Puerto Rico. in the Philippines. American pro-consuls ruled native in-
habitant. Himself a former Gmernor of the Philippines. William Howard
I aft defined this anopals as more apparent than real. "Our Government
in each dependency." he maintained. "is upholdinct the traditions of civil
lihert.v and mcreasing popular control which might ht expected under
merican auspice. The work -which we are doing there redounds to our
aedit as a nation raft did not see any way in which America had
dev iated from McKinley's dictum of a dozen years beforc. "We want no
wars of conquest. we must avoid the temptation of territorial ag-
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gression." t°8 But the underlying clash of values and-the inherent coniradic-
lion of certain aspects of the ideology were profound. Reconciliation of
these differences through the intense national debate over imperialism
permitted the continuing influence ot the Revolutionary legacy upon
American foreign policy into the twentieth century.

After a peaceful interlude of over a decade, World War I forced the
citizens of the United States to return their attention to international af-
fairs, and the American ideology was again called into play to shape per-
ceptions and interpret the welter of confusing new demands. Woodrow
Wilson's efforts to make America play the role of the honest broker failed,
however, and the nation turned hack upon itself with relief. As empire and
imperialism became unfashionable and then flatly pejorative terms, the
Presidents altered their discussions of the American empire. Although
they recognized that the American empire was already established in its
natural boundaries, the orators did not abandon this aspect of the
ideology. Instead. they changed it rhetorically into more ethereal terms.
The revised rhetoric of empire seemed designed to make it more accepta-
ble to an isolationist America: the style became that of visionaries and not
activists. Calvin Coolidge. assuring the world that "America seeks no
earth!) empire built on blood and force," claimed that the legions which
%he sent forth were armed "not with the sword, but with the cross. .

She cherishes no purpose save to merit thr favor of Almighty God.
Perhaps the Calvinistic President was thinking of the Sunday School
children whose mites were saved to send to the missionaries rscuing souls
in Africa and Asia As dosing and self-serving as the passage sounds. the
notion was, nevertheless, consistent in basic intent with the Revolutionary
repudiation of the idea that America should subjugate another people. The
times now demanded a rhetorical emphasis on this aspect of the empire
idea, rather than on thr growth of American influence. The Inaugural Ad-
dresses thus conserved that basic proposition and put it to use in support of
a stable And aloof Nmerica. Thomas Paine's "empire of freedom" had
been put squarely in opposition to Britain's "empire of despotism,"' and
this fundamental idea still surfaced in American rhetoric even if the
precise formations were sometimes exotic.

As the century progressed the Presidents tried to make clear the
idealistic and non-imperialistic nature of America as they spoke of a
spiritual interpretauon of the idea of empire. "Those who have a true
understanding of America." Herbert Hoover insisted, "know that we have
no desire for territorial expansion, for economic or other domination of
other No*. According to ilooer "the American people are engrossed
in the building for themsekes of ,a new economic system, a new social
%stem, a new political %%stemall of which are characterized hy aspira-
tions %if freedom of opportunn and thereby are the negation of

rhe post orld War II period accentuated American
protestations of non-imperialism. Meant certainly as a contrast to our
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Cold ar opponents was the declaration In President Oat "we
haxe sought no territorx and hase imposed our will on none_ We have
asked ft*: no pro ikTes we would not extend to others To the Communist
.harges of Yankee miperiahsm 1 runian answered. "the old imperialism
ex ploitation tor foreign profit no place in our plans.-" And Dwight

tvenhower wiNhed to "assure our friends once again that . . . we
Ninerix:ans know and we obserxe the difference between world leadership
and imperialism Poised in the edge of the Vietnain at's ss 1 ,ndon
Johnson ome inure axerred. "A c aspire to nothing that helumgs to others.
We seek no dominion oxer our fellow man. hut man's domMion over
txrarin and Misers

In light of the efforts of recent Presidents- certainly from Kennedy to
Ntvon to manipulate and control the governments of other nations.
./ohnson's proclamation ins ites thr charge of insincerity. even hypocrisy.
Rut to dismiss these appeals as sham is to miss the signifkance of the con-
tinuing rhetoric of the merican Revolution. Johnson and his audience
behesed that .Anierica could. h its example. promote the expansion of
liberal democracies in the world Moreover. Americans 'seemed to share
Johnson's assumption that the rest of the world should want to follow our
model When deseloping nauons inexplicably proved recalcitrant. Amer--
au, and their President were baffled and offended. I he ideal of the
American example and the American obligation to protect liberty were so
powerful in shaping American perceptions. that when their example was
ignoredwhen the American empire of liberty was rebuffedAmericans
seemed to assume that their foreign brothers were maliciously misin-
formed and intskd bs national heads of dubious worth. Should America
allow its historic dutx to be frustrated by a few had leaders in other lands?
10 fail to act in such instances, it appears. was viewed as a sort of treason
to the American past

The great republican empire envisioned hy the patriots had attained the
temth expected of it It had grown from sea to sea and had managed to
preserve egsentially the form of giwernment designed for it. The grand and
mighty nation may have been rent by civil war, but it survived. As it be-
came an encreasing. if initially reluctant, force in world affairs, the purity
of the empire might have been called into question, but its basic libertarian
foundation Was affirmed by the Presidents. The Inaugural rhetoric took
advantage the flexibility of the ideology, using it both to justify current
trends and to conserve the integrity of the American image through its in-
terpretation of events. The empire, after all, was never meant to be an ex-
clusively physical one. The spiritual home of liberty,. the American empire
was also conceived as one of enduring spiritual values and thus contained a
dimension that exceeded territoriality alone. How the imperial mystique
should functionthe way in which the physical-spiritual balance mi,ost be
tippedwas to heconie a matter of intense debate. Certainly by the end of
the nineteenth century, empire and expansion seemed perceptually wed-
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ded. Then, with the eclipse of the imperial idea (as it came to be accepted),
American leaders reiterated the country's unwillingness to acquire the ter-
ritory ot others. The extent to which Nowrica was. indeed. guilty of cco-
mimic imperialism or the kind of social-political imperialism which made
ha hope that all governments would be fashioned in the American image.
is A matter of serious historical interest. But whatever the explanation of
merican actions, the reality of events was shaped in part by the rhetoric
that interpreted them. I hroughout their history Americans have seen their
growth as a fulfillment of "the final glory of an Independent Empire in
America." and assured themselves that their motives, far from C.ose of
self-aggrandoement, were purely humanitarian '* Thus, the ideology
acted to rationahie expansionism and mitigate international involvement.
The rhetoric of the rising nation both used and strengthened the American
ideology.. horn the beginning those who envisioned an American empire
believed it to he unique. not only because it was favored of God and was
destined for greatness. hut ahove all because it was an empire dedicated to
liberty rather than tyranny

America 4% the home and hope of liberty. a third powerful idea to grow
he Revolutionary rhetoric, was likewise taken up in the Inaugural

Addresses. When George %ashmgton took the oath of office no one.
whether hc wished the Noung country good or ill, would have contested the
idea that the form of the new government was singular. The phrase so
often sekcted to ,fescrihe the 4:Yoking American government was most
apt what was happening in the New World was, indeed, a profound "ex,-
periment.- I. he Reyolutionary orators had, in anthropomorphic meta-
phor. seen "liberty" take her abode in the virgin land. Following the long
struggle. an independent government was finally established. Fourteen
years after he had taken command of the troops on the plains of Boston.
Washington assumed the Chief Magistracy of the new nation. On this oc-
casion the first President voiced the conviction that was to becomelirmly
established by succeeding generations: that "the preservation of the sacred
tire of liberty" was "deeply finally. staked on the experiment intrusted
to the American people." America was set apart from "the ancient
world The "ligoniiing spasms of infuriated man. seeking through blood
and slaughter his long-lost liberty" might be so great as to affect "even
this distant and peaceful shore But. Thomas Jefferson reminded Ameri-
cans. who had lived through the rancorous election of MOO. that liberty
was hut a "dreary" thing without "harmony and affection." "Americans
seemed to have a particular responsibithy to preserve liberty. James
Monroe argued that foreign nations might wish to destroy us and, if the
home of liberty was demolished., liberty itself would be lost." William
Ilenrs Harrison talked of the death of liberty in ancient Rome and
charactented her in much the same way as did the Revolutionary orators:
" The spirit of liberty had fled . . . and so under the operation of the slime
causes and influences (vit.. factionalism) it will fly from our Capitol and
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our forums." And for Liberty to perish in America would be a "calamity
. not only to our country , hut to the world."'"

"Liberty", which had found its true home in America, functioned as a
kind of evidentiary touchstone in Presidential rhetoric. The ideology thus
operated to support ideas, values, or arguments that the speakers hoped to
identify with the heritage deYolving from Revolutionary rhetoric. This
linking tactic alsociated the highly prized concept of liberty. with the aims
of the Presidential -orator Such a relationship could alter the audience's
perception of the proposed policy. Liberty. for example, was linked to
union by Andrew Jackson who argued that "without union our inde-
pendence and hhert would never have been achieved; without union they
can never maintained." Hc was certain that "is dissolution of the Union"
would lead to a "loss of liberty ''" Preservation of the Constitution was
essential, reasoned Polk. since "the blessings of liberty" were "secured and
guaranteed" hy this document.. '' William Henry Harrison saw it as a sa-
feguard against the decline of our institutions because "the spirit of
liberty" became a conservatoe force, both buttressing and being sup-
ported by the idea of "law " "Libertyliberty within the lawand
civihzation are inseparable," Warren Harding maintained. Pmsident
Harding was further certain that civilization and liberty found their
"highest expression and surest guaranty" in the American form ofgovern-
ment.' ' Herbert Hoover, faced with massive disobedience of the Volstad
Act, saw -rigid and expeditious juStice" as "the basis of all ordered
liberty." '1 And Franklin Roosevelt, looking anxiously at the katastrophic
war in Furope, returned to George Washington's words,to stren then im-
plicitly his anti-Nati course. "If we lose that sacred fireif w let it be
smothered by doubt._ and fearthen we shall reiect the deti4 which

idea that liberty was an inseparable pan of the American i al
Washington strove si valiantly and so triumphantly to establ sh. '' T e

me
fundamental to American political discourse. This Am was so ingr bed in
the American mind that it could be appealed to as almost the final4 iter.

Just as the Revolutionaries thought of AirP*ica as an asybdti folk jhose
seeking liberty as well as the home of the spirt libertyAo too, d d tfie
Presidents. The rising tide of immigration ;t* led throui the
ideology. In the nineteenth century the immiii,. çáme "unmin t.ii of
names or distinctions," in Tom Paine's words. oh Nat, famine, oppfcsion
brought the .turopeans: "multitudes from the Old orld . . . floc i to
our shores to participate in its blessings," Pol proudly exclaim '='

. Franklin hen* lauded the founding fathers '4vhosc minds had frcn
illuminated by the dawning lights of the Revoluti n," and maintained thatti

"the oppressed throughout the world from that day to the present have
turned their eyes highcrward. not to find those fights extinguished or to
fear lest they, should wane, hut to he constantly chgered by their stead and
mcreasing radiance." ':' And James Buchanan calks& for theisreser ation
of public lands in part to secure a place "for those;exiles from f ,reign
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shores who may seek in this country to improve their condition and .to
enjoy the blessings of civil and religious liberty." `St

Toward the end .of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth
century. the idea of Ameriim as an asylum for all was severely constricted.
Particularly under the pressure of increased Oriental immigration, the
shining hopc for all the world diminished considerably. Those who were
too different were to be excluded. Under these circumstances rhetoric
demonstrated its usefulness in adapting the ideology to meet the pressures
of the moment while, at the same time, calling upon the long accepted
ideas to justify a present course of action. In 1886 Grover Cleveland put it
thus: "The laws should be rigidly enforced which prohibit the immigration
of a st vile class to compete with the American labor, with no intention of
aixitaring citizenship, and bringing with them and retaining habits and cus-
toms repugnant to our civilization." " In order to protect America as the
asylum for the concept of liberty, so the argument ran. America could no
longer be the asylum for all the oppremed races of the world. Benjamin
flarrison was no less concerned about the "character and good disposi-,
tion" of immigrants than was his predecessor. While "we should notecase
to be hospitable to immigration." Harrison argued, "we should cease to be
careless as to the character of it." Surely those persons wh *mild be "a
burden upon our public revenues or a threat to social order.. . . should be
identified and excluded " William Howard Taft was quite specific about
excluding "Asiatic immigrants who cannot be amalgamated with our
population.*

In spite of the exceptions and the modifications that had to be ac-
comodated, still the ideal remained, and the idea persisted that the haven
for liberty both drew from and gave sir. ngth to immigrants. Franklin
Roosevelt asserted that the "faith of America. . . was born in the mul-.
titudes of those who came from many lands"; and Lyndon Johnson,
himself instrumental in liberahzing restrictive immigration laws, described
the "exile and the stranger" in the heroic terms of the ideology: "they
came . to find a place where a man could be his own man. They made a
covenant with this land. Conceived' in justice, written in liberty, bound in
union, it was meant one day to inspire the hope of all mankind; and it
hinds us still If we keep its terms, we shall flourish."'"

In the twentieth century the idea of the home of liberty was profoundly
modified as the concept of America. the example of liberty to all the
world, shifted significantly to become the notion of America the champion
of liberty. It is not surprising that a nation that saw itself as especially
favored and especially to be emulated, whose prestige and power thrust it
perforce into world affairs, could conceive of itself as the world's best hope
and the natural defender of Right. And as the pressures mounted, it would
become easier to distinguish Right from Wrong: "Freedom is pitted
against slavers; lightness against the dark," Dwight Eisenhower said.' 4

The trend toward international responsibilities for the home of liberty
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can be discerned in Woodrow Wilson's Second Inaugural Address. He
maintained that the principles upon which Americans were bred were not
parochial, not the principles of Americans alone: rather, "they were the
principles of a liberated mankind." When repudiation of interna-
tionalism followed the end of World War I. bowel er, the argument disap-
peared from Inaugural rhetoriconly to emerge in greater intensity after
1945. Ilarrv fruman pledged: "we will strengthen freedom-loving nations
against the dangers of aggression lie declared that "events have brought
tali American democrac to new influence and new responsibilities. They
will test our courage, our devotion to duty, and our concept of li§crty."1 lb
Indeed. events and American reaction to events did test the concept.
Dwight hsenhower reiterated the time-honored belief that "the American
experiment has. for generations, tired the passion and the courage of
millions elsewhere seeking freedom, equality and opportunity." But then
he added signiticantl. "these hopes that we helped to inspire, we can help
to four :.ears later John Kenned made the now familiar dra-
matic commitment: "1.et everv n'Inon know whether it wishes us well or
ill, that we shall pa an price, hear any burden, meet any hardship. sup-
port anr. friend. oppose anv foe. in order to assure the survival and the suc-
cess of The 'nited States became responsible not just for
hhertr, in Amenca and not lust for the nreservation of an asylumthe fu-
ture of liberts itself rested with Arnei ica. And America was not to be
"peacefulk instrumental h its example," as President Buchanan would
have had it. hut actuall !. to bear the hurden. '14

f or 1.,ndon Johnson new responsibilities had developed for an America
that, in the past, helped "to show the way for the liberation of man." Now.
"change has brought new meaning to that old mission. We can never again
stand alone, prideful in isolation." And "if American lives must end and
American treasure he spinal, in countries we barely know, that is the price
that change has demanded for conviction and of our enduring govern-
ment." The price proved one too painful, and the anguish of a divisive
war caused Americans to reconsider their role as guardians of the world's.
lihert.v. Even so, Richard Nixon in 1973 would have found only minor ex-
ception taken to his observation that "America's role is indispensable in
preserving the world's peace," although he was constrained to add. "so is
each nation's role indispensable in preserving its own peace." America
could not retire from world leadership. nor is there any indication in the
Nixon rhetoric that there were any intentions' of doing so. Although a
muted note of caution had appeared in Nixon's Second Inaugural Ad-
dress, a basic idea remained intact. America was still seen as a bright
"beacon of hope for all the world.""' During the 1976 Presidential
primary elections, former California Govirnor Ronald Reagan launched a
formidable campaign against President Gerald Ford by claiming that Ford
was acquiescing in an American retreat from world domination. In his
first address as President of the United States, Jimmy Carter reminded
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Americans: "Because we are free we can never be indifferent to the fate of
freedom elsewhere. Our moral sense dictates a clearcut preference for
those societies which share with us an abiding respect for individual human
rights." 12

Thus the idw of America as an asylum for liberty, fostered by the
fathers of the Revolution, was perpetuated and finally c.. .ie to be extended
to serve as support for American involvement abroad. Forlood or ill, the
ideology allowed America's leaders to call upon the sanction of the past to
reinforce the nation's image of itself as the home and defender of liberty
and to support its ever-widening international commitments.

t he Inaugural Addresses of the Presidents of the United States, forty-
eight of them, have not, on the whole, produced a wealth of great oratory.
Most of what was said has been forgotten with but a few of the phrases of
Jefferwn, Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt, and Kennedy lingering in our lan-
guage. But the Addresses, delivered amidst the traditional ceremony and
pomp, marked a regular reaffirm ution of values. To the extent that they
demonstrate the pervasive qualities of an important body of ideas growing
out of die Revolution, they can he said to represent the embodiment of an
Amen. an ideology Americans have always exhibited a strong sense of
practicality and flexibility: witness. for example, their ability to adapt the
Constitution of I 787 to ,.ontemporary needs, so that it remains the ulti-
mate legal recourse in the WO.. Certainly the ideology proved not to be a
strict and binding one. Principakpokesmen for established institutions, as
the-Presidents certainly were, found in it justification and inspiration for a
variety of actions and attitudes. The ideology of the Revolution was not al-
ways. or even principally, revolutionary as it was sustained and developed
throughout our iustory . But it did serve as a consistent, agreed-upon point
of departure for Inaugural- rhetorican underpinning of assumptions and
evidence for arguments. Stressing. as they were bound to, continuity .and
stability. the Inaugural Addresses generally put the ideology to conserva-
tive use

The Presidents. caught up as they were in the struggles of their own
times, may well have distorted reality; our perspective of the sweep of his-
tory justifies our suspicions of hypocrisy and cant. The fact remains,
however, that the ideology provided a way of organizing perceptions
through rhetoric. And in order to understand fully the reality of the
American panorama, one must understand the rhetorical transformation
of ideas into guideposts. The belief in a chosen nation growing ever to
fulfill its destiny as the preserver and defender of liberty, then, has played
its part in molding our vision and shaping our action. Through the
ideology we could see ourselves as progressing in an orderly fashion
toward the ultimate Light. building upon what Thomas Jefferson called
"the wisdinn or the sages and the blood ofour heroes." '''
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CHAPTER III

I IBERIA' OR EMPIRE?

Emerging from the rhetoric of Revolutionary conflict, the American
ideology was reinforced and brought to bear as a conservative force in in-
terpreting the continuing flow of events through ceremonial discourses
such as the Inaugural Addresses. The question can be raised, how was
ideology used to inform the rhetoric of particular controversies? That is to
say. what impact did the continuing rhetoric of the Revolution have on
specific American actions. Two instances suggest themselves as funda-
mental examples of the rhetoric in process as it deals with the presentation
of the ideolory of' the American audience: the imperialism debate that
raged in America at the turn of the twentieth century. and the civil rights
struggle that convulsed the nation in the decades following mid-century.

The imperialism question represented a serious ideological crisis. It
began in the heat of a poliqcal campaign as a young aspirant to the United
States Senate, Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana, addresed a crowd of cheer-
ing supporters at Tomlinson Hall in Indianapolis on September 16, 1898.
"It is a glorious history our God has bestowed upon His chosen people."
proclaimed Beveridge. Thc thirty-five year old political orator opened the
1898 campaign with an uncompromising endorsement of imperialism.
American history, Beveridge asserted, was "a history heroic with faith in
our mission and our future; a history of statesmen who flung the
boundaries of the Republic out into unexplored lands and savage wilder-
ness . . . even to the gates of sunset." The Hoosier orator recalled each
extension of the United States from Florida to Oregon. Again and again
he brought forth a roar of approval with the phrase: "And the march of the
Bag goes on!" With a single partisan speech intended to serve the interests
of the Indiana Republican Party in general and one young politician in
particular. Beveridge initiated a public debate which would engage the
country for over two years and involve the major political spokesmen of
the nation. The imperialism debate concerned the essence of the American
ideology that had evolved from the American Revolution, forcing the heirs
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of that Revolution to decide whether the United States should be the fore-
most empire in the world or the example of liberty to the world.

'through the nmeteenth cvntury Arwricans had come to a comfortable
understanding of their national ideology. As the analysis of Inaugural rhe-
toric shows, they beheved themselves to he God's chosen people who.
through His Messing, would establish a continental empire. This empire,
protected by the two great oceans, would he the home of libertya pure
refuge uncorrupted by Uuropean vlces. tor one hundred years after the
thvlaration of Independence. 1 ourth of Juk orators also would repeat the
ritual incantation of the generations. the Pilgrim fathers who arrived on
Merican shores searching for liberty and hearing the special protection of
God: the founding father+ who instituted a perfect government which
would "forever stand alone; a beacon on the summit of a mountain, to
which all the inhabitants of the earth may turn their eyes for a genial and
saving hght". and the precent generation whose awesome task was to
carry on the work. of the Pilgrim and founding fathersto fulfill the sacred
trust as God's cht:sen people by building an American emprre of liberty.'
While the responsibility weighed heavily. nineteenth-century Americans
had little doubt about their goal Faithful to George Washington's warning
not to "entangle our peace and prosperity in the toils of European ambi-
tion," ' Americans saw little conflict between the idea of a continental
empire and the idea of America as the home of liberty. To be sure, Patrick
Ilenry had warned in.178s that the proposed federal constitution sacrificed
liberty for "a great and mighty empire." But his fears, it was thought, had
proven to he unfounded, and America was described, in Henry Clay's
words, as "the rallying point of human freedom against the despotism of
the old world "^ As the light of liberty. John Quincy Adams reminded his
Fourth of July audience, America ought not go abroad "in search of
monsters to destroy This sort of agreement upon American ideals and
Aim:fives has lead F mot R May. a leading historian of American foreign
policy, to suggest that throughout American history the great debates on
foreign policy have reflected a "fundamental agreement" about national
obiectives In these debates, May remarks, the "means to ends are at issue,
not the ends themselves ' The imperialism debate of 1898 to 1900 was a
striking exception. for Americans had to decide whether the idea of empire
or the idea of !ahem would have priority as America assumed its new role
as a world power the rhetorical problem, then, if the ideology was to
continue to function conservatively, was to maintain the integrity of the
two strands of the ideology while, at the same time, developing a hierarchy
of values that would enable action to he taken that did not basically con-
troy ert the ideology

the fruits of the Spanish-American War thrust the United States into
world affairs once and tor all The idea of a pure American example. the
notion of a continent separate ft om the world at large, survived in the rhe-
tone of American foreign policy, hut it simply could not serve as a real
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guide for America 4 a world power. Having entered the war to "free"
Cuba from Spanish rule. the United States found itself by Dece tither 10,
1898, possessing Puerto Rico. Guam. and the Philippine Islands. The Ha-
waiun Islands. whosie annexation had been forestalled for five years, were
also swept into Athencan territory during the fervor of imperialism.
Albert Beveridge remarked to a friend that "now all at once the fierce light
of war" had revealtil America's imperial destiny to its cititens." But the
nature of "American destiny" proved less certain to other Amerions and
anti-imperialists vigorously objected to a system of overseas colon, . The
imperialism debate featured the leading orators and national leaders of the
day, with William Jennings Bryan being the most prominent anti-impe-
rialist and Beveridge the most ardent advocate of empire. Bryan and Be-
tendge each had a chorus of supporting spokesmen. The anti-imperialist
camp included Groser Cleveland, Adlai Stevenson, Andrew Carnegie, and
David Starr Jordan. the President of Stanford Universizy. A host of more
moderate speakers and writers jomi Beveridge. including President Mc-
Kinlev . theodore Roosevelt, Connecticut's Senator Thomas C. Platt, and
Brooks dams, the great grandson of John Adams.

Although "imperialism" was an elusive term even in 1898. the issue
which separated the two political camps was not whether America should
esert itself politically and economically as a workl power, hut rather
whether America should exercise "the actual political domination" over
other peoples historians have variously accounted for the rise and fall of
American imperialism. iting economic and psychological factors, Eu-
ropean mtellectua influences, propaganda efforts by religious groups, and
America's tradition of " The purpose of this discussion is
not to dispute eairber interpretations, hut to reveal how the rhetorical
legacy of the American Revolution actually shaped the imperialism con-
trover, and defined its fundamental issues. Moreover, this investigation
suggests that the imperialism debate served to adapt the rhetoric of the
American Revolution to America's new role as a world power, and ulti-
mateis forced a type of rhetoriCal reconciliation which has served as the
public rationale of American foreign policy in the twentieth century.

At root the imperialism debate was a struggle between two God terms of
merican culture liberty and empire. Kenneth Burke has remarked that a
God temi "designates the ultimate motivation, or substance of a Constitu-
tional frame Such terms "posit a world" in the sense that the world is
seen in light of the God term and everything is explained or ordered within
its framework Richard Weaver has noted that a culture usually
"manages to achieve some system of relationship among the attractive and
among the repulsive terms, so that we can work out an order of weight and
precedence in the prevailing rhetoric onm we have discerned the 'rhetorical
absolutes' the terms to which the very highest respect is paid." " During
the nineteenth century the "rhetoncal absolute" or God term in America
was liberts the American empire was to be an empire of liberty. The duty
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of the chosen people was to stand as the example of liberty, to keep the
faith with the Pilgrim and founding fathers. In Weavet's terms, liberty was
the "expression about which all other expressions . . . [were) ranked as su-
bordinate"; it was, in Burke's woids. "a fgood and absolute . . . endowed
with the function of God as the grounding of values." " Hence, when
Daniel Webster rose in the United States Senate on February 16, 1833, to
reply to John Calhoun's doctrine of nullification, he did not appeal to
"union" as the ultimate value. His strategy in this case was akin to that of
the Inaugural orators: the union of the states was essential, not because of
intrinsic merit, but because it was the means of preserving liberty. Webster
asserted that it was "our own liberty, guarded by constitutions and secured
by union," which he sought "to maintain and defend." The nullifiers, he
insisted, would be "architects of ruin . . . blasters of human hopes," for
"amidst the incantations and orgies of nullification, secession, disunion,
and revolution would be celebrated the funeral rites of constitutional and
republican liberty." At Gettysburg Abraham Lincoln called upon Ameri-
cans to rededicate themselves "to the great task remaining," not simply in
order to restore a powerful union, but in order to give "a new birth of
freedom." to preserve a nation "conceived in Liberty."

Obviously, a person can only adhere to one ultimate God term at a time.
While the dominant-God term in a society would seem to characterize its
culture, the active competition between God terms would amount to a kind
of cultural crisis. Indeed, Richard Weaver suggests that when an old value
is "forced into competition with another concept, the human being suffers
an almost intolerable sense of being lost."' Such was the case with the im-
perialism controversy in which the God term "empire" challenged the sup-
remacy of the idea that America was the land of liberty. The participants
in the dispute recognized the importance of the imperialism debate and
considered it the "greatest question to face the American people since the
Civil War. Senator Henry M. Teller of Colorado feared that this con-

,. troversy "woukl seriously embarrass the American people." 17 Americans
had long sensed their responsibility as the example to the world, for as
Thomas Jefferson reminded them. "the eyes of the friends of liberty and
humanity" were fixed upon the United States." Now they had to decide
whether America was to be an empire or a republic, and even as they de-
liberated, John Winthrop's warning echoed from the deck of the Arbella in
1630: "The cies of all people are uppon Us, soc that if wee shall dcale
falsely with our god in this worke. . . . Wep shall shame the faces of many
of god's worthy servants. . . ." le Given the crisis of cultural values that the
imperialism issue evoked and the power of the past to legitimize present
public policy, it is not surprising that both imperialists and anti-impe-
rialists looked to earlier Americans for guidance. The ideology was a
legacy, after all, and it was logical that the intent of the benefactors would
he sought. And as the Presidents' oratory clearly shows, securing the sane-
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tion of the past was an established rhetorical tactic. The imperialistpress
chided Senator George F. Hoar of Massachusetts for his "rhetorical sum-
mons" of "statesmen of the past from their graves to testify against the
present polky of expansion." Nevertheless, imperialists did not hesitate to
call forth Andtew Jackson, James Monroe, and especially Thomas Jef-
ferson"the first Imperialist of the Republic." 20The Declaration or Inde-
pendence and the words of the Revolutionary leaders became key texts in
the debate over the mraning, the purpose, and the future ofAmerica. Was
it the duty of Americans to stand as an example to the world, preserving
their land of liberty? Or were they to go forth and do God's work in the
wilderness, "civilizing" and Christianizing Asia? Was the American
empire continental or world-wide? Was it an empire of liberty or of coin-
mere?

The ambiguity of the God terms "liberty" and "empire" had allowed
the two to be fused together in the American ideology of the nineteenth
century. permitting social cohesion through agreement on the purpose of
America. The reality of overseas territory shattered this ambiguity and
forced a new interpretation of the ideology. Each side in the imperialism
debate saw (or claimed to see) its goals as consistent with the rhetoric of
the American Revolution. Imperiahsts identified with the "spirit" of the
founding fathersmen of vision who had launched a westward empire.
nti-imperialists insisted, instead, on the direct application of the sacred
Revolutionary doctrine that all go, ernments derive "their just powers
from the consent of the governed." To violate this basic tenet of the Decla-
ration of Independence, the anti-imperialists warned, would betray the
American mission awl endanger the land of liberty itself. Each camp, then,
seized upon an aspf.ct of the ideology and attempted to influence percep-
tions of current events by portraying the imperialism question through its
own prism of the past.

As 6ch side advocated its position and denounced the arguments of its
opponents, the American ideology was fundamentally altered; the ideas of
an "American empire" and of America as "the home of liberty" *were
transformed. Through the heat of debate, the God term of empire took on
a more progressive meaning as it became associated with a cluster of
values that seemed to embrace the future. This, in turn, suggested that theidea of libert), was somehow backward-looking and archaicthat liberty
was a passive notion inappropriate for a nation that was entering its
vigorous manhood aad preparing to push forward into the world arena.
The opponents of imperialism were forced to counter with a new,
progressive. version of' the idea of liberty which could regain the primary
position within the ideological hierarchy. Through a process or argument
and counter-argument. Americans ultimately achieved a reconciliation
between the God terms of liberty and empire. These two ideas, however,
would be so dramatically changed by the imperialism controversy that the
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alterations would have a profound effect on the rhetoric of American
foreign policy in the twentieth century .

To imperialists the idea of an American empire became the controlling
principle of the American ideology. The subordinate ideas of America as
the home of liberty and Americans as the chosen people were defined in
terms of how they promoted the rising empire. The imperialists' image of
empire had changed considerably from the empire of liberty conceived by
I'nEoTas Paine. Revolutionary spokesmen had imagined an empire where
t.:e arts and sciences would flourish, where Commerce and agriculture
would produce prosperity In contrast, thc imperialists' notion of empire
included three interrelated types of expansion across the Pacific, each
expressed in the military metaphor of "the march": the march of territory.
the march of commerce, and the march of civilization. When Beveridge
thrust the imperialism issue into the campaign of 1898, he summarized the
new vision of the American ideology. The whole question of insular expan-
sion, he insisted, was not merely a "party question." "It is," he continued,
"an American question. It is a world question. Shall the American people
continue their march toward the commercial supremacy of the world?
Shall the free institutions broaden their blessed reign as the children of
liberty wax in strength, until the empire of our principles is established
over the hearts of all mankind'!"

According to the imperialists argument, an overseas empire only
coritinucd the principle of American expansion. They were simply "obey-
ing the same voice that Jefferson heard and obeyed, that Mo:sroe heard
and obeyed, that Seward heard and obeyed . . . and the march of the flag
goes on!" =' Beveridge did not ince at the conclusion of the imperialists'
argument. America was at the dawn of its "full-grown manhood." If the
principle of expansion meant a world-wide empire, if it meant "the Stars
and Stripes over an Isthmian canal, over Hawaii, Cuba and the southern
se Beveridge announced, "then let us meet that meaning with a mighty

y... 'I Thus, "the banner that Taylor unfurled in Texas and Fremont car-
ried to the coast," would wave over the "gates of Asia." But above all, he
insisted, the flag would not bc hauled down"not one single foot of soil
over which American civil authority is established will be abandoned.
What we have, we hold." N Beveridge proposed exactly wtri Patrick
Henry had most feared a hundred and ten years beforethat empire, not
liberty, should be great, controlling idea for America.

Territorial expansion was but one theme in the imperialists' new vision
of the American empire. Like their Revolutionary forefathers, Beveridge
and his allies spoke of an empire based upon commerce, which in turn
would advance civilization. The imperialists continued to use the language
of conquest as they explained that the march of the flag would allow
America to "occupy new markets," to master the Pacific and achieve
"commercial supremacy" in the world." Commercial interests had been
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central to America's decision to go to war with Spain; when President Mc-
Kinky discussed the Cuban Revolution in his message to Congress on
April 11, 189S, he relied upon economic arguments in threeof his four jus-
tifications of American ntervention.'* Revolutionary orators had
predicted that America would become a commercial power in the world;
over a century later Beveridge proclaimed that *.lhe dawning of the day of
that dream's fulfillment is at hand." :4 Imperialists spoke of the Orient as
"the Republic's future commercial salvation," because they believed that
America's economic problems in the 1890s were symptoms of over-
production. "' According to imperialists, the Philippines would open new
markets and help thc United States win its international struggle for life.
American factories and farms, Beveridge warned, were producing more
than the nation could consume: commercial expansion was the on's/ cure
for "a congested industrial situation." In short, he insisted. "we must get
an ever increasing portion of foreign trade." " The Philippine Islands
seemed a divinely planned solution to theproblem of economic stagnation.
With the acquisition of thc Msular colony, ihe American empire could
continue to grow in commercial strength. The Hoosier imperialist posed
no more than a rhetorical glieSi WY' when he asked his Indianapolis
audience: "Shall we occupy new markets for what our farmers raise: our
factories make, our merchants sellaye, and please God, new markets for
what our ships shall carry'!" Neser unsure of the Almighty's influence. Be-
veridge rejoiced at "the very predestination of reciprocity" which assured

liveiy trade of American goods for "the riches of the Philippines."
Moreover. the wealth of these islands would be incrdased just as much as
"American energy is greater than Spanish sloth." In this portrait of a
commercial empire, the Philippines served as .the gateway to "China's
illinlitabk markets

Imperialists gave peat attention to the commercial advantages of a co-
lonial empire, but at the same time they dismissed such -pecuniary
considerations as "insignificant" when compared with "the master argu-
nient" of advancing civiiitatiiin. 'I Indeed. American commerce was pro-
&limed :is the instrument which would expand western culture to the dark
shores i Asia. Liberty. order, and civili/ation, Beveridge insisted, were
"not planted by Speeches. nor essays, nor editorials." Their seeds were ear-
ned "in the talons of Trade and planted by the fingers of Might."-" David
Hill, Assistant Secretary of State, suggested that territorial expansion into
the Pacific ought not be thought of as imperialism. but as "the extension of

Beveridge hst expressed the theme of the westward march
of civiliiation when he opened the 1900 Republican "campaign for the
West" with his Chicago address. s'The Star of Empire." America, he
claimed, was blessed by "the stai of the empire of liberty and law, of
commerce and communication, of social order and the gospel of our
1 Ordthe star of the empire of the civilization of the world. Westward
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that star of empire takes its course. And to-day it illuminates our path of
duty across the Ncific into the islands and lands where Providence has
called to us." "

America had no choice but to assume the burden of "civilizing" Asia,
the imperialists argued, for colonies were essential in the struggle to es-
tablish America's position as the dominant ,civilization in the world.
Indeed, Americans had a mandate from the Almighty to Christianize the
East, to provide "orderly government over savage and senile peoples." 01

Theodore Roosevelt, William McKinley, and Albert Beveridge each im-
plied that the very presence of an American administration would
transform colonial territories, helping them advance toward civilization
iind Christianity. To turn away from this world duty, Roosevelt insisted,
would cause America to forfeit "its right tc. struggle for a place among the
peoples that shape the destiny of mankind. " Beveridge spoke of "that
universal law of civilization" which requi. ed developed nations to "be-
come colonincs"; and he added the ominors corollary that national "de-
cline" occurred when a country abandoned ''the policy of possession."4°

The hard edges of these suryival-of-the-fittest theories were smoothed
by the argument that America could do God's work as it advanced Anglo-
Saxo civilization. President McKinley, when speaking to a group of visit-
ing Methodists, claimed to have decided to annex the Philippines only
after s,:veral nights of prayer. Reflecting the politician's keen sense of
American attitudes, McKinley related that after he had gone -down on my
knees and prayed Almighty God for light and guidance," it was revealed to
him that "there was nothing left for us to do." America, he explained
would "educate the Filipinos. and uplift and civilize and Christianize
them, and by Gad's grace do the very best we could by them, as our fellow-
men for whom Christ also died.- 41

The intertwined themes of expanding territory, commerce and civiliza-
tion gave a progressive meaning to the God term empire and helped to
thrustAhis idea into the primary position within the American ideology. In
his maiden Senate speech on January 9, 1900, Beveridge assured his
colleagues that the founding fathers "had the logic of progress." They had
launched a consolidated nation on the North American continent, and it
was the duty of the present generation to establish a "still mightier Re-
public.'" When Beveridge debated Benjamin Harrison in Indianapolis on
New Year's Day, 1901, the Hoosier senator made imperialism seem to bc
synonymous with -progress." He informed his more conservative Re-
publican opponent that with the new century had come "a new day." Civi-
lization, Beveridge insisted, wouid never retreat from Shanghai, Hong
Kong or Peking. "The regeneration of the world, physical as well as
moral, has begun, and revolutions never move backward."' The etxpan-
sionists' conceptualization of imperialism as a "march" sligiiiar to the
"march to the Pacific" of 1848 gave a tone of inevitability to their
pronouncements. The "march of theelag" seemed to be fulfilling Jef-
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ferson's vision of "a rising nation, spread over a wide and fruitful
land . . . advancing rapidly to destinies beyond the reach of the moral
eye."" Senator Joseph Foraker of Ohio demanded to know who desired to
stop the "march of civilization," and Beveridge described imperialism as
"the advance guard of the Republic's onward march."' This strident. un- .

compromising metaphor appealed to a people who wanted to believe that
Crivecoeur was correct when he claimed: "Americans are the wistern pil-
grims, who are carrying along with them that great mass of arts, sciences.
vigour, and industry, which began long since in the east; they will finish the
great circle."

If anti-impenalists were to meet the challenge of "empire" they would
have to show that America could have progress without imperialismthat
anti-imperialism was not a "policy of reaction and retreat."47 In short,
they would have to show that liberty defined America's future as well as
her past. In order to achieve this, opponents of empire had to alter the
traditional notion of America as the example of liberty. The idea of liberty
had to be imbued with a missionar :..a; that could counter the allure of
empire. Ironically, the anti-im. -rialists were to succeed too well. By
transforming the concept of American liberty from a passive to a crusad-
ing ideal, the enemies of empire made possible a reconciliation of the basic
components of the American ideology. They made it possible for Ameri-
cans to go forth into the world with the goal of establishing a global empire
of laberty.

The anti-imperialist campaign slowly gained momentum after the
Spanish-American War. In the intoxicating air of :nilitary conquest, jin-
goism passed as patriotism and the catch;words "flag," "destiny," and
"duty" rang out like irrefutable arguments. But as the euphoria of victory
ebbed and Americans found themselves fighting Filipino insurgents,
William Jennings Bryan emerged as tt.e national spokesman against impe-
rialism Between June 14. 1898, and February 22, 1899. Bryan delivered
eight major speeches on imperialism, addressing audiences from Wash-
ington. D.C.. to Denver. Colorado. His newspaper articles appeared
regularly dui ing 1899 in the .Veiv York Journal, and on August 8,1900, he
climaxed his .limpaign against imperialism with his Speech accepting the
Democratic presidential nomination. His acceptance speechdelivered in
Albert J. Beveridge's hometown of Indianapoliswas literally a mosiac of
Bryan's earlier speeches and essays, and it became a major Democratic
campaign document. The speech summarized two themes that had become
the basis of the anti-imperialist argument: that colonial imperialism
violated the American doctrine of selfgovernment, and that colonialism
posed grave dangers to the American Republic. This address constituted a
comprehensive and forceful rejection of imperialism; it could not be
ignored. A month later Beveridge opened the Republican "campaign for
the West" in Cliicago with a direct attack on Bryan's address."

Bryan claimed :9 sense a change in the public's mood. Americans, he
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felt, now recognized that they were "face to face with a grave public pro-
blem," and they would not be "frightened away from the calm considera-
tion of it." 44 The anti-imperialists pressed their case, charging that the ad-
vocates of empire had forgotten America's Revolutionary ideals and
would "substitute the warship of mammon for the protection.of the rights
of man "%a Bryan shared Thomas Paine's vision of America as "the ark"
of liberty, not the warship of despotism. s' Bryan's fellow anti-imperialists,
particularly those in New England. were older public figuresmen like
Senator Goerge F Hoar a:id Charles Francis Adams of Massachusetts
who thought of themselves as having been "brought up in the period when
the revolutionary traditions lingered among us." %2

The question of permanently annexing the Philippines posed a dilemma
for anti-imperialists. Because. they believed that self-government was "the
controlling national idea." they insisted that the constitition 4lowed the
flag, giving American rights to all inhabitants of American land. On the
other hand, they shared the imperialists' conviction that Filipinos, or
"Maylays." were incapable of assuming the duties of American citizen-
ship. Both carnps assumed that "Asiatics" were an inferior people, but
while the imperialists concluded that America's only course was to govern
for "these children," the anti-imperialists concluded that in order to be
faithful te its Revolutionary heritage; America must give the Filipinos
their independence ' The crux of the imperialism dispute, then, turned
upon t4ie question of America's national purpose. Anti-imperialists
declared that "the main purpose of the founders of ceir government," was
not to launch an empire. but "to secure for themselves and their posterity
the blessings of liberty. "4 Benjamin Harrison's remarks in his debate with
Beveridge revealed that allegiance to the term "liberty" crossed party lines
and spanned the generations. After tracing the evolution of the Revolu-
tionary argument, which had shifted from the rights of Englishmen to the
rights of man, Harrison explained that "our fathers" had placed thc right
of self-government on an "eternal throne." Since the Revolution. Harrison
insisted, America had tried to be faithful to this legacy. He acknowledged
that America's enslavement of "the black man" hi.id been "an exception"
to its Revolutionary ideology"but God erased it with a sponge dipped in
the white man's blood.' The anti-imperialist argument seemed to gain its
real potency from the "self-evident truth" that governments derive their
just powers "not from superior force, but from the consent of the
governed." To adopt imperialism, Bryan charged, would be to "sur-
render the doctrines that gave glory to 'Old Glory'." It would force Ameri-
cans "to apologize" for the American Revolution, to hide the Declaration
of Independence from the Filipinos. and "to kill those who, following the
example of our forefathers, love liberty enough to fight for it.""

The imperialists' responses to the appeal for self-government in-
advertently revealed their own need to believe that a colonial empire would
be consistent with the ideals of the American Revolution. Senator Platt
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steadfastly assured his colleagues that he would "not deny the principles of
the Declaration of Independencehe claimed only that the right of self-
government had always been a qualified right." Although they admitted
that sdf-government might eventually be possible in the Philippines. advo-
cates of American empire insisted that "no people know how to command
until they have learned how to obey." Imperialists predicted that with
Americans its their teachers, the Filipinos would someday pass "from
anarchy to self-government." But this transition could only he achieved
"through government from without."

The opponents of colonial empire tended to agree with the imperialists
concerning the limitations of the people of the Orient. Louisiana's Senator
Done !son (affery, for example, predicted that "in all human probability."
the Filipinos would never "be fit for the glorious privileges, franchises, and
functions of an American citizen "^')The anti-imperialists, however, held a
rather more optimistic view of the nature of mankind than did their op-
ponents They argued that while thr self. eovernment of the Philippines
would certainly he marred by imperfections in comparison to American
government, it would neve, lie less be far superior to a government of co-
lonial despotism. Henry M. Teller of Colorado reminded the Senate that
they had no right to sa!f: "Your standard [of governmentj is so low that
you can not have a government of your own."61 Andrew Carnegie, who
hacked his anti-imperialism convictions with an offer to purchase Philip-
pine independence with a personal check for twenty million dollars, argued
that the Filipinos were "by no means in the lowest scalefar from itnor
were they were much lower than the Cubans." Carnegie had no illusions
that Philippine self-government would be without bloodshed or riot, but c
insisted that the inevi result would be "a government better suited
the peopk than any tkak our soldiers and their officers could ever give."6

As the anti-imperialists advocated independence for the Philippines,
they attempted to recapture the term "progress," which their opponents
had associated with "the march of the flag." To the extent that they suc-
ceeded in making the idea of iiberty "progressive." they 'effected a radical
change in the traditional meaning of the American ideology. True
progress, Bryan insisted, would comc with the expansion of liberty to
Asian shoreswith the American flag giving way "to a flag representing
the idea of self-government."'" Bryan described the real measure of
American progress as "the growth of the principle of self-government."
Once firmly planted in American soil, this idea had become "the
overshadowing political fact of thc nineteenth century.' Instead of a
"march of the flag" to China, Bryan described American's influence on
the world as "the onward march of this idea."" In resolving the impe-
rialism question, he believed, Americans woulddecide whether they would
turn away from progress and return to the old European models of govern-
ment . Would the old statue of liberty be sent back to France and be re.

placed with "a statue of William the Conqueror?" Bryan asked. Or
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would the American people join with the Filipinos in placing in Manila
harbor "a statue of Liberty enlightening the Orient?" As Bryan argued
against imperialism. he damned it as a policy of reaction and retrogression
which would repudiate the very meaning of the American Revolution. The
American empire foreseen by the founding fathers, he insisted, bore no
relation to the overseas empire proposed by Beveridge. Through his dual
themes of "progressive" liberty and "reactionary" empire. Bryan actually
laid the groundwork for a reconciliation between the warring God terms.
This reconciliation would allow liberty to retain its primary position in the
ideology, but the new concept of liberty would lead Americans into world
affairs with a fervor that the idea of empire never could have stimulated.

Bryan saw the imperialism question as more than a debate over forms of
government. An overseas empire. he believed, would pose grave threats to
the American republic, undermining the principle of self-government in
the United States and creating again a nation half free and half slave. In
accepting the Democratic nomination for president in 1900, Bryan warned
that Amerk Ans could not "repudiate the principle of self-government in
the Philippines without weakening that principle here." An imperial
policy. he continued. endorsed "brute force" as the only foundation of
government and invited "the reign of a despot."67 In a similar vein, the
Democratic party of Iowa had predicted in 1899 that the "conquest of the
Philippines" wtnd ultimately result in the "obliteration of equality of
rights and the assassination of democratic institutions.""

Far worse than the threat to the rights of Americans was the danger that
thc country would abandon its role as the moral leader of the world and
ailopt corrupt, European models of government, behavior, and values.
Self-government. Bryan maintained, was America's "national idea"the
idea .which had "a controlling influence upon the thought and character of
the people." This idea defined America arid gave it meaning; it was an idea
that had "given eloquence to the orator and inspiration to the poet."" In
contrast, the idea of imperialism was associated with the devil terms of
"European," "colonial," and "foreign." To turn away from the idea of
self-government and return to a European colonial policy, would be to re-
ject the United State's unique identityit would deny that America was
the last best hope on earth. In Savannah, Ann Arbor, Indianapolis, and
New York. Bryan hammered away at the European character of impe-
rialism. It was a "European and monarchial doctrine," a foreign idea, and
"the colonial idea of European nations."70 Bryan rarely allowed his
listeners to forget that the assumptions of colonial rule supported not the
government of democracy, but the government of monarchy. Victoria, he
pointed out, was ')ueen of England and Empress.of India. Should we then
mak c McKinley "President of the United States and Emperor of the
Philippines?" From Yale University, the pioneering sociologist William
Graham Sumner joined Bryan in predicting that American imperialism
would constitute "the conquest of the United States by Spain." 72
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When linguisticAly identified with Europe, imperialism became a dan-
gerous entanglement in the controverises of the Old World. Bryan
raninded his audiences of Washington's warning that America ihould not
tie its destiny to "any part of Europe," nor entangle its "peace and pros-
perity in the toili of European ambition. rivalship, (and) interest?'" The
anti-imperialists tapped a powerful force in public opinion by labeling co-
lonialism as European. In the American ideology Europe was at best de-
cayed. and at worst, utterly corrupt. From Thomas Paine to William Jen-
nings Bryan, American spokesmen had testified to their profound suspi-
cions of the Oki Worki. Paine urged America to "steer clear of European
contentions." He characterized Americans, not as leaving "the tender
embraces" of mother England, but as having fled "from the cruelty of the
monster." '4 Over a centurl later Senator Teller expected no challenge
from his colleagues when he spoke of Europe "with all its evils, with all its
vim:, with all its cruelty." " To Senator Hoar the tanptation to return to
European models of government seemed almost the work of the devil, and
immediately following Beveridge's famous n iden speech in the Senate
the Massachusetts Senator rose to denounce 'the youth charmed by the
dream of empire." Hoar claimed that the very thought of America "this
brave young Republic" listening to Beveridge's call for imperialism
caused him to recall the Biblical passage relating to the temptation of
Christ: "The devil taketh him up into an exceedingly high mountain, and
showeth him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory- of them: and
saith unto him all these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and
worship me. Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee behind me. Satan."

If America accepted imperialism, Bryan predicted, it would lose the
power of its moral leadership and would "descend to the level of empire
and monarchies." American colonialism would set human progress back
a full century; it would mean that despotism had "recrossed the At-
lantic." '4 Imperialism, Sumner warned, would force Americans to give up
the goddess of liberty and transform the republic of "our fathers" into
"another empire just after the fashion of all the old ones." America's
democratic republic, he fea:ed. would be regarded "as a mere transitional
form like the colonial administration of earlier days." After contemplat-
ing tills possibility, Bryan asked a Denver aadience: "Shall we turn to the
old world again with the penitent prodigal's cry2" Cast in these terms, im-
perialism threatened the very meaning of America; it required America
"to retrace its steps and, with shamed face and trembling voic.i, solicit a
humble place among the servants of.royalty."4" It would, in short, nullify
the American Revolution.

At first glance, it might appear that the imperialists and anti-expan-
sionists were irreconcilably opposed. William Graham Sumner insisted
that to establish a colonial empire would be "to abandon all American
standards, (and) to put shame and scorn on all that our ancestors tried to
build up here. . . ." Albert J. Beveridge summarized the imperialists'
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response to their critics in a single sentence: they were a "feeble company
of little Americans. doubters of the rightousness, wisdom and power of the
American people. infidels to American destiny, opposers of American
progress."'" Yet, each side was adjusting its objectives and its rhetoric. At
the turn of the century Americans were willing to give up neither their
belief that America was the land of liberty, nor their dream of a rising
empire Harvard scholar Ernest May. perhaps the dean of historians of
American imperialism. has noted that the "accepted meanings of
American traditions changed dunng these years." and as they changed
they "had much to do with shaping mcn's convictions."4= This modifica-
tion in American values and beliefs was essentially a rhetorical reconcilia-
tum which allowed both imperialists and anti-imperialists to get on with
the mission of America. The concept of rhetorical reconciliation has been
defined as "a tendency, deliberate or not, to reconcile inconsistent
practices and values by associating them rhetorically. In other words, it
seeks to achieve the appearance of compromise and accommodation by se-
mantic slight-of-hand (or mind) that consists of a tendency to use words to
justify. rather than to define, inconsistencies." Expansionists and anti-
expansionists reached a reconciliation that not only allowed them to retain
their Revolutionary ideals as they dealt with the realities of foreign affairs.
hut also allowed them once again to view liberty as the dominant term of
American culture and to preserve empire as a subordinate and supporting
value. In Theodore Roosevelt's words, Americans could resolve "to serve
high ideals, yet to use practical methods."" As the rhetorical reconcilia-
tion emerged. imperialists quieted their calls for unending territorial ex-
pansion and proposed an American mission of promoting liberty in Cuba.
Puerto Rico. Hawaii. and the Philippines. Anti-imperialists retreated from
their early demands that the United States immediately abandon its'
insular empire. and instead emphasized the duty of America to protect
these infant republics from encroachment by other foreign powers. This
reconciliation profoundly altered the American ideology and established
the basis for the rhetoric of American foreign policy during the next
century. Amenca was no longer merely the example L the worldit
would have to assume the active role .of ensuring th arvival of liberty
around the globe.

Imperialists discovered that once the war 'fcve. of 1898 had subsided,
American public opinion made further expansion impossible. Secretary of
State John Jay acknowledged to a friend in the spring of 1899 that the
United States government would make no attempt to obtain Chinese terri-
tory hecause "we do not think that the public opinion of the United States
would justify this Government in taking part in the great game of spolia-
tion now going on "4' When Bryan focused upon the imperialism issue
during the campaign of 19a), Mark Hanna established a Republican cam-
paign based upon domestic prosperity. Roosevelt and McKinley retreated
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from full-fledged imperialism. stressing the importance of commercial
rather than territorial expansion." Joseph Foraker, Ohio's imperialist
Senator, denied that anyone "in this Chamber" proposed a permanent co-
lonial system Attempting to treat the imperialism controversy as a
theoretical dispute. Foraker insista& that while the United States had the
right to establish colonies, it need not necessarily exercise that power.81

Even the leading advueate of empire. Albert J. Beveridge, professed to
see empire as only the instrument cf liberty. In speech after speech, he paid
homage at the sacred alter of Ameeican liberty, characterizing the people
of the United Slates as "the propagandists and not the misers of liberty::
Through its history , he rejoiced, America had always pitched "the tents of
liberty farther westward '' Beveridge reconciled colonial administration
and hherty by speaking of "the substance of liberty"the American insti-
tutions of good government, public education, and domestic order. While
self-giwernment wa,- the num elevated instrument of liberty, he explained,
it could he safely employed by Filipinos only after they had learned from
the American exampk and "mastered the alphabet of freedom."" Be-
vendge sincerely believed that expansion across the Pacific gave America
the opportunity to promote "the great eternal ends" of life, liberty and
pursuit of happiness. These great ends, he warned, could not be accom-
phshed if Americans applied "dogmatic" theories which would "ignore
concrete contions." Instead, America should adapt its ideals to the
realities of their new lands This "fitting of means to ends," this "adjust-
ment of measures to conditions." he explained. was "the heart of Ameri-
canism f'4"

While the imperialists could not reconcile themselves or their rhetoric to
the loss of American control over the Philippines. they could endorse the
abstract principle of self-government in overseas territories. American co-
Ionia! administration, they argued, was essential if the natives were to be
educated "gradually toward self-government."'" The imperialists' belief
that they were promoting the cause of liberty was illustrated by the
banquet of the Home Market Club of Boston on February 16, 1899. With
Pre.adent McKinley as the main speaker, the four thousand guests at this
gigantic feast consumed half a ton of fish under the watchful portraits of
American "liberators". Washmgton, I.incoln and McKinley. In introduc-
ing the President, Postmaster Gentral Charles Erhory Smith pointed out
that while I.incoln had freed only four million slaves, McKinley had
"lifted 10M00.000 unto light and freedom."'"

Anti-imperialists also anployed rhetoric to reconcile their ideals of
liberty with the reality of the United States' possession of overseas terri-
tories. Simple retreat prom the Philippines, they recognized, would be just
as impossible politically as would be fuoiher territorial expansion into
China. When Beveridge proclaimed that the founding fathers had "planted
no sluggard people. passive while the world's work calls"that they had
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"unfurled no retreating flag"---he spoke the sentiments of a people who
identified their nation with progress.." Anti-expansionists recoiled when
Maine's iingoist Senator William P Frye offered a theological interpreta-
tion of the Philippine question. asserting that "God opened the door.
pushed us in and closed it But realists on.hoth sides of the controversy
recognited that once America entered the world arena as a major power,
"no man on earth or angel in heaven" could force it out of world affairs.'"
Jacob Gould Schurman, presdent of Cornell Unisersity, had vigorously
opposed expansion while serving on Mc Kinky's Philippines Commission.
But after the annexation in December of I1198. Schurman turned his atten-
tion to the "mighty** and "awful" fact of America's "actual sovereignty
oyer and responsibility for the Philippine Islands." Dismissing "the policy
in scuttle" as irresponsible, Schurman sounded curiously like Albert
Beveridge as he told his Cornell students in 1899 that the mission of
merica was -to educate and elevate the Filipinos and aid them in govern-
ing themselves "'' Schurman's speech indicated that arn-imperia* s had
modified their ideal of hberty so that it could continue to guide America
while she temporards held overseas territory. At the sat i-f. time, the God
term of liberty had been redefined so that it possessed a progressive
character so that it became a mandate for action rather than a call for
ret real

rum the beginning of the imperialism controversy. anti-expansionists
had gloried in the power of the American example. Like Henry Clay, they
viewed Americ.2 as "the rallying point of human freedom."" Bryan argued
that America enco.iraged the progress of liberty through "its silent
example" which had already -been an inspiration to millions."' The anti-
imperulists shared the flattering notion, given voice by George Bancroft
nearls seventy years earlier, that "the defense of public libe.ty in our awn
halls of legislation penetrates the plains of Poland, it cAoed along the
mountains of Greece, and pierces the darkest night of eastern despo-
tism "1' As the opponents of empir contemplated :;.: fate of America's
new territories, the tradition of the American example seemed to justify a
more direct role in the defense of liberty. With European powers anxious
to acquire the Philippines, the idea of America's example merely "casting
its influence" in support of liberty seemed woefully inadequate, even to
leading ants-imperialists." Senator Teller characterized the Spanish-
American War as a war for "human freedom" and vowed not to abandon
the Philippines to the mercies of foreign powers. "We cannot stop." he
insisted. "We commenced tbis great work of humanity, and we are bound
to carry it on. . """'

As a first step. Teller proposed that America should give Filipinos "the
protection of the flag "'' In a similar vein, Senator Hoar urged that the
United States apply the Monroe Doctrine to the Philippines, and Bryan
proposed an American protectorate which would "guard them from out-
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side interference."'w In accepgilg the 1900 Democratic presidential nomi-
nation. kfryan pledged that "if elected" he would "protect the Filipinos"
and "guard them against molestation from without."°' In order to pro-
mote liberty in thc world, Senator Teller also explained, the United States
would have to control the foreign affairs of its protectorates. Beveridge
summarized this concept when he predicted that America would ulti-
mately become thc arbitrator of world disputes"the most powerful of
powers and most righteous of judges." Such sentiments hardly seemed far
from Bryan's ideal that the United States would become "the greatest re-
publie on earth, the greatest republic of history," and would witid its in-
fluence "in behalf of truth and justice

Expansionists and anti-etpansionists, of course, still disagreed over
exactly when Filipinos would be ready for self-government. But each side
had adjusted its rhetoric so that it was possible to reconcile the old
American ideology with the nation's new role in world affairs. Both sides
seemed to endorse the same ideal: America as thc promoter of liberty in
the world. As. the imperialism debate progressed. Americans turned
awayas their Presidents had in the Inaugural Addressesfrom John
Quincy Adams' dictum that the United States was "the well-wisher to
freedom and independence of all," but "the champion and vindicator only
of her own." As they looked to the Revolutionary generation, Americans
seemed to hear, not Washington's "Farewell Address." but Thomas
Paine's appeal that "the cause of America is in a great measure the cause
of all mankind."'" like a young Fourth of July orator in Boston in 1826,
Americans believed that they had a responsibility to act "not merely for
ourselves but for all the oppressed of all nations.""

Woodrow Wilson was fond of remarking that it was not men, but ideas,
that interested and worned him"Ideas live, men die."°7 But not an
ideas survive for two hundred years as the watchwords of a nation. Those
that do live on must be adapted through rhetoric so that they can serve in
new circumstances and situations. The rhetoric of the imperialism con-
troversy performed this transforming function for the ideas of the
American Revolution In a type of cultural dialectic, the expansionists and
anti-expansionists brought the ideals of "empire" and liberty" into op-
position. Neither ideal emerged intact from the dispute; instead, the ora-
tors created a new version of the American mission. Thus, the imperialism
controversy served to link the Revolutionary ideology with American
foreign policy in the twentieth century. The basic principle of the Declara-
tion of Independenceself-determination and self-governmentlived on
as one of the justifications for American involvement in world affairs..i ,iis
transformation of the American ideology made it possible for Woodrow
Wilson to characterize American intervention in the First World War as
an effort to make the world "safe for democracy"as an act of a people
seeking "no selfish ends," but simply performing their role as "the cham-
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pions of liberty." Twenty-five years later, on D-Day, General Dwight D.
Eisenhower would echo Wilson's words when he told the Allied forces that
"the prayers of liberty-loving people everywhere march with you."'"

The Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, the Korean War, and the
Vietnam War were each at least partially justified in terms of America's
mission as the protector of liberty in the world. Just two years after the end
of the Second World War George C. Marshall told a war-weary nation
that it must "face up to the vast responsibilities whict history has clearly
placed upon our country And. incredibly, Americans did try. The idea
of America's new world mission certainly did not mask t? le realities of eco-
nomic interest and miliiary power, but it did provide a moral interpreta-
tion of American foreign policy. By 1960 this revised idea of mission had
hmome deeply rooted in American salucs. When Richard Nixon asserted
in the "Great Debates" that "America's destiny" was "not just to keep
freedom for ourselves but to extend it to all the world," John Kennedy im
mediately challenged: "Are we doing enough today?" 11" In 1961 Kennedy
seemed to lay the groundwork for America's tragic involvement in
Vietnam when he pledged that "we shall pay any price, bear any burden,
meet any hardship_ . to assure the surviVal and success of liberty." ' Like
the imperialism controersy. the VietnaM War forced a reassessment of
America's workl mission And it may also have forced a new rhetorical re-
conciliation of America's Rel-olutionary ideals with the realities of a
ehanging world.

the ideology. then, entered the twentieth century modified hut intact.
serving still as the focal point of national self-evaluation. The second half
of the century. however. *as to he fraught with tests of the ideology and
the ability of rhetoric to maintain the relevance of the Revolutionary
legacy Certainly a seere strain was placed on American faith and self-
confidence by the challenge of thc civil rights movement. The role of a con-
sertatox rhetorie in the struei!le for reform is examined in the next
chapter
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CHAPTER IV.

THE UNFINISHED REVOLUTION

In August of 1963, on the eve of the March on Washington-for Jobs
and Freedom, W. E. B. DuBois died at age ninety-five in his self-imposed
African exile. Embittered by the long, painful, andfrustrating struggle for
the rights of blacks, Dultois was coFtsidered radical by whites who tended
to prefer the less jarring rhetoric of Booker T. Washington. But DuBois, in
rejecting- Washington's position as a surrender of black civil and political
rights, argued that "manly self-respect is worth more than rands and

houses; . a people who voluntarily surrender such respect, or cease striv-
ing for it, are not worth civilizing." I Fighting against the overpoweringly
brutal forces of hostility or indifference, blarles had made very little
proiress toward real freedom in the century which followed their supposed
emancipation. Held in a tight grip of political, social, and economic tibmi-
nation, they relied on white sympathizers to ad them in their quest forr
equality and justice. But the 1960s saw a new kind of black activism:
omerge. The struggle for self-respeg, for black identity, ar.id for the
recognition of fundamental human rights was led by black spokesmen and
called upon the massive vd, ort of the black cqmmunity

The civil riOns movement *as a severo test of tin Massicity and du-
"rabiliti.of the ideology and its ability to generate an aiplicable rhetoric.
Traditibnal rhetorical strategies were formulated within the givep context
of public discussion. ln suoh a setting, the relative merits of the basic tenets
of the ideology could be evaluateq, as in the imperialism imtrovorsy, or
the ideology itself could be upheld as a standard. OpPoking sides would

Relations between the races, however, were poisoned by a bjtter history

face the rhetorical task of devising arguMents designed to prove' their own
closer identification with that ideology.

and atrongly flavored b -coercion: There was little likephood that blacy
leaflets could successfully employ traditional tictics to join the attention
of white audiences and the confidence ofklack audiences. Furthermore, in-.
timidatiOn by the agencies el the power structuie made normal ppblic de-

.
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batefalmost impossible. Indeed, opponents of civil rights'professed to sre
any argument for Wick equaky as subversive of American values. Racist
rhetoric took as a fundamental assumption that black aspirations would
rent the fabric of American life. When Oliver Brown's historic battle with
the.Topeka Board of Education finallyjed in 1954 to the Suprgme Couri's
decision ordering desegragation of the public schokls, white .extremists in
The South saw deep and sinister forees at pork: Judge Tom Brady believed
that the 'actioir was taken "in behalf 61 omrpunist ,Russia," reasoning ,,

tthat if "the.South, the stronghold of democracy. woukf be destroyed, then
the nation could be destroyed." 2 But perhaps the most 'persistent claim .
made by southern racists was that, in fact, thire was no'discrimination
against blacks, that black?, were quite happy with things as they were.
Segregation: Senator James Eastland told the Senate, was supported by
biith races "who dwell side by side under harmonious conditions?: The
Senatorfrom MississippLwas prrpared to go even further; he could state
unequivocally that "T)tere is notracial hatred in4the South. The negro rade
is not an oppressed race." 'Surely most blacks knew, as anyone who would
read or watch televigion was soon to know, the &tent absurdity of stich an
assertion. The hate in the screaming faces of the mothers in Little Rock,
Arkansas. the vicious reaction hy much of the white tsiablishment to

.- constitutional protestwhat Anthony 'Lewis of the New York Times
called the "corruption" of the processes of law"and the record Of brutal
intimidation by police, combined to Make the plight of black people
desperate.4 And seLshe tactics used by'civil rights activists in the 1960s
were not those of ordinary piiblic discu. ..m..v.Explicit arguments based
clearly on the prevailing ideology were not yet appropriate to the situation.

The boycotts, sit-ins, and demonstrations of the late fiftiesednd particu-
larly. the early pixties grew in frequency and militancy until there could be
no doubt that 'sheds demanded chane and were prepared to confront the
most implaaable hostility' to bring it about. Between May and August of
1963 there were over 900 demonstrations throughout -the country, both
North and South.5Although blacks had been striving fdtheir freedom for
generations, the civil rights movement might be said to have begun in
earnest at a Woolworth lunch counter on North Elm Street in'Greensboro,
North Carolina. The four students from North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical College who "sat-in" on that February aftetitoon in 1960
rocked the country..The sit-ins spread to Durham, Nashville, Adanta. The

, Southern Regional Council rcporik that within seven months of the be-
ginning of the sit-ins nearly 70,000 had participated in protests jp: the
North as well as the South and an estimated 3,600 had been mated!'
Three activiAt civil rights groups took leading roles in encouraging blacks
to shape their own destiny. The Congress of Ratvial Equality (CORO,
founded in 1941 and a pioneer in direct action, was joined by .114artin
Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference;which was born
of the 1957 Montgomery bus boycott, and by the fiercely independent
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). James Farmer,

t
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arguing that people had to control, their own lives, observed that "You
cannot engineer freedom." Freedom had to be won ify oneself, and blacks
set abourto do that. Direct action was to be the distinguishing tactic of the
civil right:- moyement of the 1960s. SI it was, of course, only a part of the
ovetall strateiy designed to bring the white community into confrontation
with its oirn consciericewith its oim ideals. For such a task, the ideology
proved* to be a fiuitful storehouse of invention. Certainly the rhetorical
culmination of the strategy was the Marcbton Washington for jobs.and

' Freedom on August 28, 1963.
In the eaky 1940s. when the feeeral government planned to excludts.

blacks from jobs in the defense industry, the original March on. Wasti-
ingtonAvas devisedby A. Philip Randolph. Randolph believed thauionvio-

. lent,: claw actkon was the most fruitful course for a minority group:to
take. Cie diganized sit-ins similar to those which eiecame the hallmark of
civil Tights 'agitation Pkenty years later. In 1941 Randolph threatened to
bring 200,000 black, people to- Washington in a gfiantic protest march
a3ainst job dikairnipaticf. ElearTor Roosevelt set up meetings Iretween her
husband and Randolph and on June 25,1941 the President issued Ltecu-
tive Order 8802 which barred discrimination by figns imarded, govern-
ment contracts. N In the words of Bayard Rustin. Randoip4 had "developed
the" sttategy of mass protest," and it, was successful. His method was "a
political ttictic which has.since become common-plact in tlie Negro Move-
ment."9

.' It was. Randolph who conceiv.ed ald became Direefbr of the March on
Washington fo? Jobs and Freedom in 1963. He was joined by Roy Wilkins
a nd Whitney Young, the leaders of the conservative National Association
for licerAdvancement or Colored People (NAACP) and the Urban
League, by Dr. Kjng representing the Southern Christian I.eadership
Conferemm, and by John Lewis and Lanes Farmer of the more militant
SNCC and CORE. At the urging of Wilkins and Young. the sponsorship
was enlarged to include white civil rights !ceders: Mathew A hmarin of thr
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justicezrugene Carson
Blake of the National Conficil of Churches, Rabbi Joachiln Prinz or the
American Jewish Congress, and Walter. Reuther or the United Antomo.-
bile Workers. Bayard Rustin; who became Deputy Director of the March.

s was the organizing and intigrating force. III
The Marchers' goals were political and economic. Specifically, they

*hoped that the March would help bring about: .
S.

( l) passage of PresidAt Kennedy's civil rights bill;
(2) integration of all public schoolltby the end of 1963:
(3) a government sponsored program to "train and platx all unem-
ployed Workers-.---Vegroes or whitein meaningful and dignified jobs
at decent wages";
(4) a federal fair employment law prohibiting all job tcrimina
tion.ii
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Althofigh the March was the result of a varietyof motivese its official aims
were rather sharply stated, with attention particularly focused on the civil
tights legislation pending in Congress. Tithe question of whetiter or not sup-
port of the -Kennedy -program was' the real motivating fofcebehind the
March became a matter of some dispute. Kennedy aides did play a part in
the planning of the protest, itarticularly through the good offices of Walter
Reether'.12 Janies Foreman felt that conservative blackureaders had con-
nived with church.leaders and labor bogies to make the whole demonstra-
tio9 a tribute to Kennedy's civil rights efforts. "If people had known that
they had come to iWashington to aid the Kennedy administration,"
Foreman charged, 'they would not have come in the numher4they did." "
There is much truth in the concluaion that people did_ not come tb Wash-
ington only to support the Kennedy leghlation. Tommy Greenwood,came
up from Knoxville, Tennessee, "because I'm for freedom," and Bernice
Hudson travelled from Detroit because she wanted "to be free and see all
Negtoss free." As the official program noted, that day firought together
"the dreams, hopes, ambitions, tears and prayers of miHions."" Recaase
the Match was so highly charged with emotion, it was to take on a sym-
bolic significan&that surpassed the immediate ohjective of legisfhtion.

Before the March there was a sense of apprehension Ad tension: the
Wallington Daily News observed that the general feeling was that the
Vandals were coming to .ack Rome.16 Nothing could have been, further
fram describing the rally that took place. In its front page headlines the

r Washington Post termed it a "Solfmn, Orderly, Plea for' Equality." "It
, was wonderful and immensely important thing that, happened here,"

Mitrya-Mannes commented. "And the only pity Of it was that the people
who fled it, the people who deplored it, the peopli who resented.it, missed
one of tire great democratic expressions of this century, a people claiming;
with immense control and dignity, the American rights long denied
them." Time, how6r.r, was to erode, even destroy utterly, this confi-
dence it* the dembcratic process for some,black leaders. Four years later
Floyd McKissick could tell the National Conference on Black Power that
"we are given rhetoric about power sharing: 'the Land of the.Free. Home
of the Brave."With liberty and juitice for all.' . . . They were 'never

..intended to mean anything for Black People. They were written when we
'Were still slaves."

In reality, the Marchavai a watershed, a crucial inci ent in.the struggle
to capture the ideology'apd employ its power to legi 'min and galvanize
the nrovement. It was not, hoWever, fully perceived as such at the time.
Nevertheless, from the perspective of almost two decades it is clear that
the Match on Washington was a momeni when black spokesmen began to
decide whether to embrace the institutionalized ideology wikicli.had been

passed down through the generations or to articulate a moretadical ver-
sion of the American ideology Which was closer to thc views of pineteenth-

century abolitionists like Frederick Douglass and William Lloyd Gar-
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rison. This (*Won was most sharply illustrated in the contrast between`
the speeches laf John Lewis of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee and Martin Luther Icing, Jr., of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference. 'The leaders of the Mareh clearly identified with
the traditional, conseryative interpretation of the idelgogy as epitomized
by King. The Margit leadership saw in the harsher rhetoric ofJoh; Lewis a
clear deviation from the general American consensus. Lewis, nevertheless,
was the precursor of a nri militancy, one that ignored the institutionalized
ideology and seemed, rather, to hark bacctir its more revolutionary roots.
',The Lliwis speech, then, was not perceived as conforming to the ac-

2
cepted view of the ideology And was thus rejected by the managers of the
March. This speedr,1 in marked contrast , to King's effortwhich was
widely seen as the quintessential statement of the spirit of the Movement
and a reaffirmation of its place in the panorama of. American values

' questioned certain of the basic interpretations of the ideoiogy, especially as
' the ideology had come to represent a progressive rather than revoltuionary

ideal. An analysis of the Lewis and the Kingipeeches illuminates both the
ways in which control of.the ideology, was gought as well as the ways in
which it was exploited

By noon on Wednesday, August 28, 1963, the great ctoekl overflowed
the Malrit the foot of Lincoln's Memorial waiting for the speeches to
start. The members of the crowd noted..the delay, but they could not know
that it was caused by a contretemps over JOhn Lewis' speech. John Lewis
was twenty-five years old, *ihe ybungest of the day's speakers. The new
chairman of spcc had, nevertheless, igen &rested twepty-fouttitnes and
had been beaten by white mobs during ihe famous 1961 Freedam Rides.
He was yotkfig; he was angry; he was the fukure. The dairbefore the March.
SNCC had idued a copy of the speech to the prest. Apparently
Archbishop Patrick O'Boyle or Washington and others saw the copy and
were aghast. According to the Nr1V York Times, Archbishop O'Boyle
threatened to witbdraw from the programhe was scheduled to
pronounce the invocationif Lewis' speech was not modified. "me basic
complant seemed to be with what was perceived as the incendiary tone of
speech, but it *ds probably the deviation from the traditional ideology that,
could be sensed in the speech and thatled March leaders Randolph and
Reuther to observe diet Vie original draft was "notuceodnsistent. with the
tenor" of the day's eients. 21 Particular objections f Lewis' rejec-
tion of the Kennedy civil rights bill, a favorable reference to moving
through the South ltke Sherman, and an attack on the federal govern-
ment.22Just as thoprogram was beginning, the leaders of, the March met
in a small room inside theSincoln Memorial tO tri to arrive at a corn-
promise. Most had serious reservations about Lewis' speech and Waisted
upon changqs. James Foreman, then an active leader of SNCC, took a
prominent part in the controversy, negotiating on behalf of Lewis. The
issue having been joined, Archbishop O'Boyle and the othen. speakers
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agreed to address the 'crowd, %Wile Foreman lielped to prepare a core-
Promistofraft. This draft was not actually finished udtil after several other
speakers had presentbd their addresses. .

Finally the ,Phirain began. It was evident that the ideology, and tht
whole vision of America that it symbolized, striangly influenced the parade
of dignitaries who stepped to the microphone. Tile speakers .Ittempted to
make. it clear that this protest was within the American tradition. Al-
though Philip Randalph described the marchers as "the 4tvanceguard of
a mass* m -nal revolution," neither he no: the other speakers seriously
questionedatasic Anterican instittltion.s. Theklea of America as the laitd of
liberty %Vas an overridinf themegrounded in appeals to both morel and
legal values. In his invocation Archbishop O'Boyle prayed ilcat ourtheri-
tage of dembCracy" would prevail and asked for divine blessing on thoie
who Were "dedicated,to the principles of the Constitutipn of these United
States." It, was quite natural tha$ the concept of l*rty would be of
supreme importance en an occasion desigited to protest ,oppr.ession. That
the idetilogy itself was working to shape the rhetoric steres from the nature

, of the,odcasion as well; the March was meant to influence direitly the
tablished institutions of government,%to bring about social and politiCal
'change in the traditional fashion of api5lied pressure and favorable, im-
pressive publicity. This was not an attack on ."the establitment"rather
air atteinpt to bring it to its senses. The .:.'raoral revaiutiOn". was hardly
revikutionary at all. As the rhetoric makes clear, the appeal was for a res-
toration, a return to basic princiPles and not an overturn of society. 7.4

The day was,- in a particular sense, A. Philip Randolph's day. The
seventy-fdur year old .President of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Poriers had suggested the Marchhad milisted support, and had generallii.

overseen its planning.% Vice-President of the AhL-Cp, Randolph was
accustomed to negotiating and struggling within the system. While.he
called for a qmoral revoluticm," he was fairlY specific, about what needed
to be clonepassage of civil rights, employment, and educatiow legisla;
don. His brief speech, was a carefully woven interlace of appeals to
freedom and mils kir the enactment 'of a liberal social program. Arguing
that the civil rights "revolution reverberates throughout the land," and
not confined to the Negroes." Randolph asserted that the ecidl of this revo-
lution was not "merely the passage of civil rights legislation." He called
for a Fair Employment Practices Act, public accomniodations legislation,
integrated public schools, federal aid to edueation, and a solution to the
problems of unemployment created by automation. There is an interesting
disparity between the recurring revolutionarY references and the sugges-
tions for specific action. The aging labor leader made no Call for the
workers to arise, no demand for a different government or kind of govern-

ment. Deploring the "Mrs. Murphy" deur in the public'accommodation
act which gave those who rented rooms in their own houses the righ(to ex-

ot,
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elude blacks, Randolpk. claimed ,that "real freedom will require many
-changes in thc nationx4itical and social philosophies and institutions."
Yet, eyen though Raiadolph maintained that. "the sanctity of private
priiperty takes second place to the sanctity of a heman persona!ity," th?.

oppressive Mrs. Murphys were, net to be overthrowp, deprived of their
potitital or social power; be simPly asked that they be compelled by lw to
respect the equal rights bf other citizens.

The .issumptiim expressed by RandOlph and malty of.his colleagues on
August 2, l903 was that freedom could not be given to some and withheld
from otbers. Thus, the movement for black righis was necessary to free
whites as well: "Our white 'allies know that they cannot he free while sic
are not." The enemiri of blacks, then, were the enemies of the very con.:
ceptkon of-America as the land or liberty. The: transformation of the
ideology into traditional political ferms came when Randolph identified
these enemies: "Look fOr the enemies of Medicare, of higher minimuM

4 wages, of Social SeCurity. Of Federal aid to educaticin, and"there yod will
find the enemy of The Negro, tile coalition of Disieciatsand reactionary
Repablieans that seek to dominate the Congress:". The momentum of the
movement, he urged, had .o be maintidned so that those who would aid
blacks could he bolstered. "%lie must develop strength." Rimdllph said,
"in order-that we rmq be able to back and support the ciyil rights program
of President Kennedy." -....

. Randolph inks followed on the platform by a parade of other speakers.
Eggene Carson PAake's speech was laden with references to the symbols of
the, Amerkan heritage and relied heavily on the sanctity of historic tradi-

ion. The American flag, the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Emanci-
pation Proclamatien were all cita and Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jef-
ferson quoted. The United Auto Workers leader WIattir Reuther stressed
particularly that the civil rights struggle was br4the realization of the
American promise. a movement to bridge the "moral gap between
American democracy's noble pnnoises and its ugly practices." the "great
moral crusade" was, in reality. "to arouse Antylio to theunfinished work
of American democracy." .

, .

Whitney Young and Roy Wilkins. perhat+1 the two most conseivative
black spokesmen, remained within the prevailing ideological ffamework.
According to Young. pressure should be' put Ion Congressmen and Sena-
tors in order, to remind thew of basic AmeOcan convictions:. that "civil
rights, which are God-given and gonstitutiotally guaranteed, are not ne-
gotiable. . . ." Wilkins, too, pointed out that "we came here to speak to
our Congless." Hc asserted that Congress knew "of the greatness of this
whole nation, of its reservt;irs of strength, and of thc sicknesses, which
threaten always to sap its streagth and to erode.-in one, or another selfish
and stealthy and specious pion, the precious liberty of the individial
which is the hallmark of our cc,.intry among the nations of the eikrth." Wil-
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kins, true to the Am'erican ideology, saw Iiierty as the "hallmork" of the .
nation and believed that only a siGkness within the body Vide Wad caused
the territtle deviation from the healthy ideal.

Speaking for Catholic laymen. Mathew Ahmann announced lels clicl-ey.....-
teriteination to work for civil rithts legislation, that would give blacks jo
and the right to deal equally with other citizens. R bbi Joachim Prinz wir
had personafy ,witnessed the rise of Hitler stron I embraced "the great
American clea"the idea of . Prinz reminded his%
audience at the real threat to libeity, whe the Germany of the
1930s o the United States of the 1960s, w encc He pointed to the in-"'s
congruity between the _American id Ir-a-ifed %American practice: he
described the children of America whç pledge allegiance to the flag in
schoolrooms across.thp country, s k g "fervently and innocently of this
land as thyand of libErty and juti for all," while liberty And jiestice did
not exi&fjr alf. Prinz also saw t e 'vil rights struggle as one that affected
not y blacks. Action mOst lie ken "not for the sake of the Negra, not
for Ie sake of the .black coimuuity, but for the sake of th;lenage. the
idea l,nd the aspiration-qf America itself."

These speakersCrBoyle. Randolph, Young, Wilkits, Altmann, and.
Prinidid not call for the destruction of the system so that a new and .;
more just one Could arise.. They called for a reformation of thg system so

. that it would work as it wai supposed tb. In 17j75 lioseph Warren had
characterized the early New Englanders as "deter ;lied to find a place in

, which they might enjoy their freedom, or perish-in the 10rious attempt."
Il*cks and-their Reral allies were now themselves the historical progeny
of this attempt. AMerica was believed to be the land of liberty; almost two
undred kears had de6pir engrained .the id4oiogy. The rhetoric that

'ciiaractertid the day of protest, then, was a rhetoric informed by the
- Afnerican ideology. It Ai a rhetoric that called back to the eld ideal of

liberty. and demanded that it be applied,anew to black Americans. While ..(."
' the civil rights movement was populakly thought of as politically liberal. it .,

A o Was haidly radicle.). At;root, therhetoric ot the March on Washington was

. ideologically, if not politicallyreonserVative. flet the surface, however, thw
. V. tbeioric cdfiliii tippear glehitionary",. because, it embodied the ideals o i .... itthe American, eicogon. e eoOgy mae t posse to ta a

.. .
hl Th idl d i ibl lk bout

N' ..
revolution while preservffigMstitutioniel viability.

0 .1 got all black'Wbkneu, howevertdrew upon thb American ideology in
%,..

their protest rh oric. 'Malcolm X, who deplored gefitacch on Wash-
.. 1 ,v,.

ington, compl"rnèd thi black leaders thoughtin too nitrow teirs..While,

condemning th Malccilm was accurate in his ilescription of thOe'llasic
....

. orientatiolle in a tech in New York in 196pevcomplained, "they rend %
most of their time trying to prove they're AZcricaes."261ohri Lewes, the
controversial speaker from SNCC, Aired many of Malalim's sentiments 43

.4 _land he hadplanned to express them from the stepseaf tHe Lincoln Me-.
, morial. E4n as the first ,speakers addressed the crowd, howeva, the .
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March leader's required Lewis to alter his speech, forcing it into tilt mold
of the ideology. The speech that LeWis did dot deliveror rather, MN not
allowed /o deliverfbreshadowed the repudiation of the civil rights move-

ment by later black power spokesmen. But what is important to an witler-

standing of the rhetoric of tbe Marc-him Washington that the civil rights
leaders engineered anendations in Lewis' speech so tnat the traditional
ideology and the spirit of refotm prevailed ow?. Lewis' more truly radical
effort to reshape the ideology. Hence, the speech Lewis planned to present

and the speech be actually gave msfst each bc considered in order to ap-

preciate the dominant character ofille rhetOfic of the March." In
contrast. King based his entire speech upon a call for reform. Taken
together, the speeches of Lewis and King offer particularly interesting
examples of the "rhetoric of protest and in relationship to the American

ideOlogy.
As the cailier stUdy of the Inaugural Addiases reveals, it had become

virtually axiomatic that liberty in this land of liberty was preserved, in part

et least, by the stability and viability of the nption's institutions. The
." validity of the Aeology, as it were, was maintained thraugh the orderly.

operation of governmentthe conservative nature ot the Revolutionary
heritage thus diverting radical attack on what was by tradition established.

To effect legislative action was the primary stated goal of the March on
Washington. No black leader was willing to say that all problems would be

solved if the Kennedy program was enacted, but, it was clear that passage
.of the civil rights bill ,lending in, Congress was generally desired by the
March leidership. The March was billed as and raided as an orderli,
peaceful Protest in the best American tradition: the Factice by thF people

of their Constitutionall; guamfeed riglit to seek redress of grievances. In
effect the Manta was a lobbying effort, the marshalling of support and the
applying of political fressure in a manner not unusual, and certainly not
inimical to traditionally accepted practice. It became apparent that John
Lewis did iiot believe in the basic good faith of the system. acceptance of
which was crucial to ihe preservation of the assumpljon that, the "aceepted

vetsicin of ideology Kas capable of working in practice through that very
system. The nature irld extent of support that Lewjs and SNCC Could give \

to Kennedy's bill was an issue that spoke directly to this point.
In theoriginal draft of the speech Lewis planned to open with a brief

reminder that "we have nothing to be proud of" since so many brothera -

were poor and starviig and could never afford to come to Wasyiiigton to:
march. He then imMediately took up the civil rights bill annoubeing: "In
good conscience,.we cannot support, wholeheartedly, the administration's
civil rights bill, for it is so too little, and too late." Levis planned to reject

the bill because it aid not protect blacks from brutality, enumerating by
way of example, the citizens of Danville, Virginia "who Must live in
constant fear it; a police state," the lismdreds of people who have been/ ,

arrested on trumped-up charges," the 4three young men in Americus,
r
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Georgia, who face the death penalty for engaging in peaceful protest."
Vkewise, the voting section of the bill would fail in its professed purpose
orsecuting the franchise for black people. It would also fail to prevent the
terrorizing of those who sought to vote. Nor would the bill in any bf its
parts "protect the homeless and starving people of this .nation." Even
though the word "wholeheartedly" appedred in the prefatory statement, it
was clth that there was no sense in which Lewis could be said to support
the proposed legislation. On the contrary, the passage was a forceful con-
demnation of the bill and a denial of its effectiveness. Accuading to James
Foreman, it was Eugene Carson Blake who obiected to the word "whole-
heartedly." Participating in the negotiations before he began his own
speech, Blake wanted the Phrase changed to read: "we support with re-
servations." fhe SNCC group agreed and Foreman observed: "It svmed
like a small matter to us, then; we thought that jilake and the others' siding
with him were just masturbating over words." Later, however, Foreman
saw a more disquieting motivation. He believed that "it was the intent of
the Kennedy administration for ihe white liberals an,1 sellout Toms to
create a. base.of support, . . . to have apparer unanimity of support for
ihe civil -tights bill. . It did not matter that one group supported 'with re-
servations': it sepported, nevertheless. if, on the other hand, we h.d said
'we cannot simport wholeheartedly' 'we cannot suppere period, the
whole game would have been shot." 2'4

There was without question a strong desire to preserve unanimity to try
to bring about pressure on Congress, and to mirimize dissent, particularly
about the Kennedy bill. And it is also true that Kennedy staff members'
Were helping behind the scenes. But Foreman's conviction that the whole
conflict came about only to preserve a united front on the bill is, perhaps,
too simplistic. The rejection by Lewis of the civil rights bill Was only, a
prelude to his rejection of the political process. for the originai draft
dismissed the bill in such k way so as not to suggest legislative alterna-
tives. The stance was damningly negative in the* eyes of the leadership;
the amended version of the speech was more compatible with the kind of
stand taken by Wilkins. foi* example, that the proposed bill must be
strengthened. As &livered, the stieech read, "It is true that we support the
Vresent civil rights bill in the Congress. We support it with great reserva-
dons, however." Where befo e Lewis simply said what the bill would not
do, the-Actual speech indicat that "unless Title Three is put in" the bill
would be ineffectual. ThdInge might have been slight, but it was funda-
mentalmore so than even James Foreman suspected. For the change sig-
naled a shift from contempt for the legislative efforts to a call for amend-
ing a particular piece of legislation. Furthermore, the discussion of the bill
was but the tip of the iceberg: the original draft, as it was developed,
*revealed the depth and magnitude of rejection and must have been exceed-

. ingly chilling to leaders commited to the accepted American ideology.
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As Lewis deprecated the voting rights section of the civil rights bill, he
pronounced the slogan, "One man, one vote," and went on to identify it as
"the African cry," He added, "It is ouis too. (It must be ours)" The seed

. of the true revolutionary stance= br seen here. Later Slack militants
. were to reject categorically t1raditional interpretations of American values.

Ernest Bormann, commenting on black rhetoric in the late sixties and
early seventies, observed that "in general,:the contemporary black agitator
places his movement outside the mainstream of American society and-re-
jects the American dream." He went on to explain that "the decision to re-
ject the American culture and traditions has forced the agitztors to search
for other histories and other cultures with which to build a sense of corn-
munity among their followers and give meaning and relevance to their
movement. Some have identified . . . with the African heritage of their
ancestors." 29 The foreshadowing of that characteristie is clear in Lewis'
speech. The change made in this section .vas to add another sentence which
deflected the radical impact of such an idea and forced it nearer to the
traditional ideological mold. Following the phrase "it must be ours" came
the woids "Let us tell the Congress: One man, one vote."

Lewis' attack on the established political parties, clearly integral parts
of the system. -was scathing. His original draft proclaimed. "We are now
involved in a serioomvolution." Ctviopsly, the revolution would need to /
bring about sub:danhil political change. 'Lewis said; "This nation is still a
place of cheap political leaders who build their careers on immoral com-
promises and ally themselves with open forms of political, economic; and
'social exploitation. What political leaders here can stand .ip and say 'My
party 'is the party of principles'? The party of Kennedy is also the party of
Eastland. The party of Javits is also the party of Goldwater. Where is our
party?" The leaders were cheap, immoral, and e;ploitatiye, according to
Lewis, and there was no party that could -represent black interests. The
modifications in the text blunt the thrust of such blanket political condem-
nation and suggest, rather, a need for reform that the original does not.

, The revolation was termed a "social" one, and the "cheap politicians"
reference tecame: "By and large American politics is dominated by
politicians Who build their careers. . . ." The attack on politicians, many
or whom sat prominently on the platform that day, was softened bysthe.ad-
dition, "Thee are exceptions, of course. We salute those."

Lewis proceeded, in the original draft, to question the motives of the
federal government in a passage that was excised"It seems to me that
the Albany indictment [of nine SNCC leaders) is part ef a conspiracy on
the part of the Federal GovernmenLand local politicians in the interests of
expediency." Lewis wanted to know; "which side is the Federal Govern-
ment on?" He certainly did not assume that the government, specifically
the Kennedy Administration, was dedicated to the protection of the funda-
mental American rights of all citizens. It was dear that Lewis did not ac-
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cept the idea that the land of liberty needed only to be awakened to its
.rightful obligations. He used the word "revolution" in a iiluch purer sense
and much .more frequentty t:ian did other speakers. Asserting that "the'

Ilt) revolution is at hand," Lewis called for blacks to "free ourselves of the
chains of political and economic slavery." Hevargued that "the people, the
masses," must bring about "radical change," by participation in the
"struggle." 'The revolution is a serious one . . : . All of us must get in the
revolution. Get in . . until. the revolution is compiete . . The black
masrses are on the march: . . . All the forces [9f southern political leadersj
won't stop this revolution:: The exhortation in the original draft
culminated with the passe that svemed most to offend Archbishop
O'Boyle, and certainly suggested a militancy more threatening than any-
thing thus r seen: "The time will come.when we will not confine our
marching to Washington. We will march through the South through the
Heart of Dixie. the way Sherman did. We will pursue our own 'scorched
earth' policy and burn Jim Crow to the groundnonviolently. We shall
fragment the South into a thousand pieces and put them back togethd
the image hi demo:racy_ We will make the action of the past few mont
look petty. And I sav to you, WAKE UP AMERICA!!!"kspite his
insertion of the word "nonviolently," it was highly unlikely that the ..pirit

of this section was in harmony with the rht of the rhetoric of the March on
^Washington as Randolph, Wilkins, Blake and the rest perceived it. This \
peroration was the peak of a series of ideas which Lewis labelel revolu-_

tionary, and in, which very little of the usual isone and vocabulary of non-
violence and reftin were present.

The key to the nature of Lewis' response to the prevailing vision of the
ideology can be found in two references to the Revolutionarylieriod itself.
The copy of the -Lewis speech distributed beforehand urged the black
masses to stay in te,...syeets "until the revolution is complete." The
amended version tea : until the unfinished revolution of 1776 is tom-
plete.7 The former version gav.e absolutely no suggestion that the orginal.
American Revolution was to be carried on. That was, indeed, the implica-
tion of much of what others had said, as they expressed the conviction that
the ideology could be made to work. Such a concept, however, was not at
all implicit in Lewis' words or argument. Furthermore, Lewis had planned
to indict politicians of both parties because they had "betrayed the basic
principles of the Declaration of Independence." This reference was omit--
ted elong with the passage that led .to. it in which Lewis rejected the slow

process of judicial redress and insisted that "we will take matters cinto our
own hinds and create a source of power, outtide of anir national structure
that could and would assure us a victory." In Lewis' vocabulary, patience
was "a dirty and nastrd"; blacksdemanded their freedom now. Surely
a return to the ievolutionary "Declaration," which justified the overthrow' .
of theestablished goveniment, was much more consistent with the entire
rhetorical stance of Lewis' speech than was a call foi the completion Of the
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1776 Revolution. The "unfinished revolution" which began two centuries
before does, after all, have a very evolutionary quality about it. The de-
mand for fulfillment of the promise implies that the promise is capable of
being fulfilled under the present system. The notion of progress was clearly
imbedded in such a demand, whereas the rejection of "the courts . . . the
President, the Justice Department, . . . . Congress" in order to entrust
power only in "our own hinds" was a plain denial. of the efficacy of es-
tablished institutions. It contained the seed of repudiation of the American
ideology which was soon to flourish in the rhetoric of tfic black power
movement.

John Lewis had inter,ded to present a truly revolutionary speechone,
that is. that was closer to a revolutiodary spirit than to the ideological heri-
tage of the American Revolution, institutionalized and encrusted with
tradition as it was. Despiti his desire to advance a radical position. Lewis
had been thwarted, and all of the major addresses at the March reflected a

& reformist stance based upqn a faith in the prevailinf conception of the
American ideology. Certainly, this rafth was most evident in the speech
presentetI by Martin Luther King, Jr. whit was the nextclfid final speaker.
There is little disagreement that the electrifying moment of the March
came with King's speech. This speech was not only seen by those.present as
the most moving event of the day, it wasitilso the,best example of the
grounding of black aspirations in the Americhn tradition, of protest rhe-
toric strongly reflective of the ideology that had evolved from .the
American Revolutiot.

Martin Luther-King, Jr. first gained attention as the leader of the Mont-
gomery Bus Boycott in 1956, and the*, as founder and President of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, he helped to direct the'protest
movement throughout the South. Just a few months before the March he
wrote from alill in Birmingham that "we -know through paingol
experience that freedom ys never voluntarily given by the oppressor: it
must be demanded by the oppretsed."30 At thirty-four years of age, Dr.
King had been in jail at least 12 times and had travelled 20,000 miles a p.

year promoting his cause. II His reputatio9 was international: a yearsAfter
the March he was to become the youngest recipient of the Nobel Peace
Prize in its history. / . .

-,To those who formed the most massive protest rallyWashington had
evef seen. Martin Luther King, Jr. w9s the most prominent spolcismana
living symbol of the movement itself. He did not disappoint those who

lf. The speech was one of fierce, penetrating, lilting contrastscontrass

d him. His speech, the climax of the rally, was perhaps the most.
ionate moment not Only of theday, butOf the civil rights movement, it-

in theme and argument, highlighted by King's organizational pattern and
. style. Infusingothe whok,was the essence of the American ideology wehich -k..

d9isted the nation as the home of liberty and the sanctuary of the op-
pressed, guided by God's almighty hand. '-

.
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a 1
The principal theme of King's peech Was the failure of the ideology tO

manifest itself in the lives of WO oplethe contrast of the promise and
the practice, the ideal and the teality. Beginni ng with a 'reference to the
"symbolic shadow" of Lincoln, King extolled th Emancipation Procla-
mation which ended the "leng night of their captivity." " The Emancipa-
lion Proclamation is one of tliose historic documents laden with rhetorical
significance of,the most far-reacking and enduring kind. In popular con-
ception,it "freed the slaves." No matter what limitations were placed on
this frcidom, no matter how specific it was in freeing slaves only in certai
guts of the country, no matter if the motivation might have come in p. t

limn' the desire to prevent Great Britain from recognizing the on-
federacy, no matter that political pressures at home more than hurnani-

e tdrian reasons may have brought abotit its is.suance; the Emancipation
Proclamation rises above its own limirations to a 05wering symbolic mean-
ing. Like Magna Carta, the fipe print did not matter; its rhetorical sig-
nificance was that in popular belief .it proclaimed human freedom and'
dignity. Lincoln, then, had freed ,the slaves; the Prnclamation had

. promised freqarn. "But one hundred years !ater, the Negro is still not
frx." King's M words set out the basic contrast of the fundamenta,1
theme: blacks'whO wt....e promised liberty were, in fact, denied it.

Blacks. King went, on to say, were languishing.in the corners of
Ameriain wciety; the Negro was "an exile in his own land." The land, of
,course, was a great one, "a vast ocean ot material prosperity." The black
was aidated in it, but it wass his own land. It was most important fOr the/

development of the theme, and very much in keeping with the ideolhgical
-1 mold of the occation and the ether speakers,.that King stressed -the in-

digenous character of blacks. Alienated they were, perhaps, but not ahen.
he condition was "shameful" precisely beauscblacks were Americans.

TPic founding fathers, the "architects of the republic who wrote the mag-
nificent Words,of the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence,"
were, in King's wqrds. "signing a promissory .note to which every

. ' American was to fall heir [italics added]." And.King was quick to assert
that "Americans" referred to "black men as well *hite men." King did
not try to "iirovs," that blacks were'Aprericans, hOierely asserted it. The
ideology allowel him to, and there were few who contyred, or even
thought of contesting, such an assumption. Malcom- X did, of course, but

. t.
in 1964 he.was nor in

.

the mainstream of black thought aqd.certainly ws
considered beyoiri .the pale by whites. Later more blacks would Fin
111,01colm in abandoning moderation. In their bitter attacks on the system
which oppressed them, they would deny the relevance of the American
tradition to them," but in that simmer of discontent attention was clearly
directed toward the denial of the rights of black citizensrights
guaranteed by the Americin syStem and sanctified by the ideokigy.

King's argument was t t the denial of these basic rights caused their
uprestthat black discont. pt was "legitimate." In April of 1963. while
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King eat in a Birmingham jail, eight prominent Alabama clergymen de-
plored thAactions of "outsiders," and called the demonstrations then go-
ing on 'Snwise and ufitimely." Furthennpre, while they reaffirmed their
Condemnation of "hatred and violeikee," the clergymen went on to "point
out that such actions as incite toliatred and violence, however technically
peaceful those actions may be?' were not very productive.33 But King's
point, reiterated in the Washington speech, was that there could be no
compromise with the fundamental need of blacks to be .,c;cognized as full
citizens. So not only was it incumbent on Americallo "make real the
promises cf democracy," but that those prbmijes had to be fulfilled now.
King then began a variation on theinincipal thew when he stressed the
urgency in granting to blacks t? 'r rights..

Again, the contrasts underlined King's point. Gradualism was pitted
against the fulfillment of democracy, segrega9n against justice, injustice
against brotherhood. And through it all, the insolent note sounded strong.
Racial mace 'could be bought-441y at the price of justice; only when the
country lived upio its professions could it hope for tranquility.."There will
be neither rest rtr tranquility in America," King stated flatly, "until the
Negro is granted his citizenship rights."

But racial unrest was not racial revolution. King spoke of the "whirl-
wind of revolt," bat he did not call for destruction. li was because King
and mast of his audience, white and black, had heen so schooleu in the
'ideology that he was not able to ask that the liberty tree, rotten with air-
ruption, be chopped down; to bereplaced by a new and different saiiling.
Instead, he askcce only that it be allowed to bear its natural fruit. The revo-
lution was to 153itinue to be a conservative one; it was to be "creative
protest," did it was definitely to be fought Oy a "bi-racitl army." Like so
niany cif the other speakert, King argued for the indivisibility of freedom
and asserted, "We cannot walk alone."

Nothing less than the justice they deserved, and that had been promised
to theni would satisfy blacks. But the' constituents of justice as
enumerated by King form a recognizable part of traditional American as-
piiations: blacks wished to be free orpotice persetution, to %stable to stop
in a motel to reu after dday's travel, to be given the opportunity to break
out of the poverty and deprivation of the ghetto, to be able to use the same
public facilities as other Americans. to be able to votein sum, to haVe
hope. Over one hundred and 'ninety years earlier Joseph Warren had called

erica the "asylum of the oppressed,"36 and surely, such an asylum
wo d provide the basic ingredients of liberty that King envisioned: King
recegnized the suffering and legat persecution of civil siglits workers; he
was "not unmindful that some of you have come hereout of excessive
trials and tribulation." Bucthis recognition of evil was balanced by tit
conviction that'14sOmehow.lhis situation can, and will be changed.' It
would be changed not by proposing new ideals hut by implementing old
ones. Thus was Martin Luther King led to his dream. "I still have a dream.
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It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream that one day as:3 nation
;will rise upend live out ihe true meaning of its creedwg.bold these truths
to be self evident that.sql men are created equal"

SO convinced was King of the potency of thideology apd itikpromise
ti that he believed the guiding ideas of the country, when summoned up,

could move mountains. The tactic, then, was- not violent overthrow. As
Gandhi had sought to touch the conscience of the British nation by peace-

.- ful but forceful moral, protest, so lilng hoped to arouse the conscience of
\whke.Amcrica. Physical force was to be met with "soul force." The move-

meift to be characterized by "dignity and discipline," and must never
"degenerate into physical violence." It was clear that the "moral revolu-
tion" was one that .sought the return to accepted values in their original,-
pure state; the temple of liberty was Titte cleansed, not destroyed. King
articulated his dream, making it concrete. making it valid, and making
hopeful the possibility *of its coming true. It was a dream, when realized,
that would lead to the reaffirmation of the essence of America: "the day
when all of God's children will be able to sing with a new meaning *my

country of thee; sweet Jand of liberty; of thee I sing; land when; my
fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride, from every mountainzide. let
freedom ring.' " This phwse from the traditional "America," King took
as the cornerstone of tiis peroration: from every part of the country
freedom should be made to ring uptil. asKing ended with the words of the
old Negro spiritual, all people, not blacks alone, but all Americans
together would be able to sing, "Free at last, free at last; thank God
Almighty, we are free at last."

King's theme so deeply rooted in thev.American tradition, was rein-
forced signiflcantly by his organizational pattern ant his balanced, style,
both of which developed the contrasts.and the hope Vol' the speech, while
generating tre- mendous emotional pcder. The towering statue of the pen-

.

sive Lincoln physically dominated the day's proceedings. PresIdenr Lin-
coln had, in his Second Inaugural Address, recalled the mood and the
events at the time he took his first oath of office in 1861; no one then had
expected such a long 'and ferocious war and no one had looked for, rpsults
go "fundamental and astounding!: The basic cause of the war, Lincoln
said all knew, was slaveryneither side -.anticipated that the cause of the
conflict itself should cease."." Slavery was ended by. Lincoln, the Grcat
Emancipator. King's, opening words, "Five score years ago," and his
reference to Lincoln's "symbolic shadow" began the speech with what was
the promise symbolized by Lincolnthe promise to end the degradation
of human slavery. The action a century before "came as ajoyous daybreak
to end the long night of their captivity." King's first major point, which
Was made economically and forcefully, was that blacks were, by the legal
action and moral weight of America's martyr-hero President, free. There
was a strong ironic note in commencing with kreference to what should
have been the end of slavery, but what was, in fact, the beginning of a long,
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tortured struggle by blacks to attain the rights presumably guaranteed
them. The rust point, that.blacks were by right free, was taken at a given,
as it might be in a nation whose history was seen as tbe fulfillment of the
idea that it was the land and asylum of liberty.

Kingta second point was the contrast of the first:. blacks were still mana--
'clod and chained. Physical slavery was replaced by the terrilik slavery of
poveny d discrAination. With the contrast made, the two points were
then m , by King into a demand to "make real the promises -of,
dem .' King rarely strayed from the reality-practiee comparison,
and his org tion'consistent17 heightened it. The militancy of the black
community would not be dhuimshed until real citizenship was attained. It,.
was a "marvelont new militancy" that could not he idiewid to erupt into
destructive revolution, but that also could not be allo to cease until full
justice had been given to bladcs.

As the third point in-his speech, King predicted that "one day this nation
will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed." It waxthrough this

. prophecy that Kiag detailed his dreama dream thar envisioned
brotherhood, that saw even Mississippils an "oasis of freeborn," and Ala-
barna as a place whele black and white children could join hands. King
swiftly and deftly transformed the dream to hope," and then tii'a "faith."
The faith would sustain blacks in the work needed to bring about the day
of freedom. And Otis King came to his stirring conclusion. With freedom
ringing from the mountain tops of the North andlWest, "but not only
that," from the mountains, the hills, tke Molehills of the South, King
ended with the mighty crescendo of."free at last." By way of his three
major points, each one elaborated upon and embellished, he had come
from the promise, tlfrough the reality, into the hope. and finally to the vi-
keion ;iffjiulfillment. Along with the organizational supports for the

y, stylistic mtalities 'seemed particularly well suited to the
Mogical mold.
As King progressed through his'speech, he wove a rich and emotional

tapestry. Every worjd seemed designed to heighten the theme and point ep
the ideal. Yet, it was not only the words that gave power to the speech.
King's delivery, shaped and honed by his years in the pulpit, reached out
and drew in his listeners. Of King's delivery, critic Arthur Smith has eh-
served: "Often speaking in the same melodious cackince black preachers .
had been using fa' years, King could captivate 'his audience by dropping
the vocal pitch to give a sense of foreboding to the tone." To Smith,
Martin Luther King "was the epitome of the black preacher." Ns Lerone
Bennett, ir.,in his essay on the Washington March, sees King's speech as.
one of the keys to imderstanding the March; it was not so much the words
as their expression. "The rhythms and the intonation and the halts and
breaks: these called back all the old men and women who had this dremh
and died, diihonoied; ciliad back rickety Negro churches on dirt roads
and tile men and women who sat in them, called them back and found
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than not wanting, nor their hoping in vain." These rhythms and King's in-
. tonatinn, according to Bennett, "called back all the pain and all the agony,

and held forth the possibility of triumph; they called back Emmett Till and.
Meder Evers aqd all the others; called back ropes and chains antrbombs
and screams in the night; called back one room walk-up flats and roaches
iind Tatg, called ihcm back said they would,soon be over."

King's language, and the way it was patterned, provides an illuminating
.

insight into the thetoricof the preacher-protestor. The intermingling of the
bible and maditional American values produced a dramatic rendering of
the ideology as did the strategic stylistid choices made by King. His style
was intricate, an elaborate design formed largely by balance and repeti-
tion, embellished by Metaphor, and striking fiir the quality of its juxtaposi-
tions. '..

King began the speech with a cluster of metaphoric contrasts. The Proc-
lamation was a "beacon" for those who had been."seared in the flames of
withering injustice"; the icing night of captholty was ended by "joyous
daybreak." The hope was quickly dashed:however. Using ripetition of the
phrase "one huadred years later," King contrasted the contemporary
reality with the histon l promise. The harshness of the situation was un-
derlined by his slavery etaphors: "manacles of segregation," and "chains
of discrimination." alienation and isolation of blaz.k people from the
society into which they were supposedly admittat was depicted by King's
image of the black who "lives on a lonely island of poverty in the mida of
a vast ocean of material prosperity." Furthermore, he "languished" in

'coi;ners, he was an "ex' e" in whin was ostensibly his own land. Precisely
jgbecause such a condif n was directly contrary to American professions
could it be called "shameful."

Most fully developed of all King's metaphors was the financial Meta-
phor of "the check." Perhaps it was an attempt to concretize the situation
in a way that everyone could readily understand. Perhaps, in a material so-
ciety, such a reference might have been considered to have special foree. It -;

was, however, the least inspiring part of the smech'. Its labored, prosaic
quality did not do justicie to its point: that the "Magnificent words of the
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence" should guide *our ac-
tions. Its extensive elaboration, iP which all .the parts fit, gave the meta-.
phor a baroque quality that made the comparison seem overdone: a pro-
missory note that had been defaulted on, a bad cheek, insufficient funds, .
vaults of opportunity, a check that would give upon demand the riches of
freedom, the security of justice. The metaphor was simply inflated beyond
its capacity; nevertheless, it was designed to portray clearly that America
was guilty of default. Blacks were ncot asking for a hindout; they were ask
ing that the check already given them be honored. This metaphor, to which

. a selativply extensive part of the speech was devoted, is a palpable indica-
tion of King's coMmitment to basic American values. He wanted the bank
to pay off. Later, more radical black leaders would talk about robbing
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banks as 'a justifabk way to fin the movement. In a moment of exu-
berance, Eldridge Cleaver could envision transcending the mere robpery
"one jivf bank," and arming the people so that they could walk up to the
White liouse and demand what was Mei& own at the poineof a gun. a kis
.not only the dramatic language that is different, but the sentiment that
Aisles and is reflected in the language. Both King and Clower wanted
what was theirs, but whereas Cleaver, more true to the essence of.revolu-.
flan, wished to datroy those who had pillaged his people, taking from the
oppressors the freedoth they had stolen from exploited blacks, King, in the
spirit of the Revolutionary ideology, believed that init &nil' of liberty,
liberty must be ;hared by all. "So we havicome to cash this check," King
said, "a check that will give us upowdemani the riches of freedom and the
security of justice." King demanded no less than full participation in the
American ideal, but no more than was promised. And this metaphor, for
all its technical faults, makes that abundantly clear.

In the next section of his speech? in which he warned whites net to expect
peace without justice, and blacks not to Tort to violence to-obtain justi-e,
King balanced good and 611 in a host of opposites. Segregation was r
"dark and desolate valley," in contrast to the "sunlit path" of racial jus-

. tice. The "heat of injustice" would be telieved by "an oasis of freedom";
from a "mountain of despair" would be hewn a 'fstone of hope"; "jangl-

}ng discords" would be transformed into a "symphony of brotherhood."'
"" The urgency of King's contrasts was reinforced by the repetition of "Now

is the time": a time to make real, a time to risc, a time to lift, a time to
Iftacaitieve justice: Four times in as many sentences King called for the im-

m!diate fulfillment of the "sacred obligation." And until the promise was
kept, le foresaw no rest or tranquility"The .whirlwinds of revolt will
continue to shake the foundations of our nation until the bright day of jus-
tice emerges."

Repetition was again Khlifs technique as he answeied his own the-
Unica! question: "When will you be satisfied?" It Was a repetition that
Both heightened the climactic quality of the speech, underscored the ur-
gency thedie, and finally united with the Biblical allusiol in a crescendo
that brdught together the preacher and the protestor. IJe long string of

- negative assertionv"We can never be satisfied. . . can 'never be
satisfied, . . We cannot be ,atisfied. . . . We can never be tisfied.. . . We
cannot be satisfied"finally culminated with the exclamation: "No, we
are not satisfied, and ire wiii not be satisfied until justiee rolls down like
waters and righteousness like a mighty stream."

The final, most dramatic, portions of King's speech also relied hea;fily
on repetition for effect. There was first the short, directive sequence of

p .t. "GO backs'? (tq Mississippi, to Alabama, to South Carolina, to Georgia,
vor to Louisianti, tb-'the ghetto Owns' of the 'North) that led King to hope,

despite the obviOusdifficulties that would be faced in these places, that the
...American dream weuld come true. Tbe famous series of statements from
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which the speech has generatly taken its namethose beginning with "I
have a dream"was the heart of the speech. And it is essential to an
underitanding of Kin0 comalitment to the American ideology to re-:
member that the orator 4lained that his dream Was "deeply rooted in the
American dream." The method of building through repetition of the initial -

phrase followed by dramatic contrast (as in King's vision of Ks.sissippi.,
swtltering in thi heat of appretsion," being transformed into "an oasis of

freedom and justice") enabled the audience to respond each time with
shouts of approval, cries of "Ame'n" and applause, .and to build with the
speaker toward an emotional climax that corroponded with the structural
one. In fact, in this instance. King found ,the audience response "so won-

. derful" that he extemporized the "I have a dream" sequence, which he had
often used before, and left the text.he had prepared.° Again it was the
preacher thartriumphed at the emotional peak; the final dream is not like
those that had gone before, a dream of racial peace, harmony, and love. It
i§ one that, in a certain logical sense, does not fit. But it does have a
psychological fit, for while it.is non-specific as to content and vague in its
strict relation to the subject, it is an emotional summation lit with the
prophetic fire of thefreacher: "I have a dream 'that one day every valley
shall be exalted, every hill and mountain shall bt made low, the rough
places shall be made.Plain, and the crooked places shaft be made straight
and the glory of the Lord will be revealed and all flesh shall sic it
together."

Having reached this emotional Zight, King paused to reaffirm his faith
that the dream would become a reality and then rushed forward to his final
series of repetitions. he opening lines of the patriotic anthem,
"America." provided King with the phrase that most strongly identified
what was to follow with traditional American values, and at the same time
with the text of his last climax: "My country of thee; sweet land of
liberty; of thee I sing; land whim my fathers died, land of the pilgrim's
pride; from every mountainside, let freedom ring." .

And so King launched into the final moments of the speech, beginning
seven sentences with "Let freedom ring. . . ." Freedom wap to ring not only. .
in Ike North, but in the South as well, in Georgia. in Tennessee, andin
what was obviously the ultimate: "LeNkeedom ring from every hill and
molehill of Missi%ippi. . . ." In the last, chinactic minute, the Itev
Dr. Kinn moved the now jubilant congregation by the prediction tIlaf men
of ail colors and religions would some day be able to join bandit and "sing
in tlib words of the old Negro spiritual, "Free at last, free at last; thank
God Almighty, we are fiee at lase' Donald Smith, who was in the creak),
later irotf. that "on this momentous afternoon the guilt of oppression and
the yoke of subju ation were released in a torrent of passion and tears:"
Smith welt on observe that King had, in the speech, "effected a mar-
riage of the egro protest and the Aprriean tradition." 42
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Martin Luther King's spe ech reflected the prevailing mood of the
March on Washington becalm that Manh was seen as the great culminat-
-ing effort of a iteaceful protest, of the attempt to appeal to the conscienCe
of America to share with blacks what was rightly theiri. Not only Kind's
speech, lxjt the entire event, was profoundly influenced by the Ameriean
ideology and was a tribute tots potent influence. The "tone . . . of hope
and optimism," as Floyd McKissick put it, was to change, however, when
"Black people who had hoped there was a national conscience realized
there was no such thing." McKissick believed that "although few realized
it at the time . . much or the idealism and romanticism of the civil rights
movement die that day. For that derwmgration culminated years of suf-
fering and toiland when that cry went unheeded, bloc* America began a
revolution.") Years after the March and armed With a new, Marxist
ideology, James Foreman vs-to terite bitterly that "Dr. King spoke for
twenty or morvninutes Wow his 4reams white the black people lived ip
nightmares."ei Thus, some black protest eventually moved from the rite-
tode of civil 'rights to the rhetoric of black revolution. In this connection,
the contrasting rhetoric of Lewis appears to have been die wave of the im-
mediate future. Traditional ideological interpretations certainly did not in-
form the style or strategy of the new black power spokesmen. Control of
the ideology did not assure leaders control of theii black followers.

For all the times and ways in which the word "revolution" was used,
what happened in Washington Int August 28,1963, was not a revolution
thatpught to overthrow; it was, nonetheless, Revolutionary in the sense.
thai it mainiated those basic ideas developed by tho founden of the na-
tion as those ideas had been incorporated into an accepted ideology. One
did not bear the distant clatter of the tumbrils that day; the march was, on
the contratry, in President %John Kennedy's words: a demonstration of

."faith mut amfedence in our democratic government."4)
The Washington March is an extremely interesting case study of the

ielationship of protest rhetoric: to the ideology. The civil rights
movement, Re so many movements in history, was essentitily
reformist: The fact that there was some perceptable ideology, thtte wire
some ideasvague or unspecific as they might have been to most people
helped spokesmen to override only current contingencies and focus on the
univenal menu of what wps seen as somehow American. The ideology
could, as in the case of the Mardu ahem Ind direct the rhetoric into st
coherency. Certaiitly most of the rhetoric was predicated on the belief that
America was, indeed, supposed to be the land 9f liberty, the protector of
the idea of liberty, the haws for the oppsessed. pppression in America
was a flat costradiction of theideology, end the strategy of protest was not
to destroy the ideology and supplant it with a new one; it was; rather, to
paint out that the contradiction did exist. 'The years of white represent*
timpof blacks as carefree people, happy with Aheir lot, would have tended
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to keep the ideology intact while allowing its spirit to be violated in
practice. The protest rhetoric 'of the civil rights movement was meant to
rip away the veil "of pretense 6y. confronting the nation with its iown
ideology. The ideology was being niade to perform a conservative and yet
at the same time progressive function. It dirt.ted the rhetoric, and the ac-
tion intended to be evoke& into leially acceptable and ti4iditionall- sanc-
tioned paths; it allowed the profionents of change to work through
tablished institutions; it allowed a strategy of restoration which called
upon the country to return to mutually agreed upon and historically
hallowed principles. It also did, however, rest on the assumption that being
out of pliase with the ideology was a motivating dissonent force, one that
had the poteatial to bring the practice into congruence with the theory.
Doubts about the power of the ideology ts, so function, as Lewis
demonstrated, were gowing.

-

f
The American ideology, informing the rhetoric of the March on Wash-

ington, robbed it of a truly radical spirit and made it rather the
descendent of the American Revolution. While John Lewis talked of, "the
unfinished revolution of 1176," it was the other speakers who essentially
believed that they were but calling for the fulfillment of the American
dream: Lewis wanted to smash the chains;not point out that they were
really there. If the expetience of the civil rights movement generally, and
the Mardi on Washington specifically, is any indicator, it might justly be
hypothesized that the Americip ideology has been a bulwark of stability. ..
and evolutionary change ing. America. The rhetoric which mirrors that
ideology is founded on the basic assumption of American virtue. The -

ideology inherited from our Reyolution has tended to subvert revolution in
later generations and, instead, to lead our reformer rhetoricians as it did
King to call on us to live up to our own national ideals, our own national
character. The ideology, then, was seen as possessing the power to move,
to compel. The dissidents, soon to form the black power movement, saw'

the application of power in all spheres of political and soci4 life as a way
to transforit the ideology. The civil rights movement did give way to
black power and both left indelible mhrks of race relations in America. It
is impossihle to say who actually captured the ideology, although an asser-
tion that its basic nafttre has radically changed tor blacks or whites would
be difficult to prove. What the rhetoric of the March on Washington does
suggest ispat the ideology caa have overwhelming appeal for reformers,
that when it seems to serve a conservative function no one is its exclusive
guardian, but when its efficacy is threatened or its interpretation ques-
tioned, it cannot serve 'as the exclusive arbiter of events. Nevertheless,
while hiStorical forces.and events liafTet it, reshape it enlarge or restrict it.
thç ideology continues to exert influence, and it continoes to be a highly
vafbed-prze for which political groups are very much willing to contend.
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CONCLUSION

Four years after the Treaty of Paris Dr. Benjamin Rushthe
Philadelphia physician, scientist and patriotremarked. "The American
War is over: but this is far from being the case with the American revolu-
tion.." Rush insisted that only "the first act of the great drama" was com-
pleted; it remained for Americans "to establish and perfect" their republic
and their national character.I.We have argued in this monograph that rhe-
toric played an important role in the contiriptiig American Revolution
which Dr. Rush foresaw. Indeed, to the extefit that the continuing Revolu-
tion was a solidification and institutionalization of the fruits of the War for
Independence. then the Revolution did not continueat least, not as a
revolutionary force. What did continue was the rhetoric of the American
Revolution.the expression, the reaffirmation, and the purification of the
ideas inherited from the nation's birth. As Americans struggled for the
"vfection" envisaged by Dr. Rush, rhetofic served them by bringing the
past to bear upon the present. On the most obvious level, it passed on the
Revolutionary tradition; but more than this, it also informed Arnericans'
perceptions; it provided a lens through which the confusion of events could
be focused, ordered, and understood. In yet another way, rhetoric served
to contrast the Revolutiongy iqeal with the American reality. When dif-
ferent ideals from the RevolutiOnary ideology seemed to dictate different
courses of action 'for Americans, rhetoric served to reconcile bath the ideal
with the reality and the conflicting aspects of the ideology with each other.
When the clash. betwen interpretations of the ideology became too
extreme, when the ideal and the practice diverged so much as to preclude
reconciliation, opposing groups engaged in rhetorical struggles- for
possession of the past.

American speakers and writers have been quite self-conscious M fulfill-
ing their responsibility to pass on the Revolutionary tradition to the next
generation. Historians have become aware of the myth-making tendencies
of the early histories of the Amc rican Revolutionthe "heroic" chronicles
by David Ramsay, Mercy Otis Warren, and Parson Weems: These were
epideictic discourses in historical form, for they were concerned above all
with praise and blame. The founding fathers were portrayed a -ss
paragons, commanding the almost universal allegiance of the popc:son,
while.the loyalists were denounced as "craven sycophants of a vicious
oligarchy. "2 Yet, these histories were late comers to the field of epideiciic
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literature in America. By the timethey appeared near the beginning of the
nineteenth century, the oral tradition of ceremonial disoeurie had been
ciFating and transmitting the American ideology for altnost twenty-five
years. In occasional addresses, eulogies of oational leaders, and, of course,
the ubiquitous Fourth of July orations, speakers passed on a network of

, perceptiols and ideas that contributed to the' understanding of the
American character as something unique. Indeed, as the rhetoric por-
trayedc ideology, this new land was especially chosen by God as worthy
of His special favors. The New Jerusalem idea was as old as the earliest .
settlem ts, but the conflict with the Mother Country reinforced such a
conception. Divinely blessed as it was, the new country was the logical re-
pository for "liberty," personified and :vitalized, fleeing from the
political and moral corruption of the Ola Warld Sodom. Such a land, of
course, was more than a fit plac% for the tree of liberty to flourish and
spread her seed. From the perioeof national birth this sense `of mission
was strong, and it was communicated to succeeding generations in the
form of a yision of a new empire, new in territory and new in conception,
that would be as mighty as it was free. The Revolutionary tradition, then,
was father to an American ideology. Of the public discourses which
transmitted the American ideology for two hundred years, the inaugural
Addresses constituted the most formal and important series of speeches
Through this regular, orderly rhethrical event the continuity of and unify-
ing power of the ideology were brought to bear on national events and a
tradiplon was created ahd sustained. While these addresses often lacked
originality, this was itself a token of contiOuity and stability; the past pro
vidçd the present with predictable sustenance.

hetoric did not simply serve as-a conduit for the past to exert itself on
e present generation; it rather operated selectively toiinterpret both past

`---- 'and present. The American ideology identified this land as the home of
_ - ligerty; hence the abuse of loyahsts by patriots, while historioally an under-

standable occurrence, could not easily become part of the American past.
Carl Becker alluded to the concept of the American past when he observes
that "history in this sense arnot be reduced to a verifiable set of statistics
.or formulated iii terms ofuniversally valid mathematical formulas. It is
rather an imaginative creation, a personal possession." The past, theo,
serves as a national memory; it is our "living history." 1Just as the rhetoric
of the American Revolution filters our history so that it can serve as our
past, the past serves as a means or perceiving and understanding the
present. Thus, instability in the government of a pro-Western Asian

ii country becomes a threat to liberty; the Mexican-American War becomes
an expansion of the American empire; and American niaterial prosperity
becomes A sign of God's blessing. This tendency of Americans to interpret
present tiroblems and to envision the future in terms of the American
ideology has led some historicans quite explicitly to instruct our national
leaders on how to "use history more discriminatingly." 4



Not only does our ideology shape our perceptions of the present; it also

11
enters actively into our disputes over public policy, becoming the yardstick
agaipst which proposed policies are measured. Thomas Jefferson
deschbed the ideals of the American Revolution aS "the creed of our
political faith, the text of our civicinstruction, the touchstone by which to
try the services of those we trust." If Americans should deviate from the
ideology "in moments of efror," Jefferson. declared: "let us hasten to
retrace our steps. . . ."' Over a century later Woodrow Wilson urged his
countrymen to "go back and read some of the immortal sententes" of the
founding fathers and "see how they set up a standard to which they
intended that the nations of the world should rally." 6

The American ideology, transmitted and transformed from the Revolu-
. tionary era, has become a part of the national rhetoric. Americans have

struggled to fulfill their immense responsibility as God's chosen people, to
carry on this sacred trust. The idea of a rising American empire evolved,
or rather mutated, until the empire of tree men foreseen by Thomas Paine
became the world empire"the comma cial supremacy of the world"
envisioned by Albert J. Beveridge.' The most powerful idea of the
American ethosthe myth of America as the land of libedyboth fired
Americans pawion for progressive reform and led the nation into the ho-
locaust of foreign wars. Leaders as diverse as Martin Luther King and
Lyndon Baines Johnson appealed to the American value of liberty as they
argued for civil rights legislation." 'Yet Johnson also joined WoodroW
Wilson and John Kennedy in the conviction that Americans must die in
distant wars inn oier to "mate the world itself at last free" and "to asture
the. survival a ccess of liberty." It is to no avail that hard-headed
experts on international relations advise Americans to disregard the senti-
ments of the Declaration of Independence' when formulating .foreign
policy. The essence of liberty is self-governmentor in contemporary lan-
guage, "self-determination"and American leaders have not hesitated to
invoke the sacred document of 1776 in support of securing liberty for
others. Charles Burton Marshall, the Nitze Professor of International
Politics of the School for Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins
University, acknowledges the potency of the continuing rhetoric of the
American Revolution when he observes:' "Ideas explicit or implicit in their%
Declaration have endured as legitimizing concepts in the national psyche.
Presidents, their spokesmen, and their principal advisors, have been wont
to turn to such ideas as a way of validating policy undertakings in their
own minds. Thus, in a manner unparalleled, our twentietti-centurveduct
in world affairs has been accounted for in eighteenth-century frainAof
thought."'" -

Because rhetoric both shapes and reflects thought, it must be pointed
out that the ideology does more than rationalize action; it also influences
action. The ideology, for example,.. frequently creates debates over
American ideals versus American self interest. In Britain in the nineteenth
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century leaders faced similar problems: constitutional governments like
their own were admired if they approached the British model, but English
statesmen often found theanselves aliPed with the autocrats of Russia or
Austria or withihe destroyes of constitutionalism, Napoleon III, in order

Irto serve best Aat they conceived to be British interests. Americans were
likewise uneasy that they shared their political bed with dictators. But the
restraints of the ideology would probably not allow a prominent American
politician to admonish his countrymen as Canning did when he advised
Parliament: "eet us not in the foolish spirit of romance, suppose that we
alone could regenerate Europe." Americans could not accept the notion
that their attempts toregenerate liberty in the world have been "foolish ro-,
mance ."

Never a statie group of concepts, the American ideology had to adjust
constantly to its changing setting. The notion of America as the example
of libirty to the world, which had served so well during the pineteenth
century, 'became the concept of America as the promoter and defender of

, liberty throughout the" workl. When the cautious clung to the traditional
version of the ideology, Albert Beveridge asked: does "our duty end with

se, that? Does any man's duty to his childien endwith mere example?"
Should Americans fail to take positive action as the promoter of liberty
simply because iloreign people fails to understaid our "Nation's high
duty?" Beveridge paused only long enough to ask: "Does the parent ... re-
frain from discharging this duty if the child resists?"12 As America has
Moved fitfully through the twentieth century it has redefined its past and
altered its understanding of the American ideology. The debate over the

. League of Nations, thi polemics of isolationism and internationalism, and
the rhetoric c-if the dvil 'rights movement have each contributed to the
evolving ideology. Martin Luthei King, for example, as he buttressed the
civil rights movement with the tenets of the ideology, reinvigorated the
tradition with moral fervor. The American dream, as it subsumed King's
dream, was one that projected a peaceful, creative, and wholly legitimate
way of producing change without tampering with established institutions.

The significance of the past &s a rhetorical force is perhaps best
- illustrated by the struggles of opposing groups to possess it. Although

Williams Jennings Bryan and Albtrt Beveridge were on opposite sides in
the imperialism icontroversy, they boll claimed Thomas Jefferson as the
father of their policies. Woodrow Wilson and Henry Cabot Lodge each in-
voked the founding fathers in the League of Nations debate. And in 1976
the government-sponsored American Revolution Bicentennial Adminis-
tration. found itself confronted with the People's Bicentennial .Com-
mission. Both bidentennial groups endorsed the traditional function of the
American ideologythat Americans should "measure our institutions
against the Trinciples of '76" but they disagreed sharply upon just what
those principles were. ifrWhen President 'Gerald R. Ford commemorated
the Battle of Lexington on April 19, 1975, his conservative use of the past
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was booed and jeered by those members of his audience who possessed a
more revolutionary memory." The rhetorical struggle owr the past pro-
voked a subcommittee af the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee to issue a
thirty-page report charging that the People's Bicentennial Commission
was attempting "to steal the bicentennial."

If the past is any guide to the future, the rhetorical processes of con-
forming national policies to the ideologyand of modifying the ideology
to changing conditionswill continue to be central to American public
discourse, Jimmy Carter's entire 1976presidential campaign, for example,
might be seen as an effort to renew Americans' sense of communitya
community defined by its 'common belief in the American ideology. In
assuming office, Carter attested "once again to the inner and .piritual
strength of ur nation." Using exactly -the same Biblical reference that
John Win p.had cited on the deck of the Arbella in mid-Atlantic in
1630 whe e had addressed his band of Puritans about their special
covenant vet God," Jimmy Carter reminded Americans of the ;'timeless
admonition" of the ancient prophet Micah: to do justly, to love mercy, to
walk humbly with God. The renewal of a cOmmunity based on this faith,
Carter sermonized, would create "a new dedication within our government
and a new spirit among us all." He went on to speak of America's "unique
self-definition" and its "special obligation" to promote personal 1ibet4.17
Noting that the "passion for freedom" was on the rise in the world, Carter
urged that there-could be "no nobler nor-more ambitious task for America
to undertake . than to help shape a tst aitcl peaceful world that it: truly
humane." 11'

Having embraced the ideology in 'hi; Inaugural Address and having sug-
gested how that ideology ought to influence national policy, it was quite
consistent and predictable that Carter would proclaim in his first address ,

before the United Natiohs that American foreign policy would serve the
nation's "historic values and commitments." 'Moreover, he announced
that the United States had an."historical birthright" to be a leader in the
campaign to extend human rights. "No member of the United Nations,"
he continued, "can claim that mistreatment of its citizens is solely its o/n
business. Equally, no member can avoid its responsibilities to review Ind
to speak when torture or unwarrantefl deprivation of freedom occurs in
any part of the world."I9Thus, the American ideology again exerted itself
in the nationa1and international dialogue, transcending individual
political leaders, entire administrations, and even political affiliations.
And it can be expected to contifiue to do so in the future.

"The mighty'past," to use Theodore Roosevelt's phrase, is not to be
taken lightly: 20 The rhetoric of the American Revolution continues, then,
not in the crumbling pages of speeches and pamphlets ot the 1770s, but in
Ahe national dialogue as Americans attempt to perfect their society, their
government, and in Dr. Rush's words, "the principles, morals and man-
ners of our citizens. . . ." 21 When President Carter charted the general
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principles of his administration, he confessed: "I haile no new dream to set

forth today, but *rather urge a fresh faith in the old dream." Having re-

called the American Revolution as "a milestone" in the-quest for human

liberty, he quickly reminded Amtlicans of their obligation to 4he past:

"The bold and brilliant dream which excited the foundelsof our nation

%. still awaits its consummation." =" The rhetorical legacy of the R'bvulnion.is

not revolutionary affer all. What our rhetoric did for us was to estbb .11 an

ideology that has, in a sense, presided over our evolutionary processes.

Though shaken by "the whirlwinds of revolt," *the ideology has proved

durable as it has proved adaptable. Americans have come to embrace it as

a faitb, and with Harry Truman they continue to declare: "From this faith

.wg will not be moved." "
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